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New Leslie- 925 with high power JBL speakers.

Sound. More sound. Exciting, dramatic I
sound. Sound enough to fill acres and I
acres at an outdoor concert, recreation I
hall or stadium. Situations where you I
need a power complex.
The new Leslie 925 meets these big sound
needs through a number of innovations: the
finest high powered JBL speakers arc now
linked to the world-famous Leslie bass rotor and horn
rotor systems. Special amplifier/speaker complexes were
designed and engineered to provide tremendous sound
output without distortion, reproducing both very high
and very low frequencies with amazing fidelity. You get
an additional power source with four 6x9
stationary speakers... giving additional heft
to the sound output.
The Leslie Model 925 is rated at 140 watts
(RMS) and with more efficient handling of
the output, the apparent sound is nearly double that of
the most powerful Leslie ever made!

Hear the Model 925 at your nearest
franchised Leslie dealer today. It is
one power complex that’s really easy
to live with.
Specifications Model 925/Single
Amplification: 3 separate channels of amplification.
Measured in continuous undistorted output (RMS):
140 watts.
Speakers: High powered, high frequency JBL driver,
high power JBL bass speaker, four 6x9 high powered
speakers.
Weight: Top section, 87 lbs.; bottom 127 lbs.
Dimensions: Top section 2814" wide, 20%"
deep, 14% " high. Bottom section 2814 " wide,
20%" deep, 37% "high.
Total assembled height including casters, 54".
Electro Music/CBS Musical Instruments,
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Bin 30, Arroyo Annex, Pasadena, California 91109
Leslie is a Registered Trademark of CBS, Inc.
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Extra LARGE
Extra DEEP
And with resonance and
richness of tone that only
the finest single-thickness
spruce top can produce.
$159.50

HARMONY
ACOUSTICS
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See them at
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music store.
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flutist-bandleader-producer on the many facets of his career.
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Buster Williams: About Time: Eliot Meadow interviews the versatile bassist.
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workshop—1
a publications}
More than 80 new
Arrangements**
Band and Combo Scores/Parts
Best of Established and New
Writers
y3 Off for db Subscribers
Send for free db/MWP Catalog for
details on all the new down beat
Arrangements. Use coupon below.
BIG BAND ARRANGEMENTS
.oseph.
JAZZ WALTZ (M) by Don Verne Joseph.
19: 5 sax: 5 tp: 4 tb; tu: p,b,d,ff. •10
tn bar
ich. Tp
tune. Solos for tp and tb, 1G bars each.
Ttm tp
tp’’ss
range to written C#;, tb to C. Unison
in this gospel-waltz. Big
P!" ending by <--sections.
QnHnnv
MW
169
.
.
.
$10/56.66
(PT 2&')
------------------------------------- KILLER JOE (A) by Benny Golson, as
arranged and recorded by Quincy Jones:
Walking in Space (A&M SP 3023). 15:
4 tp; 4 tb (inc b-tb); 11, ss, ts; p,b.g.d;
(4 female voices opt.). This famous big
band standard features bass and tp
solos with open space for others as de
sired. Odd meters with ss and tp com
bined; lush reed writing, hip ending.
(PT 5')
MW 159 . . . 512.50/58.33
Quincy Jones’ album, Walking in Space
with "Killer Joe” and five other great
tracks, PLUS the complete big band
arrangement described above.
MW 159/LP . . . 518.48/511.66

JAZZ STRING ENSEMBLE

A MESSAGE FROM BOYSIE (A) by Robert
Lowery, arranged by Joe Kennedy. 20: 12
vlo: 2 via; 2 clo; p,b.g.d. Contemporary
string orchestral piece—"slowly with ex
pression”. Jazz solos for vlo and via. Medium
difficulty for reading, advanced for best ex
pression. As recorded on LP "Strings By
Candclight” (Red Anchor) (PT 4')
MW 216 .. . 58.50/55.66

JAZZ TRUMPET CHOIR

Dom Spera, head of jazz studies at Wis
consin State Univ (Eau Claire) and Getzen
clinician, has dedicated The Eau Claire Jazz
Trumpet Choir series to Mr. William Adam,
Professor of Trumpet, Indiana Univ.
(Bloomington).
ADAMS APPLE (A) by Dom Spera. 11: 8
tp (tp VII & tp VIII should be played by
figs): p-g,b,d. Divided into two equal jazz
impo,
tp choirs plus rhythm section. Up-ter
based on "I've Got Rhythm” changes featurning section-type work. (PT 3')

MW 213 . . . $6.50/54.33

om Spera,
THE BOONIES BLUES (A) by Doi
11: 8 tp (tp VII & tp VIII should 1be played
by figs); p-g,b,d. Divided into two equal
jazz tp choirs plus rhythm secthJon. Medium
down-home 12 bar blues witl;h solo space
and a shout chorus. (PT 41/-')
MW 212 . . . $6.50/54.33
WALTZ OF THE PRUNES (M) by Dom
Spera. 11: 8 tp (tp VII & tp VIII should be
played by figs): p-g,b,d. Divided into two
equal jazz tp choirs plus rhythm section.
Pretty, melodic, jazz waltz, easy to put to
gether. Short jazz solo section. (PT 3')

MW 215 .. . $6.50/$4.33

JAZZ-ON-CAMPUS RECORDINGS

COLLEGIATE NEOPHONIC ORCHESTRA
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Jack
Wheaton, Cond.). 2 LP Neo G701
55.98/53.66

SMALL ENSEMBLE ARRANGEMENTS

r db/MWP ORDER FORM
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BALLADE (A) by David Baker. 3: as: clo;
ins.
fh. Very exciting jazz piece in two sections
Extensive use of the Lydian Concept. All
J
parts challenging. (PT 7')

I

MW 218 .. . 55/53.33
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sorNATA FOR PIANO AND BRASS

|
■
I
I
J

-JINTET
QUI

I

|

..^.its: Black
Blac Art/A Song/Colthree movements:
ine. This
This work
work Is
is th<
thoroughly permeated
trane.
blues, although no improby jazz and the blues.
’ ;t movement is
visation takes place. The Iasi
a tribute to Coltrane based loosely on an
abstracted, transmogrified version of his
"Blue Trane” solo. Last movement very
difficult. (PT 15')
MW 211I8 . . . 58.50/55.66

JAZZ

.ST 1022 $3.00

THE WORLD WE KNOW
.ST 1021 $3.00
STAN KENTON PLAYS FOR TODAY
'

.ST 1020 $3.00
I01J $3.00

THE ROMANTIC APPROACH ST
STANDARDS IN S1LHOUET7
. TE

....ST 1018 $3.00

ROAD SHOW (two LPsj
....ST 1017 $6.00
HAIR .......................................
- --ST 101G $3.00
STAN KENTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA
LIVE AT REDLANDS U.
J. (2 LPs)
......................................................... ST 1015 $9.00
PRIVATE PARTY (at Donte’s)
.ST 1014 $5.50
LOS ANGELES NEOPHONIC: ORCH.
.ST 1013 $5.50
ADVENTURES IN BLUES
.ST 1012 $5.50
ADVENTURES IN TIME ....ST-- 1011 $5.50
ADVENTURES IN JAZZ
ST 1010$5.50
INNOVATIONS IN MODERN MUSIC
_,,- - - • - • • • • ■■ ■ .................................... STI 009 $5.50

stanNkenton''s west s.dFsV’oTy5-50
............................................................... ST 1007 $5.50
CITYr2FkGLASS & TH|S MODERN
l^r^erLUDE

N EW CONCEPTS OF* ARTl’STRY Vn” $5"5<>

k^otnh.£ chrYstmas

<u x c

sps

• 7. :::iT 123? 01?

SOPHISTICATED APPROACH
Only on 4-T r-to-r tape
ZT1G74S4.00
THE BALLAD STYLE OF STAN KENTON
& THE ROMANTIC APPROACH (double
album) Only on 4-T r-to-r tape

THEORY & TECHNIQUE BOOKS
ARRANGING & COMPOSING (for the
Small Ensemble: jazz/r&b/jazz-rock) by
Dayld Baker, foreword by Quincy Jones.
Chicago: 1970. 184 pp. (110 music plates).
SVjXll. spiral bound. MW 2 . . . $12.50/$8.33

IMPROVISATION (A Comprehensive
Method of Study for All Players) by David
Baker, foreword by Gunther Schuller. Chi
cago: 19G9, 2nd printing 1970. 1S4 pp. (104
music plates). 8%xll. spiral bound.
MW 1 . . . $12.50/58.33
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JAZZ PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

MW 210 .. . 56.50/54.33

STAN KENTON CONDUCTS THE
COMPOSITIONS OF DEE BARTON

I
I
Ij

SONATA
I FOR PIANO
David
Baker.
A thundering
solo (A)
pianobypiece
in

BIG JINKS (M) by Bob Tllles. 9: vb,
mrmba,
■mba, xylo (playable by wind Instruments
I.....
If transposed): chimes (or bells):
..
bc’.’.z^; bgo (or
derate jazz original,
ega); tym: b.g.d. Moderate
*-*• chorus
16 bars. Basle style intro, 1st
us all
melody, 2nd chorus
us open for any solos,
*rc solos for f?2
followed by perc
32 bars, then
torus. (PT 5')
5’)
repeat to 1st chorus.

THE STAN KENTON SERIES

down beat is proud to offer “The Create
creative
World of STAN KENTON”—gr<
reat, classic
Kenton recordings not availabl.
ble through
normal retail outlets. Because of their spe
cial nature, it is not possible to offer any
further discount from the established, low
prices shown below.

.................................................... .ZT 2377 $6.00

JAZZ OCTET (Sam Houston State Univ.)
"Naturally.”
Jana 7001 54.98/53.33

JAZZ COMBOS & SOLOS

(A) by David Baker. G: p; 2 tp;
fh; tb; tu. An extended work that combines
jazz techniques
modern classical writilques and
ai
ing in three movements: Slow-Moderato/
(exciting)
,, Theme & Varlations/Moderato.
All parts
demanding,
no Improvisation.
,s demani
(PT 25’)
MW 217 .. . 522.50/515

VOL. XII:
Broadbent”

12” LP only S4.95/S3.33
Set of scores & LP $14.50/59.66

(These recordings and any other in-print
jazz/blues/Jazz-rock Id’s and tapes avail-

move
*. ^..ngold. 7
ments: Moderato/Andante/Allegro.
Violin
j.ndante/All( .. Violli
extendc.
contains no improvisation
'isation but two extended
cadenzas. Completely
letely faithful to both
idioms. (PT 15’)
MW 170 ..
. . . 534.50/523

NOCTURNE, FOR FIVE BONES (M) by
Don Verne Joseph. 9: 5 tb: p,b,d,g. Piano
used in solo passages as well as bones. Top
tb range to D fiat. Trigger tb preferred for
tb V but not compulsory. Beautiful ballad.
(PT 2Vi')
MW 211 .. . 54.50/53.00

(Bertklee College of Music)

MW 214 .. . 56.50/54.33

WATER STREET IN FORCE (M) by Dom
Spera. 11: 8 tp (tp VII & tp VIII should be
played by figs): p-g,b,d. Divided into two
equal jazz tp choirs plus rhythm section.
Rock chart with contrasting melodic and
hard rock sections. (PT S1/.')

THE DAVID BAKER SERIES
D
BAND <A) by Dav d Bakei. 19. vlo, j sax.

JAZZ IN
1
THE CLASSROOM,
•Teal
ituring Works by Alan

I

j
I
|
»
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Clarinetists and saxophonists who care
about good music care about the reed the}'
use.That’s why La Voz reeds are in such
demand. La Voz reeds are fashioned from
the highest grade cane available. And La
Voz ages its cane from 3 to 4 years before
it even becomes a reed. The special La
Voz manufacturing process calls for pre-

cise craftsmanship and hand-grading to
exact tolerances. We also inspect each
La Voz reed many times to assure supe
rior performance. With all that built-in
quality, shouldn’t our reed be your reed?

8484 San Fernando Rd., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352

THE PRIDE OF
THE PROFESSIONALS:
LA VOZ.

THrnS.&unrs (Tn.
BOEHM FLUTES AND PICCOLOS

>
12 Ifiiebmont
33xts1xjh. JRnoo. 02116

617 . 482-7457

jjdlSschool of music
offering
A PROGRAM
OF COORDINATED STUDY
IN JAZZ. ROCK AND POP
by a faculty of outstanding
professional musicians
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS AWARDED
COMPOSITION-ARRANGING
INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
Enrollment open to full and part-time
students. For admission and
scholarship information.
JACK WERTHEIMER. DIRECTOR

jds school ol music

252 Boylston St., Boston. Mass. 02116
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DOWN BEAT

MUSICALS NEEDED
The musical play sitting on your piano may be worth
money. We seek new musicals with imaginative plots
and good music. Royalty basis.

POCKET-PAK PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 205

Somerset, New Jersey 08873

CHINESE BELL TREES
only U.S. source
$98.50

CARROLL SOUND, INC.
P.O. Box 88, Dept. DB
Palisades Park, N.J. 07570
Wrile for free catalog.

By CHARLES SUBER
down some key sta
tistics bearing on school music education.
But obviously numbers and percentages—
or their analysis—are meaningless without
the desire on your part to do something.
There are still too many teachers and ad
ministrators who either fail to recognize
any problems or lack the motivation to act.
A sad result of teachers’ inaction is the un
awareness of so many students who liter
ally do not know what they are missing.
It has never been good enough that the
football band be the proudest musical ac
complishment in the community and it is
not good enough now: to play Beatles
records in music appreciation classes; to
play 1940 stocks in stage bands; to think
that one Afro-American course will take
care of “that problem.”
Here is a list of questions designed to
test your awareness of what may be miss
ing in (your) music education. Grade your
self two ways: on what you know about
the question as well as what the answers
might be. If you would care to comment
to us in any way, please do so.
• Do you think improvisation can be taught?
• At what age should ear training be intro
duced into music education?
• Is there any correlation betw ■ i the
ability to improvise in music ■ nd crea
tive ability in other skills?
• Should school music be allien in. any
way with humanities programs.
• How extensive—and available
listen
ing—is your school record lib...
• Does your school (any level) include
jazz in all areas of music insi:. ction:
vocal, instrumental, general?
• Are your teachers required to attend
workshops and clinics to stejj up and
keep up?
• What do you know about the origins of
jazz and blues (and rock)? How do they
relate to today’s music?
• Does your school (any level) offer in
struction in music electronics?
• Does your school district or college offer
courses for “commercial” music: instru
ment repair and design; copyrights/
royalties/contracts; film scoring; record
ing techniques; publishing, marketing,
etc?
• Does your music library include modern
books on methods, theory, arranging,
voicing, etc? Does it have down beat?
• Why do so many kids drop out of music
after elementary school? After high
school?
• Just what is your vocal/chorus teacher
up to (musically)?
• Is your music program “relevant” to the
ethnic background of the students and
and their economic aspirations? (Black
schools are not exempted from either
part of this question.)
• Does your guidance counselor know
where you can pursue music as a ca
reer? Which colleges have jazz programs
and jazz majors?
• If you (want to) call yourself (and you
should) an eclectic musician, how many
of the following musicians can you musi
cally identify? Are you familiar with
the implications of their work? John
Cage/John Coltrane/Miles Davis/
Charles Ives/Lennon-McCartney/Thelo
nious Monk/Charlie Parker/Richard
Rodgers/Erik Satie/Scriabin/Ravi Shankar/Bessie Smith/Kurt Weill/Frank
last issue we set

Zappa.

gjg

A Forum For Readers

Left Bank Brouhaha

inspired playing of all the featured soloists The Kenton band of 1970 is once
more back in a jazz groove and withi a
combination of a busy cross-counry tour
own tabneTyou°arebgUo7ngeto hear a lot more
^The^KenmnHorchestra received such ^an

Check List?
I feel I must write to express my shock
enthusiastic raccptl°" pamous Ballroom on
Does Harvey Pekar use a check list of
and disgust at James Dilts’ review of the band returned to the F pcrformed a
terms to write his record reviews? If he
Stan Kenton Orchestra at the Left Bank
?
o[)ce again pcrion
—
—
r
oom
crowd.
ever again states that a player “employs
Jazz Society concert in Baltimore (db, Oct
P•
conccrt t0 a standing rc
15). I would like to set the record straight sa
p say: ]ook again aat
i the smiles rests well,” I’m going to throw up.
they
weren't
Also, in his review of Ornette Coleman’s
regarding what really went on that aftersection men’s faces»
at all
all . The
XT
bISwus
'£ ^on" Friends and Neighbors, he says that Cole
noon, not only to ----my
ears,■ but to to
the ears forced at
rapport
with
11WII, UVl V1I.J
J
-------man, on violin, produces "some unusual
and emotions of almost everyone else pres “hiP” crowd
and ap.
>wd at the LBJb
LBJS a
tone
tone ’ colors and textures,” but doesn’t say
ent (except, apparently, Dilts).
the band stood up,
what kind or explain what he means. Also,
Stan did not attempt to relive past
plaudcd us!
George Hall
speaking of Charlie Haden, he says that
nostalgia as Dilts would have us e ic .
the bassist does “all sorts of interesting
It was not until the final set that he Laurel’¥edt the reviewer go back^his things behind the soloists,” but doesn’t say
the
reviewer
jo
played Intermission Riff (using an entire y
r°°“ .and ^TconcerT swung. Or eis that what kind of things. This is non-writing at
new arrangement), Interlude, and e(u
its best; better suited to a newspaper than
roots ..— The concert. swung.
date tunes
Vendor—and only after many request . his values,
a magazine which is supposed to deal
Otherwise, Kenton played his current ma too ol--seriously with music.
One more point. Pekar writes that “the
terial plus several very new charts, m
and arrangei
lyric quality of his (Coleman’s) work
of them by Willie Maiden. Maiden is no
not recreations
seems
to have gone relatively unnoticed.”
an “old timer" in this band as the revie
Of the 1950s, as
in)US““ who were there
mistakenly noted. Dilts’ reference
By whom? Certainly not the people who
rCVitnWsult to the People,
- Coleman’s records.
band being repetitive on the fina rl
'n‘nSfUBob Weigman buy
Tom Heaney
and thought it was mean.
Hey Jude only shows his lack of awar
Rutherford. N.J.
ness of what that tune is all abou■•
would
Baltimore, Mding that Dilts
was correct when he said that the
j it amusing,
. . . I find?'
mB
didn’t seem to be
was not bothered by any of the
^‘^‘the
she^byLBJS
'the Presence
of
Backwater Blues
comings” of the band that only he seem
as
he
was
Your man Chris Albertson recently (di>,
‘•bothered as
thingsibiE^’re tv
to notice. The audience was ecstatic.
biggest
t.
Aus 6) had a go at my book, Somebody's
It is a shame that Dilts didn’t mention one o£ ‘ M tlstan Kenton.
sound gen- Angel Child: The Story of Bessie Smith,
has 8°inE, £°rb
and whose
the many highlights of this concer,
band
whose “now
there withj^
as the loose and powerfully swing! g
ing .ab°nower” is right up
crating powu_j=jj-------of the rhythm section (I have neve
the band swing harder) or the ge _—

“Sts

r
t

and Herman; yet Dilts dismisses Kenton’s
.
efforts with such trite expressions as “yes
teryear,” "the 1950s,” and "recapitulation”.
Why, it’s enough to make you sick!
Colonel Gaddy
Clemson, S.C.
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maii-c"
overtones'

00
•
from Avedis Zildjian a drummer
mbal deslfj?ive Sick sound with no fear

Profile of the famous Avedis
Z’ldjian ride cymbal played
around the world.

really
buiid-^P 1 '

clean, P°
in
free.y
■rtonesspeak

without spread. 16M8«and20„
„r dealer to let you try a Mini-Cup today,
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and a correction or two of his were em
barrassing but finally welcome, since the
ultimate assembly of this great genius’
statistical biography is important, lies in
the future, and will be a group effort when
(and if) it comes. Mr. Albertson might
make a good statistician someday, although
one of your readers doesn’t seem to think
so. judging from his letter to Chords and
Discords in that same blues edition of your
magazine. My own view of future record
keeping says that it will be computers
that will supply writers with research notes,
anyway, in the impending golden age of
facts. It still will remain, however, for
biographical writers to perform the an
cient, ritual function in the world of com
munications—namely, to create some ex
citement‘around a few names and keep the

gods and heroes alive. It is in the latter
area that such as Albertson will always
be lost, useless, and inept, because they
have and always will desecrate great lives
by obsession with the dead parts of those
lives—silting on casket lids hoping to keep
the spirit in. These arc the art collectors
(not the art lovers), the stamp and coin
collectors (upside-down airplanes, woWl).
Let it breathe. Thank god for English
blues scholar Paul Oliver’s short 1959
Bessie Smith biography, written over two
decades after her death but at least in
time to include observations from her for
mer manager Frank Walker, who was then
alive (Albertson will, of course, misun
derstand that statement). Obviously there
should have been a biography written at
least by 1940: where was everybody?
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For years Goya has been the choice of the world’s
leading artists and professional musicians. Now the
name Goya and Greco as well as a full line of
accessories are now exclusively KUSTOM.
KUSTOM ELECTRONICS, INC. is proud to offer
the musical world the famous quality of the Goya
and Greco names to their complete line of amplifi
cation systems, public address systems and combo
organs.

Goya guitars have been designed and created to
satisfy the needs and demands of the world's lead
ing guitarists, musicians and personalities who en
deavor to obtain the finest available.

See your KUSTOM dealer for the full line of
Goya and Greco Guitars and accessories.
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Eleven-months-old at the time of Bessie’s
death, I was unable to publish the second
book on her until January of this year.
That book was the opening shot in what
is fast becoming a Bessie Smith revival.
Before Somebody's Angel Child appeared,
the word from Columbia Records was that
a re-release of the total Bessie Smith re
cording set was being considered but was
still thought impractical by many of the
powers that be-ed up there.
When T. Y. Crowell asked me to write
a young people’s book about a great Amer
ican .woman, they didn’t realize what a
combination of joy and headache they
were offering, because for my own internal
needs it would have to be about Bessie
Smith. It was 1967, I was furious that
there existed in most of the “free” world
so little enthusiasm, for or knowledge of a
supreme figure in modern art, despite the
scholarly but poorly-publicized Oliver book,
and I soon found that Bessie’s blood rela
tives and virtually all intimates were long
dead. I decided to bend every effort toward
assembling the facts but also to make
flesh and blood and the creating of some
public stir around this mighty black genius
the absolute mandate for the book. Writ
ing just a conventional biography or ref
erence book never interested me. This book
is only approachable as a seance on paper.
Up-tight readers need not apply. Leonard
Feather, Bessie’s husband Jack Gee, and
Louis Armstrong (who of course recorded
with her), among scores of laudatory re
viewer-readers who dug what was going
down, were lavish in their praise of a book
which Albertson (enviously?) labelled “the
most insensitive, inaccurate account of Bes
sie Smith’s life yet published.” The facts
(and, as well, much of the stylized dia
logue) in the book check with the few
living people who were close to her. And
when I need sensitivity training from a
coin collector, I’ll ask a good one.
And if anybody is interested, the re
search for the book was painstaking and
went through everything written, from man
uscript scores, period journals, and scraps
of paper to the one book to which Albert
son so libelously hitches me. This is not
to mention the hours of listening to un
re-released recordings (many black broth
ers and sisters still own original Bessie
Smith records). The lyrics citations in my
book are taken from the earlier Columbia
releases only because I knew that they at
least would be available to the reader.
More importantly, I have been able to
discuss with all of Bessie’s still-living in
timates many of their deepest understand
ings and recollections (curiously enough,
Paul Oliver never interviewed Jack Gee
in his research). Perhaps these people
trusted the mandate. Your book reviewer
may know the record market, but he will
damn sure never know Bessie Smith. Let
him at least get back and let her live.
Carman Moore
New York City

Chris A Ibertson replies:
Carman Moore’s letter is a study in
self-serving.
If he had been <as sensitive to his subject
as he is to my opinion, the latter might
have been positive.
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ZAWINUL QUITS CANNON
TO CO-LEAD NEW GROUP
After nine years with Cannonball Adderley, pianist-composer Joe Zawinul is
ready to go out on his own.
On Dec. 15, the Vienna-born master of
funk will leave the Adderley group to be
come co-leader, with saxophonist-composer
Wayne Shorter and bassist Miroslav Vitous,
of an as yet nameless quintet. The drum
mer will be 21-year-old Alfons Mouzon,
who has worked with Roy Ayers and re
corded with Gil Evans, and the trumpeter
will be New Orleanian David Lee, who has
played with Willie Tee and the Souls.
The new group is set for a European
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trip in January, with concerts, radio and
TV work in Austria, concerts in Germany,
and a probable stint at Ronnie Scott’s Club
in London.
“Needless to say,” Zawinul pointed out,
“the parting with Cannon is friendly. In
fact, we’re still in the publishing business
together, and perhaps I’ll play with him
now and then. I’ll love him forever. It’s
been a beautiful association.”

ENDOWMENT GRANTS TO
JAZZ TOTAL $20,050
A total of $20,050 in various grants was
the net result of the National Endowment
for the Arts’ pilot program in the jazz
field announced earlier this year.
The sum—a miniscule percentage of the
Endowment’s total disbursements—was dis-
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tributed in the form of 30 grants within
five categories. These were: individual
non-matching grants to composers and ar
rangers for new works and the completion
of works in progress; matching grants to
colleges, universities and schools of music
to establish short residencies for jazz com
posers, arrangers, instrumentalists, etc.; in
dividual non-matching grants to musicians
and students to tour and/or study with
professional jazz artists; matching grants
to public and private elementary and sec
ondary schools or non-profit organizations
to present in-school jazz concerts, and a
miscellaneous category.
Because of the limited funds available,
none of the grants exceeded $1,000 in
categories I, II, and IV or $500 in category
III. The jazz advisory panel, which re
viewed 81 applications, some of them re
questing far larger sums than the total
available, felt that it would be preferable
to distribute the available moneys as wide
ly as feasible.
Recipients in category I include Kenny
Dorham, Lee Konitz, Billy Harper, Bill
Berry, Hank Levy, James R. Mitchell,
Grachan Moncur III, Joseph Scianni, and
the Jazz Composers Orchestra Association.
In category II, grants went to Bowling
Green State Univ.; Langley High School
of McLean, Va.; Louisburg College of
Louisburg, N.C.; the MENC Student
Chapter of Fredonia State College, N.Y.;
New England Conservatory of Music;
Richmond College of the City Univ, of
New York; the Univ, of Cincinnati College
Conservatory; Marathon County Campus
of the Univ, of Wisconsin, and Wartburg
College of Waverly, Ohio.
Granted stipends under category III were
Richard S. Ambler, Edmund A. Bemis,
Ron Dewar, Robert H. Garren, Allan B.
Gumbs, John E. Luebke, and John R. Sox,
while grants in category IV went to the
New Orleans Public Schools and the New
Thing Art and Architecture Center in
Washington, D.C.
The miscellaneous grants went to the
Jazz Institute of Chicago for an oral his
tory project, and to aid Stephan A. Reid,
a drummer, in giving free instruction to
underprivileged children in the New York
City area.
Grants to jazz for the fiscal year 1971
are expected to total $50,000. Letters of
inquiry should be sent to the Office of
Music Programs, National Endowment for
the Arts, 1800 F Street N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20506. They should include a brief
outline of the project; where, when and
by whom it would be carried out, and the
amount of support requested. Musicians
and/or organizations filing applications
should bear in mind that projects requiring
reasonable funding are those most realistic
within the present drastic limitations of the
nation’s first government-supported jazz
program.

JAZZ MUSEUM PROJECT
FUNDED BY N.Y. STATE
The New York Hot Jazz Society, a
non-profit organization, has been awarded
a $17,000 funding grant for a jazz museum
in New York City by the New York State
Council on the Arts.
Clay Watson, founder and former di
rector of the New Orleans Jazz Museum,
will be in charge of the new project. The
museum is envisioned as eventually hous
ing collections of records and tapes, mu
sical documents, jazz films, etc., all of
which would be available to the public.

FINAL BAR
Tenorist Joe Alexander, 40, died Oct.
19 in Cleveland, Ohio after a long illness.
He began his career in his native Birming
ham, Ala., where he played with the Sonny
Blunt Orchestra and Fess Whatley’s combo.
Later, he worked in Detroit with Charles
Mingus and Lionel Hampton and led his
own orchestra in Cleveland. He recorded
with Tadd Dameron (Prestige LP 7037)
circa 1956, impressing with up-tempo solos
on Delirium and Clean Is the Scene. He
joined the Woody Herman Orchestra in
1967 and toured Europe and appeared at
Newport with the band in 1968.
Guitarist Emitt Slay died in Detroit
Sept. 13 of a heart attack. Born in Jackson, Miss., he started as a dancer, took up
guitar in 1933, worked with many local
bands including the Piney Woods Col
legians, then went on the road with Hart
ley Tools and Duke Huddleston. He set
tled in Detroit in 1942 with Lanny Scott’s
Band, left to tour with Louis Armstrong,
and returned in 1945, joining Milt Jackson
in a group called the Four Sharps. When
the vibist left, the group became the Emitt
Slay Trio. He continued to lead his own
groups intermittently, recording for Savoy
and Checker Records. In recent years he
was active as a songwriter.
Trombonist George Stevenson, 64, died
in New York City in mid-September. Bom
in Baltimore, Md., he played with local
bands and led his own group before mov
ing to New York in 1928. He subse
quently worked with many big bands, in
cluding those of Charley Johnson, Fletcher
Henderson, Claude Hopkins, Lucky Millinder, Cootie Williams, and Roy Eldridge.
From the late 1940s on, he often gigged
with traditional bands around New York.
He toured Europe with pianist Sammy
Price in 1955-56. Recently, he’d been sub
bing at Jimmy Ryan’s. Stevenson can be
heard on records with Rex Stewart (1935)
and Price, among others.

POTPOURRI
Ella Fitzgerald’s two-week engagement
at Toronto’s Royal York Hotel this fall
December 10
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broke all attendance records in 21 years
of entertainment at the hotel’s Imperial
Room. All 24 shows done by the singer
were sold out. The room holds 450, and
there was a $6 cover charge per person
($7 on weekends).
Erroll Garner’s Oct. 28 opening at the
Persian Room in New York’s Hotel Plaza
found the pianist in inspired form. Drum
mer Jimmie Smith was back, replacing
Bill English, and also on hand were Jose
Mangual, conga, and Ernest McCarty,
bass. ABC-TV’s evening news program that
night featured Garner preparing for the
engagement, the first in the swank night
spot’s history to star an instrumentalist.

Harlem’s famed Apollo Theater these
days usually houses soul, r&b, and gospel
sounds. But for seven days in December
(2-8), a big jazz package featuring Can
nonball Achlcrlcy, Roberta Flack, Les
McCann, Joe Williams, Roy Ayers, and

Letta Mbulu will be on the boards.
Jazz veterans Earl Fatha Hines and
Maxine Sullivan were honored at the
founding ceremonies of the Overseas Press
Club Jazz Club, held in October at the
OPC’s headquarters in Manhattan. Both
artists were presented with citations, and
responded with relaxed, informal perform
ances. Hines, who was in brilliant form,
flew in for the occasion from Rochester,
N.Y., where he was appearing prior to
departing for a lengthy European tour. He
had never before worked with Miss Sulli
van, but to the uninitiated, they sounded
like a seasoned team.
The Newport Jazz Festival’s Salute to
Louis Armstrong, conceded to have been
the high point of the event, is the subject
of four 45-minute color TV programs de
signed for the international market and a
one-hour special for U.S. showing, the
latter pending sponsorship. According to
George Wein, who produced the shows in
association with Sid Stiber’s Festifilms
Co., a two-record album may also be culled
from the performances.
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By LEONARD FEATHER

ALTHOUGH THE EVENT itself took place
quite a while ago, it should be noted for
the record that part of Chuck Mangione’s
Friends and Love concert, performed last
May, was videotaped and broadcast in
mid-September over 190 stations affiliated
with the Corporation for Public Broad
casting. I caught it on Los Angeles’ edu
cational Channel 28, KCET.
Mangione, first prominent in the early
1960s as a trumpeter and co-leader with
his brother Gap of a jazz combo (featur
ing Sal Nistico and Jimmy Garrison), has
developed impressively as a composer
arranger-conductor. For the Friends and
Love concert he had at his disposal the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra and sev
eral remarkable soloists.
The experience of many years has hard
ened me to acceptance of the fact that
most concerts at which jazz musicians per
form with symphony orchestras are de
signed chiefly for the purpose of attracting
an audience on the basis of novelty value.
The many experiments involving the Bos
ton Pops and other orchestras and invited
rock or jazz performers have been all too
obviously set up with the box office in
mind.
Mangione’s undertaking was something
else. He was not out to convert the sym
phony into a medium for cheap exploita
tion. Instead, he drew on a number of
moods, forms and idioms to provide a
complete concert experience.
The first work, Hill Where the Lord
Hides, featuring Mangione on fluegelhorn

and Gerry Niewood on soprano saxo
phone, indicated the general thrust for the
hour; its principal mood was tender and
wistful rather than pretentious or extrav
agant. Moments of tranquility were again
notable in The Feel of a Vision, for which
the featured horn work was taken over by
trumpeter Marv Stamm. His range and
command of the instrument were rendered
doubly impressive by the orchestral set
ting, in which lushness was again avoided.
Perhaps the most moving work of the
entire televised segment was Songs from
the Valley of the Nightingale, in which
Stanley Watson coaxed gentle, flamencotinted sounds from his guitar. Watson had
the receptive audience spellbound.
The two Mangiones, with Gap on elec
tric piano, were spotlighted in a sensitively
scored work called And in the Beginning.
Finally, there was the Friends and Love
suite itself, a seven-part amalgam of folk,
c&w, jazz, Dixieland, classical and what
not, with two folk-singer-guitarists, Don
Potter and Bat McGrath. Abstract color
slides on rear projection screens helped
accent the changing moods.
The abiding impressions left by this in
spired series of works were that sincere
emotions and constructive directions were
involved, that nobody was trying for a
Third Stream ego trip and that yc y. are as
likely to find first-class soloists ' ; <£, pop
New
or folk) in Rochester, N.Y., a-.
York, Chicago or Los Angeles.
\XI in
This program originated at
taped;
Rochester. The entire concert
ailable
a two-pocket album should b<
soon, to bring back the passage:.
heard,
and perhaps introduce us to
that
had to be excluded for reasons of time
limitations.

Record producer Bob Thiele has do
nated his personal record collection to
launch the Robert Thiele Center for Popu
lar American Music at the Lawrenceville
School in Lawrenceville, N.J., his alma
mater. Eventually, the Center will become
a repository for sound recordings, scores,
books, periodicals, memorabilia, films, pho
tos, etc. and is expected to sponsor con
certs, lectures, and research projects.

STRICTLY AD LIB
New York: Dixieland

sessions continue
at the venerable Arthur’s Tavern on Grove
Street, with pianist-leader Bill Dunham’s
Stompers every Monday night . . . Drum
mer Andrew Cyrille and the Ensemble
Plus, featuring Sam Rivers, saxophones,
flute; Charles Sullivan, trumpet; Lonnie
Liston Smith, piano; and Stafford James,
bass, presented a free concert at the
/Continued on page 38
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Guitarist Kenny Burrell is all smiles as down beat editor Dan Morgenstern presents
him with his latest plaque, representing his victory in this magazine’s 1970 Inter
national Critics Poll. Fellow guitarist Bill Harris applauds, while bassist Larry Ridley
looks on. The scene, appropriately, was the Guitar, an intimate night spot at 51st St.
and 10th Ave. in Manhattan, where all three musicians were appearing. Burrell is a
partner in the club.
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THING . .
Afterthoughts
By DAN MORGENSTERN

_22, in the studios of ABC’s Dick
ON OCT.
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like spokesmen for a political cause than
artists seeking a larger audience. Their
purpose, avowedly, was that the music
must be heard, but all they uttered was
words sounding so much like those heard
daily on TV and radio that they seemed
interchangeable with—and to the uniniti
ated, certainly as tedious as—the rhetoric
of libbies, yippies, and assorted other fac
tions clamoring for attention.
Not like hippies, however. Hippies, at
least in their idealized form, are not up
tight. They aspire to a manner and attitude
more relaxed than the straight world. The
jazz panel of the Cavett Show was not
relaxed. Their heads were not together.
How strange to see and hear a group of
distinguished representatives of jazz, of all
things, acting so stiffly and self-conscious
ly, being so terribly serious and sincere
and so little down; tense and tight and
unswinging as the music never should
want to be.
And what did they say? Well, many
things, some of them true and important
and well spoken, particularly Cecil Tay
lor’s words about jazz being the only art
not honored as an art, in terms of sub
sidies and grants and cultural prestige.
If Freddie Hubbard’s introducing himself
as “one of the greatest trumpet players in
the world” must have taken aback those
unfamiliar with his brash charm, it is
truly unjust that he has never been heard
on American television (even if it was
brought out that he had once been invited
on the Cavett Show itself, and had to
cancel out because of a European tour).
It also, no doubt, is true that black
artists are insufficiently exposed on com
mercial TV (and probably educational TV
as well), as was pointed out. But it was
patently misleading to say that all the
black artists on the long list of guests cited
by Cavett had been invited only because
they are “entertainers,” while the panelists
made it clear that they considered them
selves above any attempts to reach an
audience by extra-musical means.
This attitude was so ingrained that it
even extended to a defense of Cavett’s
Cavett Panelist Cecil Taylor
trated and beyond, and it would be frivo cliche about modern musicians turning
lous to say that they are artists, and that their backs to the audience. Such be
such is often the fate of artists in our havior is more than rare, as anyone remotely
materialistic, profit-oriented society. Frivo familiar with jazz mores knows. It was
lous even if true, since it is a fact that certainly a loaded question, and meant to
there is still no real equality, even in jazz. elicit a denial, but surprisingly it resulted
For example, one can cite all the logical in a detailed explanation of why it is jus
reasons in the world, but it is true that tified to turn one’s back—from, of all
people, Taylor, who as a pianist would
most of the lucrative (or at least, secure)
jobs in studio or staff orchestras are held have a lot of trouble doing so, and to the
by whites, and though far from all (or best of my knowledge has never attempted
even most) of these are jazz musicians, a it. (Nor, for that matter, has Hubbard, or
fellow panelists Billy Harper and Andy
sufficient visible number is, thus giving the
issue substance. It is, of course, also true Cyrille.)
But in a political world you give political
that for some years running, white musicians dedicated to jazz and not in pos answers, even if they are both inaccurate
session of “big names” have found it per and self-defeating. More astonishing, and
haps even more difficult than blacks to painful as well, was the total lack of re
find jazz gigs or make records, but since action to a Cavett statement made in the
the reverse has been the case for so long, course of a standard white-liberal speech
agreeing that black artists have been bru
it doesn’t count for much.
These and many other related matters, talized by U.S. society. It was a reference
combined with the growing self-awareness to Coleman Hawkins, (in the present tense,
called black pride, made possible what oc by the way) “certainly one of the greats
of jazz,” having been relegated to wrapping
curred on Oct. 22.
Five people, ostensibly speaking for jazz, packages in Queens, or whatever the pre/Conltnued on pago 37
appeared in a half-hour discussion more

torn by strife, yet able to survive. It was,
like the music itself, a democracy in which
all men ideally were equal, if not equally
gifted.
Best of all, it was a culture built on
human bonds between people of vastly
differing backgrounds, joined in the crea
tion and enjoyment of something rare and
precious: a great new form of music that
communicated like no other contemporary
song.
Despite occasional wars of succession,
there could be said to be one world of
jazz. There was at least tolerance of dif
ferent forms and expressions, and for a
time, it seemed almost as if the ability to
understand, take in, and appreciate all the
many varied voices within jazz was be
ginning to proliferate.
But we’re still a long way from home.
No wonder; these are changing times and,
in more ways than one, hard times. There
is much talk of love but little loving, and
all is in flux.
Small wonder, then, that there should
be black jazz musicians who feel frus-

Cavett Show, the endeavors of the Jazz
and Peoples Movement bore first tangible
fruit. To an observer who has been in
sympathy with the group’s aims—and sup
plied it with some unsolicited advice—it
had a curiously bitter taste.
The movement’s beginnings and first ac
tions, described in some detail in the
Oct. 15 issue and subsequent news stories,
were promising and seemed to gain their
momentum from within the music itself—
jazz musicians and their fans and devotees
—with support from interested professional
and media people. Talk (at public meet
ings) reflected a number of attitudes, from
militant to cautious, but centered on sen
sible, pragmatic issues—including the pos
sible legal consequences of demonstrations.
The aim, to put it simply, seemed to be
to get more jazz on television, as well as
more black music, and to have the music
presented more intelligently and respect
fully. Though the point came up, the
meeting I attended seemed to agree that
jazz itself was not tactically best defined
as exclusively black, and that the platform
i of the organization should be cultural first
I and political second.
The presence of Roland Kirk, a man
who inspires trust among all factions of
the jazz community, was a significant fac
tor—to this observer and supporter, at
least—in making it possible to feel en
thusiastic and even optimistic about the
movement’s potential.
Unfortunately, today’s environment turns
everything in the public sphere into poli
tics. In all areas of contemporary life,
slogans are substituted for ideas, socio
logical verbiage for plain speech, convic
tion for logic, oratory for dialog.
The tragi-comedy that unfolded on the
TV screen while the representatives of the
Jazz and Peoples Movement had the eyes
and ears of millions was a direct result of
the politicization of jazz that has been un
der way for some time.
Jazz, of course, is no stranger to social
issues. Its very origin, after all, was evi
dence of the vast, revolutionary promise
of America. It was a music born in the
union of the souls of two continents in
the fertile soil of a third. It was a music
universal enough to gain the ear of the
whole world, the first in man’s history to
do so. It was a music whose black cre
ators inspired whites to create in their
__ o_, _a music
image,
i.—L that
7— took inspiration
wherever it could find it, from whatever
used it to give birth to somesource, and
i
thing new and self-renewing.
It was a music strong enough to create
its own culture, often embattled, often
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ERBE'S MANN-MADE WORLD
Few musicians active during the past dec
ade have been so consistently successful as
Herbie Mann. Surprisingly, he has accom
plished this without sticking to a safe for
mula. Frequently, he has changed not only
the personnel but also the approach of
his bands. He has led, in succession, Latinflavored groups, mid-eastern tinged groups,
Afro-percussive groups, and r&b-styled
brass-and-reed groups, while his record
ventures reflect even greater variety.
What his different groups have all had
in common—besides, of course, the pres
ence of the leader—is a great deal of free
dom for the sidemen, which have included
a goodly number of important players.
Mann has never been chary with the spot
light; his sidemen have always been al
lowed to stretch out. And many have been
thus launched on their own.
Recently, the flutist has also become
active as a record and concert producer.
In these areas, he has exhibited the same
willingness to experiment and give exposure
to new talent. And he has also brought to
them the same Midas touch.
We talked with Mann on a late October
morning and early afternoon in his New
York apartment, overlooking the autumnal
splendor of Central Park. He was, as usual,
in a pleasant mood, and spoke freely. The
following transcribed comments are ex
cerpts from a long conversation, and do
not necessarily appear in the exact se
quence they were originally uttered in.
Morgenstern: So you’ve got a new band?
Mann: Yes. Completely . . . Before we
came back from Japan, in fact before we
went to Japan, I told them I was going to
change the band, that I wanted to find
some young musicians who did not sep
arate music as much as they did. They
had developed so much in two years be
cause they had so much time to play that
they had to get their own thing together
... At first, it had been another fun thing
for me to do. Memphis Underground was
extremely successful, so I said, well, we’ll
get a band and we’re going to play some
of that, but let me get some ethnic free
dom musicians. I always change, because
I always want to have fun, and when it
starts being a drag, I say O.K., let me find
two Brazilians or let me find two Africans
so we can go and jam.
So Miroslav (Vitous) and Sonny (Shar
rock) joined the band, and it was a great
brand-new thing again, like finding a new
food, you know. But as they developed
their self-assurance, they started dominat
ing the band, and once again, like when
I had the African drummers, I felt like a
sideman in my own group. It was fun; it
was very nice to be able to thumb my nose
at all the people who said, well, all he can
do is play Cornin’ Home Baby and Mem
phis Underground. That was fine, and I
enjoyed the music, but I found that free
dom by itself turns me off. Maybe one solo
at the end, as part of a tune; that was fine
—but then it became like two or three
solos. Sonny and Steve (Marcus) and
Miroslav would solo, and everybody forgot
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about the beginning of the tunc or the
end, and the whole thing was just that way.
Miroslav, especially, would not play my
jnusic the way I know he could. I think
he’s the best bass player there is—I really
do—when he wants to be. He can play
anything, but he’s 22 years old, and when
you’re 22 you don’t want anybody getting
in your way of doing your music. He’s not
a very compassionate person ... I love
him, but he has growing up to do.
And Sonny—unfortunately, nobody real
ly knew the other Sonny Sharrock. The
Sonny Sharrock everybody hears is the
one at festivals, when he goes into his wild
thing. But that’s not his whole personality.
He’s got another side that’s incredible, like
an extremely sensitive, happy, romantic in
dividual. I tried to bring that side of him
out, but what would happen is that if I
would play basically in a romantic-lyrical
style, and Steve would be like halfway be
tween, then all that was left for Sonny to
do was that other thing, because one of
Sonny’s things is that he wants to be differ
ent. And I agree; that’s why he was with
the band, because he is unique, completely
unique, and there aren’t many unique peo
ple in the world. I saw through the loud
ness, which is what he considers jazz.
I think of jazz in a much broader sense
—according to my environment and my
surroundings, as he does according to his
... So I told them I was going to look for
some young people who would say, I want
to play music, period. I’ve never felt that
jazz was all there was about music, just
as I’ve never felt that music was all there
is about life. You can improvise on any
thing, and you can’t really classify what
jazz is, but everybody knows what it’s not.
How you improvise is your music, period,
and that’s how it should be. It’s yours, it
can’t be compared to anything else. It either
has a good feeling or it doesn’t. I want
some kids who can understand and love
all kinds of music. It’s difficult, because
I’ve never been able to find players who
like as many different kinds of music as I
do, so I keep hoping. . . .
For some musicians, things have to
always be perfect, but I find that the main
reason why I’ve been successful is that
the audience—the people—don’t base their
likes and dislikes on whether you’re play
ing the chords perfectly or whether you’re
playing the tune right or wrong. It’s strictly
emotional, and everybody has their own set
of standards. So it’s a question of feeling
good—it’s as simple as that. And that’s
why I keep changing the band, because if
I don’t feel good doing the music, I can
never expect the audience to.
This summer, I was here one night, and
I heard music in the park, and I remem
bered that Bonnie and Delaney were play
ing—I had played with them in Palm
Springs in January, at the Atlantic sales
meeting. They really sounded good. So I
got my flute, walked down the street, and
went in. They were really cooking—they
were two numbers from the end, and it’s
simple, basic rock and roll. Well, I put

by Dan Morgenstern
my flute together and walked right on
stage. The audience was just about ready
to explode anyway, and I went on be
cause it really felt incredible.
Well, it was the most fun I’ve had in
years—in years. It was just dynamite. And
that’s when I said to myself: what do I
need all these aggravations for, and all
these problems in the band. I’m supposed
to have a band and have as much fun as I
had that night, so it’s not a question of
being a nice guy. It was kind of a bullshit
thing to do—to try and get into the free
thing by assimilation. Truthfully, I was
trying to be Miles, because I really respect
him, and I like his music.
But after two years with various kinds
of success—our audience switched from
being a solid black audience to a white
college freak audience—the free thing real
ly took over and I decided that doing just
that was an incredible lie. If you don’t do
what you do best, you’re lying to yourself,
completely. I was doing it because • wanted
to prove to the world that
; ■ Un
derground was me and not the feeling,
but it nW the feeling. It doc- . ‘ matter
-ight,
where it was, but the feeling
and it was electric, and the recu ;nade
i felt
it because it was a good record
good.
Alan Heineman reviewed it, a < <■ said
he couldn’t understand why I . ?.H tO
Memphis. Well, that explains A . .fcineman, because if he can’t hea.
hear and ••ndcrstand the difference between a ?.;e-:lphis
rhythm section that loves rhythm-and-blues
—it’s their jazz, and they play it iir.ii way
—as opposed to a New York studio rhythm
section, then that explains him. . . .
Through the years, I’ve never really un
derstood critics, because they’re basically
still individuals, and like people going out
of their way to put down or help artists.
So if one critic puts down somebody,
somebody else will say, well, I have the
nerve to say that I like him even though
he’s successful, and so they completely for
get about the artist and start going into an
ego thing between critics. . . . Well, it’s
kind of difficult to constantly like someone
who’s successful. It’s easy to take potshots
at him.
D.M.: Part of the problem with critics is
that sometimes they may want to put
down what a musician does because they
honestly don’t care for it, but that par
ticular musician may not be doing so well,
so what they say against him may hurt
him. But when a musician is really suc
cessful, what Alan Heineman or I say
about him can’t do him any harm.
H.M.: The only time I really feel dragged
with critics is when somebody is really
trying to make it—and it’s so damn diffi
cult to make it—and they get put down.
I know better than anybody, because I
have a record company trying to get new
people started. Nobody wants to have any
thing to do with new people . . . The only
way these people can get work is if I
book them and put them on my show, and
I have to pay for that. So that’s what

really bugs me, when someone who’s really
trying to make it gets put down. It doesn’t
really matter if I get put down or not; my
records keep on selling. It’s past that for
me.
During a time out to brew some coffee,
Mann talked about his dislike for “plastic
living,” his country home, and his pleasure
in growing things in his own garden, shar
ing them with neighbors, etc.
H.M.: The new band—the concept of it
is going to be more me. I’m going to have
two guitars. Right now, I’m using Nathan
Page, who used to be with Jimmy Smith,
and I’ve been using Richie Resnicoff, and
I’m auditioning guitarists. The kid who’s
coming up here later is Paul Simon—no,
not that Paul Simon. Keeter Betts is my
bass player, and Bruno Carr is playing
drums. Yes, Bruno’s back. And I’m going
to have a string quartet. We may amplify
the violins, maybe with multividers, so
they’ll sound bigger, and for the time be
ing, I’ll use people from Juilliard and
Manhattan School of Music until I find

One of the main problems with many
jazz players is that when they started out
they had to play dumb jobs, and then
when they first began improvising they
found out how much fun it was. So they
want to play their own music, and that’s
why they don’t know anything about ac
companying and playing vamps. The rock
musicians and the r&b musicians know the
feeling of playing the same thing all the
time and making it build for someone
else. Latin musicians have done it. So
when I want to make an r&b album, I
go to Memphis or Muscle Shoals.
D.M.: Where they enjoy doing it?
H.M.: They love it, and they don’t want
to get in the way. When jazz musicians
play rock, it’s always as if they’re inter
rupting; they’ve got to put their two cents
in because they’re so concerned about their
own personalities coming out. That’s why
there’s a million piano players but only
about 10 accompanists. Herbie Hancock
is, to me, the most incredible piano play
er. He can and will play for you and find
out right away what it is and how to do
it. That’s the advantage jazz musicians
have had, because all your life you change
according to your circumstances, and you
develop this mental facility for doing it.
- Whether you want to or not is something
else.
Listen to Tommy Flanagan with Ella;
he’s incredible, he’s fantastic—a beautiful
player. Roland Hanna—we’re talking about
accompanist;
_ *
-Hank Jones, Herbie. Bill
Evans would be a marvelous accompanist,
because he has that same kind of facility,
sensitivity and compassion. That was the
main problem with the band, and it’s
amazing that outside of his solos, when he
was himself, Sonny, when he played with
the rest of the band, was like Hancock.
He was and is the most compassionate
0 person, and I think he’s going to be very
- -successful.
—
.........
Most people aiuw
have vmy
only Jicaiu
heard
u part of him. He’s got some ideas about
music that I don’t agree with, about what
is and what isn’t jazz, but he’s going to be
5 heard from.
the black audience. The white pop audi D.M.: Are you going to continue to pro
ence is primarily a rock audience. Some duce his albums?
of the college kids will listen, and we do H.M.: No, that was only a one-shot al
well in the colleges, but still, the main
bum . . . Our generation started realizing
audience is black, you know. . . . People
that the managers and agents and record
have told me, narrow-minded people, that
producers that we knew by and large were
they hate Sonny Sharrock and that he bastards taking advantage of the musicians.
doesn’t play jazz, and if I ask them what So then the musicians _____
o
started______
developing
is jazz, they mention various people who’ve a business sense and getting into all these
been successful: Ramsey Lewis, Jimmy fields. They have the understanding and
Smith, Cannonball . . .
the compassion. It’s no accident that John
D.M.: Something you can pat your foot Levy is just about the most successful
to.
manager there is—he was a musician, and
H.M.: Right. But then, when I say to he can speak to the musicians around him
them, what happens when Cannon plays and be believable. That’s what I’m trying
one of his other things, they say, we don’t to do with the record company, Embryo,
like it as much. You see, there are very which is actually an Atlantic company
few groups who can get to everybody. that I produce records for, and we share
Let’s face it, it’s impossible. But through the profits. I’ve learned from Atlantic.
the years, you find that you have to adjust Those people up there, Nesuhi and Ahmet
to the audience, that you play for it. And
(Ertegun) and Jerry (Wexler), they also
in Sonny’s case, he would do it without have the facility to be compassionate and
questioning. He would play the whole understand the artist, and they’ve devel
night without taking a solo, just play the oped it into a incredibly successful com
other music. Because one, he loved it, and pany.
second, it was a job, and he understood
So, Embryo is an opportunity for me,
that. But then, he’s a very together in first of all, to get into producing—all I
/Continued on page 42
dividual . . .

D.M.: You said earlier that your audience
changed when you got into the freedom
thing . . .
H.M.: Well, you see, in Europe and with
the radical groups, because the music was
opposite to what was accepted, free music
and revolutionary ideas somehow became
synonymous. In Europe, for example, Che
Guevarra and Chou-En-Lai became the
same thing as Archie Shepp and Albert
Ayler, and also, Count Basie and Stan
Kenton were the same thing as the Ford
Motor Co. and big business—it’s really
incredible over there. But here, by and
large, I think the majority of the black
audience want to enjoy themselves when
they go out. They feel good, and they
want to swing. Il’s just a small minority,
I think, who don’t want to hear that. Now,
this has probably been the biggest ad
vantage I’ve had—that I’ve been just about
the only white jazz musician who sells to
the black market, because the music I
want to play is simple, basic music.
The pop jazz business still depends upon
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the guys I want.
D.M.: The group you had recently, with
the brass—two trumpets, etc.?
H.M.: That was just for Shelly’s ManneHole. Melvin Lastie got a band together—
no trouble, just a happy, relaxed band. I
wanted to be able to go in and groove,
and we had a very simple book, and it
swung. But simplicity by itself can get ter
ribly boring, even if it grooves, so I found
that wasn’t the kind of band I wanted. I
have to have a band that’s broad. I have
to be able to play my idea of head music,
at the same time be able to play a VillaLobos if I want, then play a Crosby,
Stills&Nash, and then play a funk tune,
and I have to have people who can play
and want to play all those things.
I’ve got a built-in audience which by
this time has stopped classifying what I’m
doing. I may lose a few people every time
I change the music, but I always gather
in more than I lose. They’ve come to know
that they’re going to enjoy themselves.
They’re going to be able to swing with
it, and now they can also use their heads
a little bit. So it’s always fun. It has to
be fun.
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led by Sheldon
Manne, that which is least publicized
and most unrewarding to the soul is
the one that brings in the most bread—
his daily rounds as a studio musician.
The other Manne are the jazz drum
mer and combo leader; the breeder of
champion show horses (he and his wife
Flip have five, and a cabinet full of
trophies to prove it if you’re too lazy
to walk back to the stables); the owner
of a successful night club (the ManneHole will celebrate its tenth anniversary
in November), and the composer of
television and movie scores (his best
known credit is the TV series Daktari,
now in reruns).
Recently, feeling the need for a musi
cal stimulus that seemed to be lacking
on home ground, Manne arranged for
a European trip to be set up. It was the
first such visit since the early 1960s,
when he hopped the Continent for Nor
man Granz. With him were Gary Ba
rone, trumpet; John Gross, tenor sax;
Mike Wofford, piano, and Roland
Haynes, bass.
Soon after his return, Shelly was in
characteristically ebullient spirits. In the
following conversation, he recalls some
highlights of his journey.
of the several lives

a young band that I’m proud of, and
at my age maybe it will be the last time
I'll ever go out, and I’m going to go
and have a ball.
The last time I toured Europe it was
one of those things where you just
sleep and work and get on a plane
every day; we might just as well have
been back in America. But this time
I wanted to take my wife along and not
work very hard, so that we could look
around and get to know the people.
We took part in three festivals in
Italy. There were quite a few other
people involved in one concert or an
other: Clark Terry, Duke Ellington’s
orchestra, Teddy Wilson, and Rene
Thomas, a beautiful guitarist from Bel
gium.
All the concerts were outdoors, and
a lot of care was taken with the sound
systems. The first was in Pescara, a
beach resort down on the Adriatic.
Buddy Tate’s band was on the show
with Nat Pierce and a lot of old Kan
sas City-style musicians. It was good
to see and hear them again.
The second concert was in a small
town called Lerici on the Italian Ri
viera. There was a funny incident in
volving the promoter’s wife. She was

L.F.: How old were audiences general
ly? About the same age as in this
country?
S.M.: There was a bigger range. It went
from the early 20s to people who were
up to 60, who remembered you from
years back and didn’t know what to
expect. I think the group startled them
a little because we didn't play—and in
fact never have played—things from
the My Fair Lady album that was such
a big hit. But they appreciated it any
way. They seemed to understand that
an artist, without forcibly changing,
should evolve naturally. I think when
they hear someone play the identical
material they played 25 years ago, they
get a little upset.
In Verona it was different. The crowd
appeared to be a little older. When
Teddy Wilson played old favorites like
Melancholy Baby, Honeysuckle Rose
or Stompin' at the Savoy, every time
he started the tune, people would ap
plaud. It was a little harder with my
group, because we didn’t play any
standards, but still they listened and
they were very aware.
L.F.: There must be a very striking
difference between the impact of rock
in Europe and the U.S. Apparently the

SHELLY: THE WHOLE MANNE
by Leonard Feather
L.F.: What was the one main impres
sion you gained from the trip?
S.M.: Most of all I remember the jazz
audiences themselves—especially in
Italy. They are more aware of what our
music really stands for than the fans
are over here. When you talk jazz to
them that’s all they want to discuss.
You get into another area like rock
’n’ roll or rhythm and blues, and they
know the difference esthetically; jazz
means so much more to them as a cul
ture than it does here.
It must have been at least seven
years since I’d really been out of Los
Angeles traveling. The experience proved
to me that jazz musicians must go out.
Sometimes this is hard to do, especially
when you’re getting fat and content
just staying at home.
Perhaps the audiences were a little
more appreciative because they hadn't
seen us in a long time; whatever the
reason, their enthusiasm had a reju
venating effect.
I think the band played great, and
I think I played as well as I have ever
played on any concert tour. It was the
most relaxed, pressureless feeling I
have ever had. My attitude was, what
the hell, I’m 50 years old and I’ve got
16
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speaking to the rhythm section that
was supposed to play for Rene Thomas
and she came to me quite distraught.
“The rhythm section just found out
that they are supposed to play for
free,” she said, “and they don’t want
to. Would you mind playing for Rene
instead?"
I said I’d look into the situation, and
I found out that what the guys really
meant was that they played free style,
with the pianist reaching inside the
piano and that whole bag. They felt
they couldn’t play for Rene Thomas be
cause he wanted to do Stella By Star
light and things like that. It was a com
plete semantic mix-up—but in the end
they played for him anyway!
The third concert was fantastic. It
was held in Verona in the Teatro Ro
mano, which is a 2000-year-old Roman
room. The setting was unbelievable. You
felt so insignificant. In back of the
theatre was a medival castle built in
800 A.D., and the walls and stage
behind us went back to B.C. It was a
splendid concert and the place was
packed. Teddy Wilson was there, and
Jean-Luc Ponty with a very good
rhythm section, and us. The second
night, Duke’s band was on.

audiences overlap even less.
S.M.: Well, I know rock has a tremen
dous audience, but we didn’t hear any,
and I know there are many young musi
cians over there who want to get into
jazz rather than rock. In fact, both in
Italy and in England they had the same
problem that exists here: there are
thousands of dedicated jazz musicians,
but they can’t find any place to play.
Nevertheless, they keep on doing their
thing at a great financial sacrifice.
I think a lot of jazz musicians—peo
ple like Phil Woods and Red Mitchell
—migrate to Europe because of the
sensitivity of the Europeans to the mu
sic and how much it means to the audi
ences.
Their intensity is fantastic. I met
people who seemed to have every rec
ord I ever made, which isn’t easy,
because the last three jazz albums I
made were never released in Europe.
The two big band albums I did for
Capitol, which I felt were among my
best and deserved exposure, never
reached Europe. I think one of the
major differences is that in Europe,
the parents pass their interest on to
the children; if they are devoted jazz
fans they get the kids involved. In

other words, they don’t just say to
themselves, “That was a period in my
life, but it’s gone now,” and forget it.
They want to hear the new artists,
want to see what’s coming up. At the
same time, they retain their respect for
the older performers. And this broad
minded attitude is carried over to the
next generation, so the younger people
feel the same way. They listen to new
things, and they try to understand. Of
course, if they don’t like it, sometimes
they are quite vehement in their re
sponse.
Another difference I noticed over
there is in the attention given to jazz
through newspapers and magazines. One
of the largest Italian papers ran a big
picture and story about Duke’s band
and our group on the second page of
the main news section. Not only that,
but you can go to a newsstand and buy
the most gorgeous booklets about jazz
musicians, with biographies, discogra
phies, marvelous full color photograph
ic illustrations and art work, as well as
a small LP that’s included. One of the
foremost Italian publishers, Fabbri, has
put out a hundred of these books,
dealing with American jazz personali
ties of every era. They sell for about
$1, including the record, and they arc
so beautifully produced that they would
attract somebody who wasn’t even in
terested in the music, who would just
buy them for the full color photographs,
the art work and so forth, as a truly
artistic thing to own. This is just another example of how much more devotion and attention is given to the
music there.
L.F.: Where did you go besides Italy?
S.M.: To London, for 11 straight days
at Ronnie Scott’s. That audience was
great too, and business was good. It
was fun to get back in a club again—■
more relaxing than concerts. George
Wein came in to hear us one night and
was enthusiastic about the reception, so
maybe he can set us up for a longer
tour next time.
Ronnie’s, of course, is just about the
only modern jazz club in London. But
they love great things on television
there. They were doing a show out of
Ronnie’s, The Jazz Scene, and I saw it
one night—a marvelous program with
the Kenny Clarke-Francy Boland band,
on BBC. Everything was perfect: color,
sound, pickup, and no commercials—
just straight ahead. Even a few of the
avant-garde musicians like Tony Oxley,
the drummer, were preparing a special
television show.
Tony is typical of the musicians I
was talking about who didn’t have any
place to play. This situation is gradu
ally improving, I believe. There was a
committee formed to help jazz, and
a 200-pound grant was made lor the

establishment ot renearsal bands. The
City Council has been sponsoring con
certs around London, using big bands,
somewhat along the lines of our countysponsored concerts at the Pilgrimage
Theatre in Hollywood.
L.F.: What do you think can be done,
if anything, to create a situation that
would be as inspiring to jazzmen over

ords; a lot of them, as I said, were
second-generation jazz fans. They re
newed my faith in a lot of things that
I can’t find here all the time.
Of course, there are some exceptions
in this country. I remember a kid about
10 or 11 years old, who played drums.
He lived in New York. His father was
a jazz fan and he had introduced the
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to you over
here as your tour
there?
S.M.: I just don’t know. It’s got to
come basically from the enthusiasm of
the fans as well as from the musicians.
People over here have too much of a
tendency to say “why don’t they play
something we know?” A jazz artist
wants the audience to like him, but he
can’t be concerned with playing certain
things he knows they are going to like,
because subconsciously what he’s doing
is killing his own creative powers. He
has to play what he feels at the moment,
and hope they will like it. In Europe
there seems to be a better chance for
that.
Occasionally it happens over here,
like Miles ... all of a sudden they
latched on to his new album, and he’s
in, just doing what he’s doing. That’s
great. If he had to play down to his
audience all the time, he wouldn’t be
true to himself.
Audiences over there don’t question
the artist’s right to do this, because
of their deep involvement in jazz over
such a long period ot time. Many of
them started out as kids collecting rec-

son to all the good records of the
father’s time, so that he was really
versed in Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie
Parker; he went back to Lester Young
and Coleman Hawkins.
The father, who was going on vaca
tion, asked this young kid where he
would like to go, and he said, “I want
to go to Hollywood to see Shelly’s
Manne-Hole.” So the father brought
him out here. It turned out the kid had
started collecting my records when I
made them at the Black Hawk years
ago, and he knew everybody and every
thing. But, as I say, this is the exception
over here. I don’t want to give the
impression that I think good music is
dead in this country. There still arc
plenty of enthusiastic audiences. When
I arrived back, Rudy Onderwyzer, the
manager of the Manne-Hole, told me
that while I was away, Roberta Flack,
during her two weeks at the club, had
broken the all-time record—she did
even greater than Miles. So I guess as
long as there are new artists of this
caliber coming up, and fans around to
support them, there’s still hope for the
future.
December 10
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LEON THOMAS: AVANT-GARDE WITH ROOTS
0> THERE IS A COMFORTABLE COUCH with a
_0) low table in front in the office of Lillian,

the Flying Dutchman lady. It was Colum
bus Day and the weather outdoors was, in
a word, comfortable. Leon Thomas en
0) tered, said hello, turned off the air con
_o ditioner and opened the window, obviously
preferring what is natural. Then we settled
-Q down to business.
Within minutes, it became obvious that
the singer’s whole existence is built around
what’s natural. From a performer who has
attained the success and artistic level of
Leon Thomas, one would not have ex
pected the almost shy, unassuming manner.
Even when a glimmer of ego showed
through, it was cool and gentle, in a way
that said “I know my capabilities” rather
than “See what a big star I am.”
Klee: As a member of the group of
musicians they call avant-garde, you seem
to have gone back to the roots, the very
origins of jazz in Africa. Do you sense a
relation between the old and the new?
Thomas: Definitely. Categories, so to
speak, are made by those who are inter
ested mostly in the commercial industry,
and they cull these new ideas and cate
gories to keep the market going, but ac
tually I’ve always paid attention to the
roots and in learning more about myself,
I just began to dig a little deeper.
J.K.: You’ve played both to jazz audi
ences and for rock audiences. Is there a
difference between the audiences, or do you
think they sort of meld into one?
L.T.: If my group is feeling extra good,
and I’ve had a little bit of rest, give me
any kind of audience with ears and I’ll do
my thing. I just want to have an audience.
J.K.: And do you feel that you are re
ceived in the same way, in the same man
ner, or do you get different reactions?
L.T.: Right now, people are looking for
. . . they got a thing about doing your
own thing. If they figure that you are sold
a certain way, they look for you to be
that, but to be excellent in doing it, re
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gardless of how you arc categorized.
J.K.: You recently recorded with Oliver
Nelson. Did you know him in St. Louis?
L.T.: Yes.
J.K.: Had you worked with him there?
L.T.: Yes. In high school there. He and
the guy who started drummers twirling
sticks in the air, guy by the name of Ben
Thigpen. I did things with him in junior
high school, and then, as I went into high
school and branched out across the river
to St. Louis, so to speak, on the Missouri
side. I was in East St. Louis, Ill.
J.K.: I’ve heard you spoken of as running
the changes with your voice the way John
Coltrane did with his horn. Do you feel
there is a similarity there?
L.T.: There was a similarity in what we
were doing due to the fact that he was
trying to find more vocal expression with
in his instrument and I was trying to get
away from the syllabic approach to what
people would call riffing and scatting and,
in doing so, somehow there was a com
mon ground due to the fact that he had
listened prior to the Pygmies and the
Yturi Forest music and Eric Dolphy. In
fact, I was misquoted as having been sit
ting and listening with him. Actually, it
was with Eric. He and Eric would sit and
do research in musicology. Eric, especially,
was a man who was always searching for
precedents and material; from Bartok, any
source that would give him a new idea.
There was no tune that he couldn’t get^
digest and absorb. This is what I’m trying
to do, so I came across the Pygmies my
self, at a much later time. And in trying
to get away from the syllable sounds_ like
we’re hung up in vowels (a, e, i, o and
u sounds) and the syllabic approach to
them we have in our alphabet—that’s just
trying to give more credence to the sound
itself. . . .
J.K.: Trying to think like a horn more
than a syllabical approach.
L.T.: Well, maybe not like a horn, but
actually, the voice is capable of any sound,

depending on the language that the one
who’s using the voice is adapted to. I was
trying to break through all language bar
riers and just come up with the most
primordial sound, maybe like animals if
necessary. Sometimes I growl, you know,
like thinking of a lion, to evoke strength,
or something like that.
J.K.: What was your major influence.
L.T.: We were mentioning before . • •
you were talking about the beautiful time
they had at Reverend Gensei’s Jazz Ves
pers and you were speaking of Joe Car
roll. Well, my brother brought a Joe
Carroll record home. The thing that he
did with Dizzy Gillespie, in The Champ.
We listened and we listened, and I found
out I could do that and then, always try
ing to go one step further, I tried to do it
faster and in doing so the articulation at
that time was a little shoddy and upon
hearing it, (my brother) said, “Well, no
body’s playing like that, man.” Because we
usually try to scat and phrase similar to
a horn. He said, “Nobody’s doing that.
Why do you want to scat that fast? No
body’s scattin’ that fast. Why don’t you
just do it like Joe or some of he other
guys?” I said, “Well, man, t - t’s their
thing. What I would like to d- s within
the same idea or frame of ref. nee, de
velop something else that migl ' suit me
better. And if I find I can articulate faster,
it doesn’t mean that I’m doing
wrong,
it’s just that I’m doing it diffeicnt.” But
at that time, our major influence on the
scene with all the so-called young jazz and
hard bop lovers was Sonny Rollins. And
when he disappointed us by not showing
up at the engagement at St. Louis with
Miles (Davis) and his replacement was
John Coltrane, everybody was disappointed
except Leon.
J.K.: Well, were you aware of Louis Arm
strong and Leo Watson from before?
L.T.: That’s because of Joe Carroll I
was aware of them—I wasn’t before com
ing to New York. But Louis Armstrong,
of course, and Joe Carroll and King Pleas
ure, even, and Babs Gonzales—these guys
that came through the Midwest and the
local booker would go across the river and
check the good acts and then bring them
across to our side of the river on the offnights, for a few extra bucks. And he him
self happened to be quite a singer before
he was stricken with a heart attack and . . •
J.K.: Who was that?
L.T.: Leo Goodman. Oliver Nelson ar
ranged two or three albums. He had his
own record company, he worked at Mc
Cormick Place in Chicago with Jimmy
Smith. And this guy, fantastically enough,
would have been a sensation, because he
weighed nearly 400 pounds and, if you
closed your eyes, he might sound like
Billie Holiday. And he was an immacu
late dresser . . . every time he sat down
he had a new crease. This guy would
change suits twice a day, with accessories
and everything. He encouraged me a great
deal ...
J.K.: You dress pretty fancy yourself. Do
you do your own costume designing?
L.T.: Sometimes, and then sometimes I’m

lucky enough to get it right off the rack,
so to speak. And now it goes from Dashiki
to Edwardian. I like colors now.
J.K.: Just what is the Yoruba Lucumi
Society?
L.T.: It’s a collection . . . you sec, you
have now an emphasis on so-called black
ness and drummers and dancers and every
body learns the different dances. This is a
collection of the teachers. I mean, these
guys were doing it for years even before
it became a vogue or fad. One of the prime
forces in this, Richie Pablo Landrum,
along with Sonny Morgan, is from Cuban
ancestry and had been raised in Cuba. He
knew certain things. He was born a very
good drummer; so was Sonny, from Phil
adelphia. They met here in New York,
formed a team, and between the two of
them and, of course, Babafemi and Chief
Bey, who you know were working with
Randy Weston and others, they traveled to
Africa several times. These guys are the
teachers of mostly all the drummers you
hear across the country . . . and they’re
the better. So, in trying to bring it to
light now, we’ve formed a coterie of what
you might call the experts. We consider
ourselves the best damn drummers, the
best damn dancers and the best damn
singers and we just all collect together
out of mutual respect—nobody’s really the
leader: it’s just that I use two of them
an integral part of my regular unit.
he other guys always want to come down
nd help us make the music, and when
r.’s economically feasible we sometimes
nclude them.
How does Roy Haynes fit into this?
L.T.: All the credit isn’t given to Roy
that should be given. A lot of people think
when you mention drummers, it’s Max
Roach, Gene Krupa, Buddy Rich, Philly
Joe Jones, and then, of course, Jo Jones
and finally Elvin Jones, in the develop
ment of style over the years. But Roy
Haynes was in Thad Jones’ group in De
troit with Tommy Flanagan, and Frank
Foster, Billy Mitchell and all those guys,
Pepper Adams, back in those days, and he
was the drummer that Elvin Jones listened
to, like before Elvin even thought of play
ing drums. Listening to these tapes and
listening to the rehearsals of his brother,
Thad, in Detroit, he realized here was
something he could do, other than pick
three guys up at once and throw them
through a window. He’s fantastically
strong, you know. So he was able to use
his force and energy and drive, which is
what he always did anyway, in the per
cussion section. And Roy—there’s no
drummer can play the cymbals like Roy.
The closest contemporary counterpart to
Roy Haynes would be Billy Hart, who can
fit in any context and play exactly what
you want and still not submerge his own
personality and not intimidate the other
guys in the group. And Roy Haynes, to
me, would be the premier drummer on the
scene right now.
J.K.: You mentioned once the similarity
between the conga drum player and the
Karate expert. Is the training as rigorous
for a drummer as for Karate?
L.T.: Yes. You see, the Japanese and the
Chinese also believe in ancestral worship
and there’s an African philosophy that

believes in ancestral worship, And the
is first
training . . . you sec, cdrumming
’------- :
of all a religion and it has a discipline
involved due to the fact that nuances that
you can get out of drums need strength
and subtlety at the same time. You can be
like a butterfly or a hummingbird or be
like a crashing clap of thunder. The real
good drummers can play anything, and
their hands are superfast, it just so hap
pens that Babafemi, Sonny Morgan, Gene
Golden and Richard Pablo Landrum are
all above the black belt in Karate due to
the fact that they were both raised in New
York. Sonny Morgan also was a Philadel
phia city-wide champion in the saber and
the foil, in fencing, which shows the abili
ty he has. When a drummer is playing, if
you notice his hands and the rolls that he
makes, the development in his arms . . .
I hope nobody grabs one of those guys
and thinks that he can’t do anything! They
got fast hands. They can play these same
rhythms on a guy that they can play on
their drums, if need be.
J.K.: You were a drummer before you
were a singer, weren’t you?
L.T.: I don’t know—it all happened si
multaneously. I just picked up the bongos
and I used to sing when I played the
bongos. A lot of times, the guys wouldn’t
let you on the bandstand if you said you
wanted to sing. I still feel this sometimes.
Singers are looked at, like, who’d want to
hear a singer on a jam session? The guys
want to hear somebody blow, blow, blow.
So I would want to be around the music
and didn’t want to be excluded, so if I
could contribute to the music more than
just standing in front of everybody, if I
just submerged myself into the music
sometimes by playing the drums and
showing that I can play, you’re into that
camaraderie a little bit better.
J.K.: What is the origin of the flute-like
pipes that you play?
L.T.: Those are indigenous to the areas
where you find bamboo. Those particular
ones are from Ecuador. They are likened
to Pan Pipes; I call them freedom flutes
because the notes are already arranged in
a scale for you, and they usually come up
with scales that guys sit down at the piano
and can’t figure out. But the ones I used
on the record ... I lost them. They were
left on the subway and never returned.
Whoever got it, got a treat. I had bells,
cymbals, tambourine and two of those
flutes. And I’ve been looking for them, but
I never will find another because, you see,
they’re not really cut to specific dimen
sions. They just make ’em.
J.K.: It seems to me that you are one of
the avant-garde performers, who even the
people who don’t like the way-out things
like Pharoah Sanders and Ornette Cole
man, and the things Trane was into just
before he died still seem to manage to
relate to.
L.T.: Merely because, once again, they
weren’t ready for what the horns were
trying to do. The horns were trying to
escape the so-called instrumental area and
be more evocative and try to sound more
voice-like with a human quality. And the
raucous sounds and the shrieks and the
caterwauls or whatever you want to call it
they were making just offended others.

How can a guy really play the blues on
the horn unless he can make it sound like
he’s crying? This is a literal transfiguration
they were bringing about. Instead of just
playing the blues, they wanted to let you
know: “This is my experience. I’m sharing
it.” Even if it does sound like a freight
train putting on brakes. It’s screeching and
it’s tearing part of yourself out. They
weren’t ready for the horns, but when the
voice did it, they could say “Oh, well,
that’s possible.”
J.K.: It seems that you didn’t record, at
least not widely, until you had already
developed your own style. Did you plan
this or was it just a happy accident?
L.T.: No. Like everything else that has
happened, the spirits are in control. I
came here primarily for this purpose. I
came here in 1958. To show you the irony
of the situation, I recorded in RCA studios
in 1958 with 18 pieces and eight of the
Ray Charles Singers for the largest record
company in the world. Exactly 11 years
later, in the same place, about the same
time of day, I recorded Karma with Pharoah. And the same a&r man was in the
studio at the time, came in and peeked in
our session and couldn’t believe his eyes
and walked out. And in the same month,
mind you!
J.K.: You believe in astrology, I take it.
L.T.: I believe the Creator has a Master
Plan.
Docombor 10
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Buster WiHiamSo0 Abomt Tome
a musician who has
worked with, among many others, Sarah
Vaughan, Miles Davis, Nancy Wilson and
Herbie Hancock during the course of the
last ten years, should not have received
a mention in this magazine’s recent Inter
national Critics Poll.
Bassist Buster Williams is that musician.
The above list of former employers (in
Hancock’s case, current employer) sug
gests that his peers, at least, are fully
aware of his worth. There can be no doubt
that jazz can boast of an overwhelming
number of outstanding bass players today,
but Williams has to be one of the best of
that select group. An exceptionally gifted
musician, he is also an articulate and
aware human being.
“My musical career started with my
father,” he recalls. “He played bass and
drums and taught me the fundamentals of
the bass. This was in Camden, N.J. I really
started working in Philadelphia with Jimmy
Heath and Sam Read and after about six
or seven months of that I went on the
road with Gene Ammons and Sonny Stitt.
This was in 1960, just after I had gradu
ated high school.”
Within the next few years, Williams es
tablished himself by working with an im
pressive array of artists. Among these were
singers Dakota Staton, Betty Carter, Sarah
Vaughan, and finally, Nancy Wilson, with
whom he worked from 1964 until Novem
ber, 1968.
“When I joined Nancy,” he said, “I
moved to California, and when she wasn’t
working, I played with the Jazz Crusaders, *
the Bobby Hutcherson-Harold Land group,
and for a while, Miles’ quintet.”
!
Discussing his primary influences, Wil
liams said, “Paul Chambers was a great
influence when I first started playing. The dinspiration to start came when my father «
played me a record of Oscar Pettiford do
ing Stardust. Hearing that, I wanted to
play bass. My father had two fiddles, and
he used to string them the way Slam
Stewart did, with the C string on top.
When I started to play, he strung one of
them up in the regular manner; C D A E.
Before the bass, I had been playing drums.
I was also playing piano by ear, but after
hearing Pettiford, I knew what I really
wanted. Apart from my father, I was
basically self-taught, though for about six
months I studied with a teacher named
Mr. Wiggins at the Combs College of
Music in Philadelphia. He taught me a lot,
very fast. I studied theory, harmony, and
composition. This was the only formal
training I had.”
Like most jazz bassists, Williams doubles
on electric bass today. “Things are con
stantly changing,” he pointed out, “so it’s
just a matter of accepting them and mak
ing the best of it. ... I remember a time
when I would never have thought of play
ing a Fender bass. Now, I’m playing one
and enjoying it. I have to play some rock
based things and prefer doing them on the
Fender. For instance, I did a record date
with Harold Mabern on which he did a
tune made popular by the Jackson Five,
1 Want You Back, and that whole thing
was a Fender bass line. I really dug doing
that.”
Currently, aside from working . with
Herbie Hancock’s sextet, Williams is in the
it seems odd that

pit band of the Broadway show Company.
His reasons for doing this kind of work
are typical of his persistent attempts to
broaden his musical outlook.
“In the first place, I didn’t take the gig
because I had to,” he explained. “I took
it because I’ve always enjoyed doing some
thing different, and this was another area,
another phase of music. There was also the
fact that I could stay in town and be with
my wife and baby daughter.
“I don’t mind going out every now and
then, but to be running up and down the
road is—well, for ten straight years I did
that. I just felt like settling down here in
New York and doing everything that can
be done here and the play helps to sustain
all that."
In an earlier conversation, Williams had
mentioned that he wanted to expand his
writing activities. He has composed some
fine pieces thus far, notably The Emperor
Native Dancer, and Ruby P'Gonia all re
corded by the lazz Crusaders; Firewater
which Hancock recorded on his Prisoner
aibum, and Shadows, a delicate, haunting
ballad done by Roy Ayers on his Daddy
Bug date. Theses songs are ample evidence
of Williams’ talent in this realm.
, “rd. .1,k® to wrile fbe way I want to,”
m Sa.‘d’«If ?'0U know what 1 m«n. I’d
,lkefi"‘.sh a composition and really
dig it. Writing doesn’t come easily to me
The fact that I am not schooled on the
piano means that it takes me longer to
work out chords and voicings. Sometimes
itcomes out slick, and sometimes I can't

by Elliot Meadow
use it. The tunes I have written, I like—
to an extent. I don’t think it’s a matter of
confidence, but I don’t feel like I’ve
knocked myself out; sometimes I feel like
I’m shucking, to myself.”
I asked Williams how he feels about
the current state of the music, and where
he thinks his future path might take him.
“You know,” he answered, “jazz is only
as alive or as dead as the promoters want
it to be. When you get into it, what it
really comes down to is that jazz is black
music, and anything black will not be
pushed.
“It’s very upsetting for cats who are so
great and who have been around for a
long time not to be getting any recognition.
Thats one of the reasons why a lot of
guys are forming their own record labels. I
particularly remember when Ronnell Bright
and I were in L.A. with Sarah. Ronnell
wanted to record so bad. We went around
to all the different recording companies in
Hollywood. We had made a good tape,
but each company had a story, and the
story was that the music was too good
and would never sell.
As to my own place, well, I’m not
complacent. I’d like to continue playing
black creative music, which is v.hat jazz
is to me. I love to play for bk.
people,
! love to play with black people, I love
for black people to hear me.
‘When I play, I’m saying
crything
plack. It’s black creativity that
happen
ing, and that’s where my true motivation
/Continued or page 34
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CAUGHT IN THE ACT

All-Night Soul
St. Peter’s Lutheran Church
New York City

In October of 1965 at New York Semi
nary, John Garcia Gensel, a young pastor
in the Lutheran Church with the back
ground of a trailer court ministry in Ohio,
began a most unique series of Sunday
afternoon services with Joe Newman’s
Quintet in a tribute called O Sing To The
Lord A New Song.
Five years and three locations later, the
Pastor gathered his congregation at St.
Peter’s Lutheran Church, 54th St. and
Lexington Ave., for an all-night celebra
tion that included many of the musicians
who have made a joyful noise unto the
Lord under his auspicies during the past
semi-decade.
Getting it off on the right foot in front
of the CBS camera crew shooting the
earlier portions of the happenings was
Clark Terry’s Quintet with Ernie Wilkins
on tenor sax, Don Friedman on piano,
Mousie Alexander on drums, and last min
ute substitute bassist Buck Jones. They
blew a straight ahead set consisting of
Ellington’s Come Sunday, Strayhorn’s A
Train, On The Trail and, of course, Mum
bles.
Meanwhile, downstairs in the parish
•.enter there was a jam session going on
invohing trumpeters Howard McGhee and
Gene Roland; trombonist Astley Fennell;
Bobby Brown on tenor sax; Chris Towns
on piano, bassist Al Hall, drummer Al
Drears, and the man who I’d have to call
the star of the evening bop-scat singer
Joe Carroll.
When we got down to the parish center
after Clary Terry’s set, Joe and Howard’s
band already had things cooking, and they
kept it up with only a few short breaks
until about 9:30, when they moved up
stairs to the sanctuary and wailed there.
They had some help from sitters-in like
Babs Gonzales, who joined Carroll in a
scat duet on Ooo-pa-pa-da that turned
into more of a summit meeting than a
cutting contest.
Upstairs, the Billy Taylor Trio played
better jazz than I’ve heard from the pian
ist in some time, ending their set with his
We Need Peace and We Need Love, which
ought to follow his I Wish I Knew How
It Would Feel To Be Free onto the charts.
Taylor also included the latter composition
in his set, but it remained for Joe New
man’s Quintet and singer Ruth Brisbane
to put the finishing touches on that song
in their The Story of Pentecost service at
Midnight.
One can’t catch everything during a 12hour program, and I was out for refresh
ments during most of that service. I
returned to the sanctuary to find an oldfashioned pentecostal spirit holding sway,
Ruth Brisbane feeding the multitudes with
Billy Taylor’s song and sentiments. The
audience was on its feet—something I’d
never seen before at Jazz Vespers—scream
ing, shouting, and jiving along with Ruth
and the Joe Newman band. I was told
.hat the entire service had been on that
level. It was the first major highlight of
the evening.

Seated on the floor of the church, in
front of the first pew, taking this all in,
enraptured like a little girl, was one of
the grandest ladies of contemporary music,
Alice Coltrane, whose husband’s music had
meant so much to all of us. Later, seated
at the piano (the Steinway Billy Strayhorn
had donated to St. Peter’s shortly before
his death) she carried on the tradition.
Alice Coltrane, an artist in her own name.

Others came and went. It would take
too long to mention them all. So just to
hit a few high spots: Vera Auer on vibes
playing Body and Soul. Stella Marrs, not
only including the poetry of the verse of
The Shadow Of Your Smile, but singing
it a cappella. Eddie Bonnemere leading an
orchestra and choir in his own Missa
Leatare. The exciting new trio of drummer
Jual Curtis, bassist Herbert Brown and
pianist Billy Green. I had known about
Curtis and Brown from previous encoun
ters but the piano of Billy Green came
as a complete surprise . . . and what a
pleasant one. Matthew Gee and his group
brought it down to the finish line with
some straight ahead no-nonsense moderncum-mainstream jazz. Excellent solos by
all, especially pianist Herman Foster, tenorist Bobby Brown, and the leader-trom
bonist.
As we wandered downstairs for a gen
erous soul-food breakfast, we had time to
reflect on the preceding 12 hours.
No Newport or Woodstock, to our
knowledge, had offered better music; as
good maybe . . . better no. The feeling
of camaraderie had been excellent, and the
sight of so many young people especially
encouraging. The sound system had been
abysmal. Some people didn’t get on long
enough. Some didn’t get on at all. But it
was the first Jazz Vespers festival. The
first festival is where you make mistakes
... at the second, you show how well
you’ve learned your lessons.
Sitting in a nearly empty sanctuary, (last
week, it had been filled to overflowing
with standing room only at the back)

Pastor Gensel talked about All Night Soul,
Jazz Vespers, and what had gone down:
“I had no idea we could consistently
have a Jazz Vespers for five consecutive
years without missing one week. We didn’t
know ... In fact, on several occasions,
I thought, ‘Gee, it’s sort of foolish to try
to do it every week.’ At the very begin
ning, I had to hustle a little bit to try to
get musicians for each Sunday. And I

thought, ‘Well, maybe the wise thing would
be to do one a month.’ And I’ll never
forget—I think it was during the summer,
when attendance gets down a little bit—
that I was thinking very seriously of hav
ing it like, maybe, the first Sunday of
every month. Just as I was thinking about
it, on that particular Sunday, a group of
about 30 to 35 young people came from
a church near Camden, New Jersey, and
just took it for granted that there was
going to be a jazz service.
And I thought, ‘How am I going to be
able to communicate with all the people
who’ve heard about this, and let them
know it’s going to be just once a month,
and then they’d get all mixed up about
what Sunday,’ so I thought we’d have it
consistently and that way anyone could
come when they wanted.
And that’s what we’ve been doing, but
I had no idea it would build up to what
it is now, that it would develop into what
did develop and reach the climax we had
here, the little Woodstock, the celebration
of the fifth anniversary of Jazz Vespers
. . . Actually, you never know exactly how
something is going to work out until you
do it. For instance, I had no idea that
there would really be such a consistent
number of people here; at no time during
the 12 hours did we have less than 200,
and I suppose half the time we had a
jammed church, as well as many people
downstairs in the parish center. It could
have been that there would have been
only 25 or 50 people here at 2 in the
morning ... We plan for it, we do it, we
/Continued on page 31
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dowSAVE—db/RC now offers all in-print jazz
recordings at 1/3 off list price.

Holiday Record
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recordings you order.
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for one year and automatically become a db/
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Record Library”
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$3.00 for membership fee.
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or tapes you want. The only recordings you re
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you, shipments will not be made unless full
payment accompanies order.
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service.
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EASY TO ORDER: Fill out (print o^c) the
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db/RC. (For your protection, no shipment made
without remittance.)

The following listings represent o sampling of the more than 3,500 titles available through the db/RC.

ARTIST

TITLE
LABEL NO. STEREO LP CASSETTES-TRACK
^Experience in
E/Tensity
Cap 484
4.98
Country Preacher
Cap 404
4.98
6.98
6.98
Gene Ammons
The Boss Is Back
Pres 7739
4.98
6.98
6.98
Louis Armstrong
. . . and His Friends
Fly 12009
5.98
x
x
Albert Ayler
Music Is the Healing
Force of the Universe Imp 9191
5.98
x
Ginger Baker
Ginger Baker’s
Airforce
2-Atco 703
9.9a
9.98
9.98
The Band
The
_____
Band
Cap 132
4.98
x
Gary Bartz NTU Troop Home!
Miles 9027
5.98
x
x
Count Basie
Basie on the Beatles
Hap-Tig 1007 4.98
6.98
6.98
Best
2-Dec
“
“ 7170
9.58
Standing Ovation
Dot 25938
4.98
6.98
6.98
Beatles
Hey Jude
Apple 385
5.98
6.98
6.93
Sidney Bechet
Immortal
Reprise
96076
4.98
X
Blood, Sweat & Tears B.S&T-2
Col 9720
4.98
6.98
6.98
B.S&T-3
Col 30090
5.98
6.98
6.98
Bonzo Dog Band
Keynsham
Imp 12457
4.98
x
x

Cannonball Adderley
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
(Jones-Lewis Orch./
Steig/Burrell/
Hubbard/McGriff)
Jazz Wave, Ltd.
On Tour
Blue 89905 $5.98 x X

Randy Brecker
Clifford Brown

Don Ellis
Bill Evans

Ella Fitzgerald
Roberta Flack

Aretha Franklin
Stan Getz
Dizzy Gillespie
Grand Funk Railroad
Herbie Hancock
Eddie Harris

TITLE
Black Talk
Back to Back
w. Hodges
70th Birthday Concert
Electric Bath
Goes Underground
Alone
Live at Montreux
At the Opera House
First Take
Chapter Two
Soul *69
Spirit In The Dark
Marrakesh Express
Souled Out
Grand Funk Railroad
Fat Albert Rotunda
Best of Eddie Harris
Come On Down

LABEL NO. STEREO LP CASSETTES-TRACK
Pres 7758
x
4.98
X

Verve
2-SS

68317 5.98
19000 5.98
Col 9585
4.98
Col 9889
4.98
Verse 8792
5.98
Verve 68762 5.98
Verve 68264 5.98
At 8230
4.98
At 1569
5.98
At 8212
4.98
At 8265
4.98
MGM 4696
4.98
GWP 2023
5.98
Cap 406
4.98
War 1834
4.98
At 1545
At 1554

x
X

x
6 98
6.98
x
6.98
6.98
6.9S

6.93
6.98
6 9
6.93

5.98
5.98

X
X

6.98
6.98
X

6.98
x
6.98
6.98
x
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
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ARTIST
Charles Earland
Duke Ellington

*

J •'

J

ART BLAKEY & THE
JAZZ MESSENGERS
Roots & Herbs
Blue 84347 $5.98 x x

Score
Jazz Immortal

The Clifford Brown
Quartet in Paris
James Brown
Soul on Top
Tc
Dave Brubeck
Root w.
Blues Roots
Mulligai
... gan
The Gates
as of Justice
Kenny IBurrell
'Quintet
vr Coltrane
... w.
Gary Bilurton
‘ f Roads &
her Places
‘ Good Vibes
Butterfield Blues Band Keep oni Moving
Jaki Byard
Solo
wolo Piai
Piano
Charlie Byrd
Let It Be
Ray Charles
Best of Ray Charles
Doing His Thing
My Kind of Jazz
Chicago
Chicago
El Chicano
Viva Tirado
Kenny ClarkeFire, Heat, Soul &
Francy Boland
Guts
Let’s Face the Music
Volcano
Ornette Coleman
New York Is Now
Alice Coltrane
Ptah The El Daoud
Huntington Ashram
Monastery
John Coltrane
**Giant Steps
Selflessness
^''-Transition
Chick Corea
Now He Sings,
Now He Sobs
Larry Coryell
Lady Coryell
Crosby, Stills, Nash
CSN&Y
Miles Davis
Bitches Brew
Filles de
Kilimanjaro
Milestones
'"'Sketches of Spain
Jack De Johnette
Complex
Wilbur De Paris
Over & Over Again
Lou Donaldson
Everything I Play is
Funky
Okey Duke
Songs & Singing of
Okey Duke

ERROLL GARNER
Feeling Is Believing
Mer 61308 $5,98 x x

\

DUKE ELLINGTON
“Rockin' In Rhythm",
Vol 3 (1929-1931)
Dec 79247 $5.98 x x

SS 18051
Pac Jazz
20139

5.98

x

X

5.98

x

X

Pres 7761

King 1100

4.98
4.98

6.98

Col 9749
Dec 71075
Pres 7532

4.98
5.98
4.98

Vic 4098
Atl 1560
Elek 74053
Pres 7686
Col 1053
At 1543
ABC 695
Tan 1512

6.98
X
X

Kapp 3632

4.98
5.98
4.98
4.98
4.98
5.98
4.98
4.98
6.98
4.98

Prest 7634
Pres 7699
Pol 24-4501
Blue 84287
Imp 9196

4.98
4.98
4.98
5.98
5.98

6.93

Imp 9185
At 1311
Imp 9161
Imp 9195

5.98
5.98
5.98
5.98

6.98
x

SS 18039
Van 6509
At 8229
2-Col 26

5.98
4.98
4.98
5.98

Col 9750
Col 9428
Col 8271
Mile 9022
At 1552

4.98
4.98
4.98
5.98
5.98

Col KPG24

Blue 84337

5.98
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4.98

6.98

6.98

x
6.98

6.98

X

6.98
6.98
6.98
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6.98

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
7.98
6.98
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X

X

X

X

6.98

X

x

X
X

X
X

6.98
7.98
x
X

6.98
7.98

PAUL DESMOND
Bridge Over
Troubled Water
A&M 3032 $5.98 x x

Coleman Hawkins

Desafinado
Think Deep
Isaac Hayes Movement
Smash Hits
Heavy Exposure
Light My Fire
Earl Him
mnes
Fatha Blow Best
Johnnyy hHodges
3 Shades of Blue
Billie H:
Holiday
__
_ Day
Lady
lie Hubbard
Hubba
Freddie
Red
":d Clay
Clay
,
Milt Jackson Quintet
featuring
i.jg R;
Ray Brown
i— n--------j—
Best of .
Jazz
Crusaders
‘ of Jazz
Crus
rusaders
Old Sv,
Socks,
New
..'r.v Shoes
Jefferson Airplane
’’
ilunte
Volunteers
Antonio Carlos Jobim Stone Flower
J. J. Johnson
Israel
J. J. JohnsonKai Winding
Betwixt & Between
Elvin Jones
The Ultimate
Quincy Jones
Gula Matari
Walking in Space
Barney Kessel
Feeling Free
Hair Is Beautiful
B. B. King
Completely Well
Live and Well
Indianola Mississippi
Issac Hayes
Jimi Hendrix
Woody Herman

Roland Kirk
Lee Konitz

Yank Lawson &
Bob Haggart
Herbie Mann

6.98
x

x

Shelly Manno
x
6.98

6.98

PHAROAH SANDERS
Summun Bukmun
Umyun
Imp 9199
$5.98 x x

Warne Marsh
Paul McCartney

Funk Underneath
Volunteered Slavery
Duets
Peacemeal
-The World’s Greatest
Jazzband
Best of Herbie Mann
Live at Whiskey
A Go Go
Memphis Underground
Muscle Shoals
Nitty Gritty
Stone Flute
At Manne Hole
Outside
Ne Plus Ultra
McCartney

LARRY CORYELL
Spaces
$4.98 x x
Van 6558

Imp S-28
Riv 3049
Ent 1010
Reprise 202
2025
Cadet 835
Cadet 819
Dec 75048
Fly 120
Col 637
CTI 6001
Imp 9189

5.98
4.98
4.98
5.98
4.98
4.98
4.98
5.95
4.98
5.98
5.98

World 20175

5.98

x

Chisa 804
Vic 4238
CTI 6002
A&M 3008

4.98
4.98
4.98
5.98

x
x
6.98

x
x
x
6.98

A&M 3016
Blue 84305
A&M 3030
A&M 3023
Contem 7818
At 8235
Blues 6037
Blue 6031

5.98
5.98
5.98
5.98
4.79
5.98
4.98
4.98

6.98
x
6.98
6.98
x
x
6.98
6.98

6.98
x
6.98
6.98
x
x
6.98
6.98

ABC 713
Prest 7450
At 1534
Mile 9013
Mile 9025

4.98
4.98
5.98
5.98
5.98

6.98
x
x

6.98
x
x

At 1570
At 1544

5.98
5.98

6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98

At 1536
At 1522

5.98
5.98

6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98

6.98

6.98

Emb 526
5.98
Embryo 520 5.98
2-Contem
7593/4
*..„
11.58u
Contem 7624 5.79
Uni 73080
4.98
Apple 3363
5.98

J8

6.98

6.98
6.98
x

6.98
X

X

x

x
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
X

6.98
X

X
X

x
X

6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98

TITLE

ARTIST

LABEL NO. STEREO LP CASS ETTE 8-TRACK

x

x

6.98
6.98
9.98

6.98
6.98
9.98

Thelonious Monk
Wes Montgomery

Genius
Prost 7656
4.98
Wes Montgomery
iry’s
4.98
Greatest Hits
A&M 4247
Joo Morello
Another Stop Forward 0v/14-02
4.98
7.98
Mothers of Invention
Uncle Meat
Biz
Biz2-2022-2024
Phineas Newborn, Jr. Please Send Mo
Someone To Lovo
Contem 7622 5.79
Laura Nyro
New York Tcndaborry Col 9737
5.98
Charlie Parker
Story
3-Verve
68000/2 17.94
World 20156 5.98
Jcan-Luc Ponty
Electric Connection
King Kong
World 20172 5.98
Otis Redding
L...
Atco 33-252 4.98
Immortal
Otis Redding/Jimi Hendrix
Reprise 2029 5.98
irix Experience
Buddy Rich
Best of Buddy Rich
World 20169 5.98
Buddy and Soul
World 20158 5.98
Keep the Customer
Lib 11006
5.98
Satisfied
Lon 4
5.98
Rolling Stones
■ Let It Bleed
Imp 9190
5.98
Pharoah Sanders
Jewels of Thought
4.98
Col 9781
Santana
Santana
Verve 68785 5.98
Lalo Schifrin
Insensatez
4.98
Ov/14-03
Dick Schory
Movin’
Fly 114
5.98
Paint Your Wagon
Tom Scott
Com 901
5.98
Live!
Doc Sovorinsen
5.98
Com 950
Severinson’s Closet
5.98
Blue 84297
Schizophrenia
Wayno Shorter
5.98
Blue 84325
Super Nova
4.98
Vic
4248
Black Gold
Nina Simone
4-Col 855/8 19.92
Story
Bessie Smith
--------------Col
G30126 5.98
Any Wotiman's Blues
Verve 8794
5.98
Groove Drops
Jimmy Smith
Verve 68770 5.98
The Bos
oss
4.98
Prcst 7691
Memori
irial Album
Stuff Smith
SS 18059
5.98
This Is
Jeremy Steig
Main 6066
4.98
Mumbles
Clark Terry
Main 6054
4.98
Power
Spirits Known &
Leon Thomas
5.95
Fly 115
Unknown
Reprise 6400 4.98
Jethro Tull
Benefit
Reprise 6336 4.98
This Was
2-Blue
Stanley Turrentine
Up at Minton’s

6.98

x
x

x

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.^8

6.1
6.98
X
X

x
6.98
6.98

x

5.98

X

5.98
5.98
5.98

6.98
6.98
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Jazz LPs . . . only $1.88
Through a special arrangement with various record companies,
the down beat/RECORD CLUB is able to offer a limited supply
of great jazz recordings no longer available at normal retail
outlets. For as long^as the supply lasts, the db/RC offers each
of the following LPs for only $1.88each, a savings of 62%
from their original price! Each LP is mint-new
in its
r.ev/ :r.
its original
jacket and wrapper.
-Cannonball & Nat Adderley
Larry Bunker w Gary Burton

Them Adderleys
Live at Shelly's
Mannc-Hole
Eric Dolphy
Last Date
Hampton Hawes
High In the Sky
Hampton Hawes Plays Movie Musicals-Oliver/
I
Finian's Rainbow/Funny Girl
Charlie Mingus
Mingus Revisited
Earl "Fatha" Hines
Earl Hines
'Gerry Mulligan
If You Can't Beat 'Em—
Join 'Em
Roland Kirk (Quartet)
Rip, Rig & Panic
Slightly Latin
Kid Dry
Live!
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Vau 9005
LS 86013
Vau 9010

Vau 9009
LS 86015
LS 86019
LS 86021

LS 86027
LS 86033
Vau 9006

x

84069/70 11.96

Blue 84338
Expansions
Three Decades of Jazz
Blue 89902
1939-1949
Blue 89903
1949-1959
Blue 89904
1959-1969

McCoy Tyner
Various Artists

6.98

SPECIAL OUT-OF-PRINT

X
X
X

x
x
6.98
6.98

X

ARTIST
Joe Venuti

TITLE
Once More
“ -a With
Feeling
ling
Violin Summit (with Stuff Smith,
_..iith, Jean-Luc
Ponty, Stephane Gra|ipelli, Svend Asmussen
Miroslav Vitous
Infinite Search
Muddy Waters
Fathers & Sons
Marching Song
Mike Westbrook
Bob Wilbur
Music of Hoagy
Carmichael
World's Greatest
Extra!
Jazz Band
Hot Rats
Frank Zappa
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0v/14-04

4.98

Pres
.’rest 7631
Embryo 524
Chess 127
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4.98
5.98
5.98
6.98

X
X

Mon-Ev 6947 4.98

x
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6.98

6.98

x
x

x

5.98
4.98

6.98
6.98

x
6.98
6.98
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JACKIE McLEAN
Demon’s Dance
Blue 84345 $5.98 x x

JOAN BAEZ
The First 10 Years
(2 record set, incl. 12
page photo history
in color)
Van 6560/1 $9.96 x x
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sey Lewis? No room here to go into why,
but that fringe bought a lot of records.
That fringe is gone.
RAY BRYANT________________
The jazz fringe audience today maybe
RAY BRYANT MCMLXX—Atlantic SD 1564:
buys Miles—right now, anyway. It buys
Stick With
'ith It; Let It Be; Bridge Over Troubled
Trot
Waters; Hey Jude; Shake-A-Lady; Unchained
blues—phony and real, new and reissued.
ody; My Cherie Amour;
___ ir; Spinning 'Wheel.
It probably buys* a token Coltrane LP, per
Personnel: Bryant,
int, piano; Chucl
Chuck Rainey, clecc
haps a Billie Holiday. The rest is rock—
trie bass; Jimmy Johnson, u.
drums, augmented on
first three tracks by woodwi..Mj
woodwinds and strings, on
and maybe some sides like these. Especial
fourth track by trumpet, tromU,
trombone, and saxes,
ly if the buyers are into black culture—
arranged by Arif Mardin.
'r
Rating: ★ ★ ★
not the kind you hear demands made for,
but the kind that exists because there is
demand for it.
JUNIOR MANCE______________
The records we’re talking about are
WITH A LOTTA HELP FROM MY FRIENDS
bought by people whose libraries also in
—Atlantic SD.1562: Thank You Falletin Me Be
Mice Elf Again; Never Say Naw; Don’t Rush
clude James Brown, Aretha, King Curtis,
Us; Well I’ll Be White Black; Home Groovin’;
Ray Charles oldies, and, if they’re hip,
Spinning Wheel; Don’t Cha Hear Me Callin'
some
contemporary blues, like B. B. King.
Personnel: Mance, piano: Eric Gale, guitar;
There are a lot of people out there like
Chuck Rainey, electric bass; Billy Cobham, drums.
Rating: ★ ★ ★ ’/2
that, and they buy a lot of records.
Now, people who review records for
Is art divisible from life—should it be?
But what is life in 1970? Indeed, what is this magazine are, in varying degrees,
art?
serious about jazz. They may like some
Don’t wince. My tongue is in my cheek. contemporary popular music, and even
Or is it? Everything is ambiguous these praise it, but they don’t much like records
days. Take record reviewing, the record like the ones we’re talking about. Why?
business, record reviewers, readers of rec Because they are conditioned to think of
ord reviews, and jazz.
jazz musicians as “artists” who, if they are
Most records made by jazz artists these not playing “pure” jazz of one sort or
days are pretty much like the two under another, must be suspected of compromis
scrutiny here, in one way or another. That ing their talents. Either they’ve sold out,
is to say, they are not “pure” jazz albums, or they’re being pressured by the record
but attempts to present players usually companies, or maybe they were not "real”
identified with jazz in terms considered artists to begin with, the argument goes.
compatible with what is called “today’s
The reviewers also feel, and with good
music.”
reason, that they are writing for people
Which means: tunes, rhythms, and areas who want their jazz straight and are likely
of sound bought by today’s record pub to share these prejudices against “com
lic. More specifically, hits of the day or mercialism.”
blues/soul/rock-flavored melodies, played
There certainly are standpoints from
with a pronounced beat, usually in some which such attitudes are justified: personal
variant of contemporary dance rhythm and esthetics, high artistic standards, notions of
tempo, often using an organ and/or elec a grander design. But is art divisible from
tronically flavored instrumentation, with life? Are such concepts not perhaps too
sometime additives including strings, brass idealistic and insufficiently realistic when
riffs, or vocal backing, and generally with applied to jazz in the marketplace?
in airplay length.
Not to say that commercialism is good
More and more such records are among enough for jazz because jazz isn’t on that
the fewer and fewer albums made by jazz high a level anyway. Not in the least. But
players these days, and it ain’t likely to
to say that the music in its highest forms
subside, this trend. For one thing, it sells could never have survived—not even have
records, at least sometimes. For another, come into being—if not for the existence
it seeks and finds its audience not among of an environment in which fine distinc
dedicated jazz followers but among peo tions between art and entertainment were
ple who buy records for fun—listening at
not commonly made, or even relevant.
home with a groove going, dancing at
The reviewers who put down today’s
parties—and there’s more of the latter, commercial jazz are almost all in greater
friend—plenty more.
or lesser awe of the music’s legacy, as
Remember when even people who didn’t handed down on records. Until the late
care about or particularly liked jazz had
1930s, however, not one single jazz record
at least a few Miles Davis, Dave Brubeck,
was made to sell as art, or even as jazz.
Chet Baker or Stan Getz records at home
Some of the most beautiful jazz records
—and later maybe a Cannonball or Ram- ever cut were quite simply made for en-
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tertainment—for dancing, for casual listen
ing, as versions of hit tunes.
How many lovers of jazz now remem
ber that working in even the best big
bands of the swing era (Ellington and a
very few others excluded) meant, for the
dedicated jazz player, a compromise with
his true ambitions, and that the romantic
jazz fans of that day much admired those
“fugitives” from the big bands who played
“the real jazz” for peanuts in the few
joints that would book it? (In retrospect,
the ones who didn’t flee were not neces
sarily less dedicated.)
And you don’t even need history to take
the point: how many of the “pure’’ jazz
albums of the past decade were m;-’2 by
players who, for daily bread, play-xl all
kinds of “commercial” music?
The point is: jazz is a music, but . also
a way of playing, and it has alwap. been
fascinating to see how adapt: bL to a
variety of playing situations jazz . ••ri.cians
have been. Even Thelonious Mo.
used
to play for dances and revival meetings.
That he doesn’t have to do that now is
only as it should be. That not every jazz
man, not even every great jazzman, can
always write his own musical ticket is
not as it should be—but if we lived in a
perfect world, who’d need record reviews?
Compromise with the necessities of life
does not always inhibit artists. Indeed, no
artist was really free to create as he pleased
until art became a luxury—and you only
need to visit your nearest gallery of con
temporary art to see how much that has
improved matters.
It goes against the intellectual’s grain,
no doubt, but isn’t it one of the great
achievements of jazz that it has been an
intrinsic part of popular music, first in
this country and soon elsewhere as well,
for five decades or more? Despite the fact
that it is an art, or because it is? Ponder
that, and ask yourself if it isn’t a measure
of a musician’s strength and identity as
an artist that he can make silk purses out
of sow’s ears, and if it isn’t an axiom
that if you have something of your own
to say, it will come through no matter
what? If you can play, there are many
ways to play yourself. And who the hell
says that “art” must always be pure and
holy and profound? Me, I’d rather tap my
foot to some soul jazz, organs, electric
bass and all, then be hectored by some
no-blowing poseur’s naked egotrip. One
may be a commercial copout, the other
serious art—but don’t bet on it. These are
ambiguous times.
These two survival albums by jazz play
ers, aimed at the non-purist market, don’t

pretend to be what they are not, and con with a touch that keeps the notes free of
tain nothing that the two fine pianists in crashes or distortions. The other Beatles
volved have to be ashamed of, or be put tune is not as successful; Hey Jude is a
down for by people who don’t offer them piece you really have to get into, and I
viable alternatives along with criticism.
don’t think Ray did, except for a moment
Speaking as a long-time enjoyer of both when the background lays out. But he
these men’s music, I admit I wouldn’t makes a soul hymn out of Bridge.
trade my Bryant Prestiges or my Mance
I don’t know if this Jimmy Johnson is
Riversides (or his gas of a debut album the same fine drummer who was with Duke
on Verve) for these new entries, but I Ellington in 1959, but he was from Philly,
hope they both sell like hotcakcs.
like Ray is, so it might be. Whatever, he
And if I were throwing a party and does well, and Rainey is never overly ob
wanted people to dance and have a good trusive—a credit to the engineer as well
time, I’d put these on—not the others.
as to himself.
Later on, I might get into something
I hope this album sells, too. And that
heavier, but these—especially Junior’s— Atlantic will do right by Ray Bryant. Both
would break the ice and make no non-jazz he and Junior have paid plenty of jazz
freak feel left out.
dues. They don’t have to prove anything
Mance’s album has the advantage of an
to me. Let it be.
—Morgenstern
unalloyed quartet format; it’s straight ahead
and simple most of the way. It gets a
Bud Freeman uses the
groove and keeps it; maybe it isn’t a jazz JULIAN DASH______________
Otto Link mouthpiece
groove, but Home Groovin’ is as good a
A PORTRAIT OF JULIAN DASH—Master
I
■111
Harold Ashby
blues piano performance as has been put Jazz Recordings. Inc. MJR 8106: Tuo Shades of
Blue; Tuxedo Junction; Willow Weep for Me;
on wax in some time—the way back blues Julian
Eddie"--Lo^3?rs
’s Dash; Don't Blame Me; Take the "A"
Train.
dressed up for today.
;
' 1
Eric Dixon
Personnel: Dash, tenor; Jimmy Shirley, guitar;
Gale’s wa-wa touches don’t offend me, Milt
!
B|
Benny Golson
Hinton, bass; Cliff Smalls, piano; George
Paul Gonsalves
except on the over-done opening track, Foster, drums.
n // \
DonMenza
and he instantly redeems himself on Percy
Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★ */z
F— A
SalNistico
Mayfield’s s-l-o-w, funky Never Say Naw,
,
Flip Phillips
Julian Dash’s name will probably not
Jerome Richardson
on which Junior has the message.
be familiar to many listeners, but to pass
Marshall Royal
Archie Shepp
If there isn’t much here of Junior over this record because the name doesn’t
Ben Webster
Mance, the brilliant, swinging jazz pianist, ring a bell would be serious mistake for
and other great players
there is a whole lot of Junior Mance, those who like their music crisp, clean,
See your dealer or write tor Free Brochure
the hip and groovy blues/rock pianist— and swinging.
OTTO LINK, Inc.
and that’s not bad at all, chum.
Most of Dash’s professional career was
121 S.W. 5th Street
Cobham, a fine young jazz drummer spent in thej^nks-of-the-ErskiiieJFIawkins
Pompano Beach, Florida 33060
who has great versatility to his credit, apd- ^?andj-;hc'is”aTso remembered fortheTenpr
Rainey, who not for no reason seems» tQ
*~ work he contributed to the famous series
own the electric bass concession at At- of Buck Clayton jam
jam^cssjons for Columlam bia in the mid-1950s (CL 548, 567, 614).
lantic, work well with Mance—Cobjiam
H real swinging gift for
has been with him live, and they can cobk^Following those gigs he went virtually un- Ziriends, family or your
up a swinging storm together.
—d-hy
’ u.,—mu
>- self! SWING OUT, writ
"recorded until t.he —
was —
siimmong
M-JR''''
ten by composer Gene
The cooking here is not like that, but to a Jimmy Rushing session (MJR 8104)
gives the inspir- t.
if you’re not averse to varying your diet in October 1967 which produced six mag Femett,
ing facts about all the
(a hamhock can cut a Chateaubriand at nificent sides.
really great Negro Dance
times), go ahead and have some fun with
Now he comes back to MJR for an Bands and Soloists. Here’s
Junior here. And remember, if he does other workout, this with only rhythm the real jazz story, illus
trated with rare and un
well with this, they might let him loose backing, and the results are a fine tribute usual photos. Read it and
some other time. As opposed to Ramsey to an excellent talent.
know more about the
black jazz greats includ
Dash has a light, airy (but not breathy)
Lewis et al., this is honest music—a jazz
ing Louis Armstrong,
tone
short
of
the
translucent
sound
of
the
solution.
Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Ella Fitzgerald, Lena
Ray Bryant is not as spontaneous a blues Lester Young style. He draws upon the
Home and scores more! Hardbound cloth cover,
player as Junior—and then he’s got those Lesterian tradition for certain accents such
large 8" x 11" size, 152 photographs, 176 heavy
paper pages for only $10.00 a copy. Satisfaction
arrangements to contend with on side 1
as chewing on one note for several bars,
guaranteed or your money refunded. SWING OUT
—strings and woodwinds on three tracks, but taken as a whole, his style seems to —
order today!
brass and reeds on the fourth. Also, he is have been more influenced by Chu Berry.
PENDELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
Not that he sounds like either one of these
playing a repertoire mostly of pop tunes.
P. 0. Box 1666 « Dept. DB » Midland, Michigan 48640
But it’s good to hear his playing so men; Dash is a stylist easily identifiable
well recorded, and to hear his musicianly on his own merits.
Julian’s Dash is an up-tempo original
touches, which often seem to point up the
banality of the string scoring—not demon improvisation based on a 32-bar chorus
stratively, but just by being real. (You form with release. Dash’s attack presses
never get such conflict with schlock play on with unfailing swing, and his lines
sparkle with coherent and arresting ideas.
ers.)
On the trio side, he makes Spinning Guitarist Jimmy Shirley provides a strong
IFheel groove even more than Junior’s boost to the rhythm section when playing
version, perhaps because the tempo is rhythm figures and provides a rich back
more down. His playing throughout is ground of chords to Dash’s playing.
Blame is a fine ballad featuring only
full-bodied and two-handed; the big sound
he gets from a piano is a pleasure in it Dash and Milt Hinton’s bass. Hinton takes
a bowed solo first and then goes pizzicato.
self.
Let It Be has a long rubato opening, It’s the least successful track on the LP,
supported by softly bowed bass (don’t tell and comes off as somewhat colorless. A
me that’s an electric instrument) which is more workable duet concept pairs Dash
a highlight of the album. Into tempo, and Shirley in Blue, with beautiful results,
Bryant displays those plunging bass pas especially Shirley’s fullbodied solo.
A Train and Tuxedo are medium tempo
sages that are an earmark of his style,

|the| mouthpiece

playing
purposes
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tracks containing excellent playing by all.
Wil/ow is the finest ballad performance
on the album.
—McDonough

HAMPTON HAWES
IN EUROPE, 1967—Prcstigi
__ ge 7695 : Villingen
Blues; Rhythm; Black Forest
Forest Blues; Autumn
Leaves; What Is This Tbit
'bing Called Love?; Sonora; I’m AU Smiles; My■ F^o..
Foolish Heart.
Personnel: Hawes, pian
mo; TEberhard
't
Weber, bass;
Claus Weiss, drums <tra<
acks 2, 4, 6, 7).
Rating: ★

#1
1
”e>

Just look at the expression
on Eric’s face and you tcill

know how he feels about

Originally issued on SABA (now MPS),
this fine LP was reviewed by Larry Kart
in our Dec. 6, 1968 issue as follows:
Hawes is one of the fine musicians who
consolidated the achievements of Parker,
Powell and others into a musical language,
shifting the emphasis from innovation to
execution. Excellent music .can come from
such an approach until the possibilities of
a style are exhausted, and this album
shows that, for Hawes, the possibilities arc
still alive.
Once you know Hawes’ playing, it’s not
hard to anticipate the course of his solos,
but the spirit and swing of his execution
consistently make the familiar new again.
In fact, the contrast between the immedi
acy of his touch and time and the inevi
tability of his melodic patterns is the es
sence of Hawes’ style.
This album contains some of his best
recorded work. The four tracks on which
he is supported only by bassist Weber are
excellent. Hawes credits Parker as his main
influence, and I hear it in his expressive
use of touch to attack notes in a horn-like
manner. A musician with less taste could
turn this device into a trick, but on Love
and Heart, for example, the explosive em
phasis of certain notes is essential to the
solos’ development.
The tracks on which Weiss is added are
not quite as effective, due to the drum
mer’s bouncy time and over-emphatic ac
cents, but Hawes generally ignores the
distractions. Incidentally, the pianist plays
a fine instrument which is recorded with
vivid presence.
(Note: Villingen Blues was originally is
sued as Hamp’s Blues.)

his new Ovation.

It’s got the NEW sound;

AHMAD JAMAL______________

the ROUND sound.

THE AWAKENING—Impulse AS-9194: The
Awakening; I Love Music; Patterns; Dollshin
Dance; You’re My Everything; Stolen Moments;
Wave.
Personnel: Jamal, piano; Jamil Nasser, bass;
Frank Gant, tfrums.

It’s in with the people
who ... dig the best.

__________ Rating: -fr
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ZIP

-fr __________

RAMSEY LEWIS_______________
THEM CHANGES—Cadet LPS-8-M: Thun
Changes; Drown In My Own Tears; Ob Happy
Day; Do Whatever Sets You Free; Something;
See The End From The Beginning, Look Afar;
The Un silent Minority.
Personnel: Lewis, acoustic, electric piano; Phil
Upchurch, electric guitar; Cleveland Eaton, elec
tric bass; Morris Jennings, drums.
Rating: ★ ★ >/2

Pianist-led combos (those omnipresent
musical units of widely varying quality
and appeal), Forward March!
Jamal company, halt. Fall out.
Lewis company, halt. Report for extra
detail.
Not much of a review, but an apt con
clusion. Jamal’s LP is by far the most

rewarding of the two. The widely-imitated
pianist is in excellent form—faithful to the
style he created but interesting nonethe
less. Lewis’ playing is pleasant but pre
dictable. His use of electric piano serves
him well in spots—the sound of that in
strument somehow seems to add substance
to lines that would otherwise evoke little
interest.
The Jamal LP is also superior in the
material chosen. Jamal has always had an
car for brilliant, neglected standards and
originals (like Oliver Nelson’s Moments
here) and is also a first-rate composer
(remember Ahmad’s Blues?'). Lewis, how
ever, relies on pop material of varying
quality, chosen mainly, I suspect, for cur
rency rather than musical merit.
Jamal’s charming, personal brand of
space music (which, I’ve always suspected,
left more than a superficial impression on
Miles Davis in the late 1950s) has always
appealed to me. His work is somewhat
more aggressive than in the But Not For MeTangerine phase of his career circa 1957.
His work is uniformly excellent here. He
captures the essence of a tune and bases
his bravado runs, embroideries, and d iving
riff-like figures around it—some tin-. ’ cav
ing in and out of the melody,
imes
leaving space for the opinions of his accompanists.
Music is rhapsodic, and for t- ? most
part, solo Jamal; Nasser and Gant ;ppearing only for a brief swinging i '.erlude
midway. He authors some extrao. Jinary
runs, playing, an annotator Leonard feath
er suggests, with “Tatum-like autho'ity”.
Patterns, an excellent Jamal original, is
notable for another Jamal trademark—the
unpredictable flights and bursts in which
he seems to be wringing the instrument’s
neck. Moments is commendable for his
effective use of dynamics.
Jamal’s trios have always been notable
for group interplay and though the pianist
perhaps doesn’t leave as much space for
his sidemen as before, Nasser and Gant
rise to the occasion with complementary,
tasty fills.
Whereas the Jamal LP demands full at
tention, the same cannot be said of Lewis’.
It’s a live date of the pop, crowdpleasing
persuasion. Guitarist Upchurch adds inter
est, though he does not spark the group.
Eaton is a solid bassist and Jennings is a
most musical and imaginative drummer.
The liveliest moments come on Afar, a
Lewis-Eaton composition, with the leader
and Upchurch delivering spirited solos.
I suspect that it’s all to easy (but no
less forgiveable) for a pianist in Lewis’
position to fall into a musical rut: having
the cushion of commercial acceptance, do
ing essentially pop material, and playing
virtually the same saloon and supper club
circuit (“Waiter, there’s a cliche in my
soup”). It might behoove him artistically
to leave the womb-like confines of his
group occasionally and challenge himself
in another context, i.e. a festival jam with
hornmen like Dizzy, Mulligan, et al. on
let’s say. All the Things You Are at a
supersonic tempo. Because I have the feel
ing he could or should be playing more
adventurously than is his wont. But then
he might have to sacrifice the pop charts.
Things like that.
—Szantor

THE JAZZ CRUSADERS_______
THE BEST OF THE JAZZ CRUSADERS—
World Pacific ST-20175; Eleanor Rigby; The
Thing; Ooga-Boo-Ga-Loo; Love and Peace; Up
tight (Everything's Alright); Promises, Promises;
It's Your Thing; Tough Talk; Hey Jude; On
Broadway; Freedom Sound; The Young Rabbits.
Personnel: Wayne Henderson, trombone;
Wil
>mb(
ton Felder, tenor saxophone; Joe Sample, piano;
Buster Williams (tracks 1, 3, 4, 7, 9), Herbie
Lewis (tracks 11, 12), Bobby Hanes (tracks 6,
8, 10), Vic Gaskin (track 2) or Leroy
T
Vinncgar
(track 5), bass; Stix Hooper, druiims.
Rating: No Stars
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE—Liberty LST-11005:
Give Pence A
. Chance; I Think It Was a Dream;
Black Bird;; The Thrill Is Gone; Anil’s New
Dance; Sbac
ice Settlement; All The Lonely Years;
Another Bln
_ ties.
Pcrsonimcl: Henderson, Felder, Sample, WilHams, H<
loopcr.
Rating: ★ ★ ★

rifice improvisation for arrangement. Feld
er’s solo on Black Bird is fantastic, and
as soon as he gets going the line reappears.
Why does this happen? It’s crazy!
According to the liner notes the group
has split. That might be a good thing.
—Cole

< V>

The one-paragraph liner note to the
Best album reads: “The Jazz Crusaders are
a powerful influence in contemporary mu
sic. This collection of their recorded per
formances is a must for every jazz fan.”
Incredible! These are 12 slickly arranged
ditties which violate the essence of jazz,
which is improvisation. This record does
have an audience; the same that flocks to
hear Ramsey Lewis. Reissues are some
times like that.
The new album indicates that maturity
in the context of potential can have very
po Hive effects. Perhaps the best fruits of
thi:. maturity are represented in Space Setth’.' tit. The piece builds on a simple
tria.: structure of a major fourth and a
mi. r seventh. The melodic line weaves
around this structure, allowing for the
ma. :mum amount of harmonic freedom
vis '-/is a mode structure. Actually, the
dist- nee between the tonic and a major
fourth is the same distance as between a
major fourth and a minor seventh, hence
the structure.
Rhythmically, the piece is very free,
roaming around two quarters and a half.
(Ironically, the drummer seems to have the
most trouble with this structure.) Felder
and Williams have great fun with the
structure. Henderson wants to swing in
the traditional manner but Williams and
Sample hold him in.
Williams, Felder and Sample are ex
ceptional musicians. Felder plays as good a
blues tenor as you’re likely to hear. I
think if I wanted to be critical about his
solo on Space Settlement I would say that
it’s too heavily influenced by John Col
trane. But that solo is too good for me to
be critical. Also listen to his solos in
Black Bird and The Thrill Is Gone.
Williams is another one of those good
young bassists that keep popping up again
and again. The bottom line he develops is
so rich and solid, and he does this on
every piece. He is, without a doubt, the
most consistent performer on this date.
Sample is a hard-driving accompanist and
contributes some excellent solos. Hender
son is just another trombone player. Hoop
er makes me nervous. How he manages to
hear a bossa nova beat on All the Lonely
Years is beyond me. He doesn’t play the
drums, he slaps at them. I’ll bet if he
ever sat down and listened to Elvin Jones
he would have a heart attack.
The arrangements are very well done.
The Thrill Is Gone is really on the money.
But if I have any criticism which is neg
ative of this group, it is their need to sac-

HERBIE MANN_______________
MUSCLE SHOALS NITTY GRITTY—Embryo
SD 526: Muscle Shoals Nitty Gritty; Claudia Pie;
Can You Dig It; Blind Willy; Come Together;
Panama Red's Panama Hat.
Personnel: Mann, flute; Roy Ayers, vibes;
Barry Beckett, piano; Eddie Hinton,
guitar; David
----- , guic
Hood, bass; Roger Hawkins, Jews har;
harp, drums.
On tracks 1-4, add Wayne Jackson, trumpet;
Andrew Love, Ed . Logan, tenor saxopl
saxophone;
James Mitchell, baritone saxophone;
iphonc; on tracks
•
3 and 6, add Jimmy Johnson, guitar;; on track 5,
add Miroslav Vitous, bass; on tracks j3, 5, 6,
add Bruno Carr, drums.
Rating: ★ ★ ★

In earlier pieces I have characterized
Herbie Mann as the eminent schlockster
and bourgeois darling, as the best maker
of ultimately worthless music, as a notable
producer yet a supremely boorish perform
er, and as other insulting equations too
numerous to list. But Muscle Shoals Nitty
Gritty is quite a turnabout, for it is not
only tolerable, but even at moments good.
The title cut proves an amusing ditty
with nice straight-ahead cookery, spotting
mostly flitty flute and a bubbly Ayers solo.
Claudia Pie follows, with the notorious
languid Mann and okay brass accents.
Can You Dig It then closes the first side
in a fairly inoffensive rock-riffy tune, al
though the horns become painfully monot
onous.
Blind Willy tries to churn but only
approximates the energy composer Sonny
Sharrock offered before leaving the band.
Come Together is by far the best cut on
the date, if not the best performance of
that song I’ve witnessed, and features a
slow sensual air, mainly urged by the
ever-mellow Vitous. Panama Red’s, finally,
ends the record with a curious quasi-Latin
twist.
Muscle Shoals Nitty Gritty presents the
flute of Herbie Mann at its most appeal
ing; the context is, for once, compatible
and the atmosphere is certainly pleasant:
a nice yet not particularly provocative LP
that should well suit a brace or more of
rum-and-cokes.
—Bourne

new
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A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Ina
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AMERICA'S OLDEST AND LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE PERCUSSION CENTER

/ NANKF^V
I DRUM^
inc.
■ Complete stock of famous name brand
percussion instruments and accessories. H
Owned and operated by Maurie Lisbon—1 8
Years staff percussionist CBS-WBBM Chicago.
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THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION
WEASLES RIPPED MY FLESH—Bizarre/Rcprise 2028: Didja Get Any Onya; Directly from
Aly Heart to You; Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Sexually Aroused Gas Mask; Toads of the Short
Forest; Get a Little; Eric Dolpby Memorial Bar
becue; Dwarf Nebula Processional March &
Dwarf Nebula; My Guitar Wants to Kill Your
Mama; Ob No; The Orange County Lumber
Truck; Weasels Ripped My Flesh.
Personnel: Buzz Gardner, trumpet, fluegel
horn; Ian Underwood, alto; Bunk Gardner, tenor;
Motorhead Sherwood, baritone, snorks; Don Pres
ton, piano, organ, electronic effects; Don "Sugar
Cane" Harris, electric violin, vocal; Zappa, lead
guitar, vocals, composer-arranger; Lowell George,
rhythm guitar, vocal; Roy Estrada, bass, vocal;
Jimmy Carl Black, Art Tripp, drums; Ray Col
lins, vocal.

Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Any album by Frank Zappa should
seem a special moment—but he is too
seldom offered that sort of reverence, no
doubt because to so many his music

A new
album.
GltieGW)rlcl
^eeds^What
T^Neec
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sounds odd. But then the music of Frank
Zappa is odd, and brilliant by that very
abnormality. As a composer, as an ar
ranger, even as a guitarist, he is seldom
equalled in rock, if indeed his music may
be so simply classified. As an editor especial
ly, the skill with which Zappa fuses the
sense of a whole from his diversely re
corded live and studio pieces is amazing,
virtually inexplicable: so much so that, in
one instance, the live instrumental The
Orange County Lumber Truck (recorded
at Festival Hall) jumps in on the bar as
if the natural improvisation of Oh No
(recorded in a New York studio), and
without being noticed until long switched.
Yet praise such as this is constant for
Zappa, if only the pop mass would care
enough to listen.
Fantastic moments on this latest in
clude: the gutsy violin and vocal of Sugar
Cane Harris on Little Richard’s Directly
from My Heart; the Zappa vocal and gui
tar on the very funny hard-rock My Guitar
Wants to Kill Your Mama; the feedback
explosion climax of the title cut; several
group improvisations, all under assorted
bizarre titles, and likely all hand-directed
by Zappa; the usual comic interludes of a
few lines of laughs here and there, some
fabulous Sherwood snorking on Prelude;
and my favorite piece, Ray Collins’ vocal
on Oh No, with perhaps the greatest Zap
pa lyrics yet recorded.
Weasels Ripped My Flesh is ultimately
an album as magnificent as its cover is
hilariously grotesque.
—Bourne

M On ths fccord:
Bio-discography of

A

BENNY GOODMAN

Benny Goodman:
Collectors’ Gems 1929-1945
Featuring soloists: Jack Teagarden/Harry
James/Stan Getz/Gene Krupa/Joe Venuti/
Teddy Wilson/MifT Mole/Muggsy Spanier/
Cootie Williams/Billy Butterfield/Glenn
Miller/John Kirby/Tommy Dorsey/Mannie
Klein/Vido Musso/Sterling Bose/Lionel
Hampton/Ziggy Elman/Charlie Teagarden/
Claude Thornhill, Toots Mondello/and many
others. Vocals by: Peggy Lee/Helen Forrest/
Jack Teagarden/Buddy Clark/Fred .Astaire/
Helen Ward/Steve Washington/Smith Ballew/and many others. Arrangements by:
Fletcher Henderson/Reginald Foresythe/
Benny Carter/Eddie Sauter/Jiggs Noble.
The 2-LP album, prepared by the Special
Products Division of Columbia Records, is
not available separately.
It has been estimated by reputable collec
tors that the cost of these recordings—if
available separately—would be between $75
and $100! The set, complete: 700 page Bio
discography and the 2-LP album is only
$15.95 plus postage charge of 50c to any
U.S.A, address, $2.00 to any address outside
of U.S.A. (The regular retail price for this
Benny Goodman package is S20.00). The set
is beautifully packaged for gift-giving.
Order now for Christmas Delivery!
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In My Time; Interlude; Bridges; I’ll Try Again;
Suicide Is Painless.
.
Personnel: Tate, vocal; unidentified orchestra
and chorus; Harold Wheeler, arranger/conductor.
Rating: ★ -ft- -fr
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Rush me ------------------ copy(s) of the Benny I
Goodman Package (700 pp. bio-discography, |
plus 2-LP Album) at the special down beat I
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Enclosed is my remittance in the amount of |
$------------------------------ , payable in U.S.A, funds,
which includes additional 50c postage charge
to any U.S.A, address ($2.00 outside of
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OTJB is a more
commercial proposition than not. Pleasant
’
*
.....
^
enough, however, though probably not for

the hardcore New Orleans collectors, who
will find it a bit too slick.
—Jones
After two pleasant first albums, this
latest by Grady Tate is somewhat dis
appointing. Mainly, the Harold Wheeler
charts are a bit standard lush for the sim
plicity of Tate, especially the gratuitous
Webb-like orchestral Prologue and Inter BY MIKE BOURNE
lude. But also the repertoire is not as program music is hardly unknown to
appealing as on the earlier dates, notably jazz composers, if only in the realm of
the quasi-talk title song (a kind of varia- memorials: as witness Oliver Nelson,
tion on the Guess Who I Saw Today style David Baker, Ellington, Brubeck, et al.
of ditty) and Suicide is Painless, which But now in lhe wake of Tommy by Tbe
is simply dumb out of the context of Who, and earlier David Axelrod’s Mass
M'A'S'H.
by the Electric Prunes, many rock com
Follow the Path and I Can Deliver are posers are writing similarly, although few
meaty, the first a light swinger, the latter of the most current seem to own enough
w
ig soul, yet hardly Tate at his best, talent. Mainly split between two basic forstraining
at leasti not* as cfine as Tate on quiet bal mats—those with a story (quasi-oratorios
lads. But the delicately-arranged Going to like Tommy) or those with a literary unity
Rain Today is truly lovely, and with the of sorts (religious document or other
other softer tunes {There’s Nothing Be wise)—here is a survey of several recent
tween Us Now and Bridges') proves the attempts, most of which (as will be evi
Tate excellence, even obscuring his flat dent) somewhat terrible.
sounding moments on Pll Try Again and
In Spooky Tooth/Pierre Henry’s Cere
In My Time.
mony (A&M SP 4225), the focus of the
If not definitive, this is nonethless an “electronic mass” is too often electronic,
LP of good gentle singing for those who and Pierre Henry’s obtrusive bubblings
detest the bombast of most saloon crooners and whizzles sadly eclipse the mainly mel
or the boring artifice of groaners who low r&b taste of Spooky Tooth. Except for
lack the honest musical voice of Grady a sweeping moment of bells at the close of
Tate.
—Bourne
Prayer (the Lord’s, that is), most of

ROH BRIEFS

!

222 W. Adams, Chicago, II 60606

THE ORIGINAL TUXEDO “TASS” BAND—
ling For the
Saba SB 15047: The World Is Wailmi
Sunrise; New Orleans Funeral: Justit A Closer
didn't
Ramble; Original
Walk With Tbee/Didn
’t He Rambh
Dixieland One-Step; Eb La Bas; Tin JRoof Blues;
Panama.
Personnel: Jack Willis, trumpet; Waldron Joseph, trombone; JosepI>h ’ “Cornbread” Thomas,
clarinet; Jeanette Kimb:>all, piano; Albert French,
banjo, guitar; Frank Fields, bass; Louis Barbarm, drums.

Rating: -fr ★
The name’s almost the same, but all the
faces are different from those in the Clairborne Williams Orchestra, formed in 1896
in New Orleans which became the Original
Tuxedo Jazz Orchestra not many years
later when young Oscar Celestin assumed
its leadership. Jeanette Kimball played for
Celestin for 36 years, and took part in the
band’s Columbia recordings during 192628; Thomas, French and Barbarin have
each put in about two decades with the
OTJB.
But don’t expect another George Lewis
Ragtime Band or a Preservation Hall out
fit. There is neither the irresistible drive
of the former or the roughneck charm of
the latter, here; rather, the impression is
that of another mainstream-goes-Dixie ses
sion. Willis and Joseph are as far re
moved from Kid Thomas and Jim Rob
inson as Freddie Kohlman is from the
late Sammy Penn. Barbarin has jrJther
the bounce of Penn nor the brute fore-.; of
Joe Watkins, preferring to cymbalize con
ventionally when not inserting the manda
tory two-bar fills, need ’em or not. Fields,
from his style and sound, would seem to
be a younger man. Miss Kimball and
Thomas
lend the most “authentic” touches.
GRADY TATE_________________
It reminds me of those Swingville
AFTER THE LONG RIDE HOME—Skye SK17: Prologue; After the Long Drive Home; Follow
“-------Dixie” ------dates,,-------some of them, from a few
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ofT-the-air
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handsomely packaged.
cover/hau««
plus
2-LP album of 28 rare recordings:
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THE ORIGINAL TUXEDO
"JASS" BAND___________

Henry’s contribution to this rock adapta
tion of several Mass pieces (Anglican or
English Catholic) is not only inconsequen
tial, but so dispassionate as to wholly de
energize what music does make it in in
tent, even co-composer Gary Wright’s
usually strong organ. However, the lyrics
are rather clever.
On The Seven Deadly Sins (ABC/
Probe CPLP-4513), by Plus, the strain of
continuity is by far enough to condemn it
as program music, not to overlook its
impotence as music alone. Mostly ordinary
heavy churning three-man band fare, if
not for an ominous voice proclaiming what
vices we are to hear (lust, sloth, other
favorites), the song connections would
never be evident, nor particularly religious.
Though a story line of a kind is implied
(some angelic vision of the four Apostles
and a journey to the Tower of Coombe)
in Methuselah’s Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John (Elektra EKS-74052), little
sense is made, mainly in that the lyrics
are often sung too unintelligibly and not
printed elsewhere in the album package.
It is rather sad, then, that the music here
is a bit more exciting than most new pro
gram rock, especially the four title cuts,
since the thought so completely escapes.
But then the entire album is not wholly
taken by the joined pieces, as the second
side features two extra-thematic tunes and
a mellow six-minute tongue-in-cheek Frere
Jacques. Though they ultimately poop-out
with their dramatic suite, Methuselah none
theless proves a diverse and fairly creative
group that should be better recorded in
the future.
On The Seventh Day (Mercury SR
61248) opens with a quote—“It took
God six days to create a perfect world
... on the seventh day we took it over”
—and writers Alan Bernstein and Victor
Millrose and composer Leroy Glover pro
ceed to offer a sound collage of related
message songs against images of contem
porary trauma (Hiroshima, racial tension,
the war, Nixon, the assassinations, Chica
go). But except for one line in the anti
violence They Call Me Gun (“The bulge
I make in your pocket is bigger than the
one in your pants”) the album offers little
else than more valuable, and ultimately a
bit tiresome, pessimism toward the times.
I suppose the “we” of their initial verse is
Man taking over, but who cares? (which
is perhaps the unfulfilled message).
Very much a la Tommy, Foxx details
the rise and fall of a typical youth/spirit
in The Revolt of Emily Young (Decca
DL 75193). In this instance it is a girl
who leaves her unresponsive home life to
experience the world and eventually gets
ruined (I think, although the cryptic liner
doggerel and song lyrics never actually
clarify the story). And once again an in
teresting intention fails, as the mainly bub
blegum music of Buzz Cason and Pepper
Martin cannot illuminate this “rock no
vella.”
Flaming Youth’s Ark 2 (Uni 73075)
successfully erects a cohesive literary
structure (part social satire, part 2001),
and composers Ken Howard and Allan
Blaikly not only reflect the times with wit,
but furthermore express that wit in a
compelling musical context: a quasi-ora-

torio implementing whatever necessary
mode to evoke each particular moment.
Often rather lush and orchestral, the quar
tet (Gordon Smith and Ronnie Caryl,
guitar, bass, vocals; Brian Chatton, key
boards, vocals; Phil Collins, drums) can
just as expertly cook, or even break into
a Brcchtian manner, which proves a re
markable diversity for a group which
seems so superficially bubblegum. Yet per
haps that latter image might ironically
endear Flaming Youth to a pop market
that, I fear, will overlook this excellent
album, and thereby miss this best program
rock since Tommy; because the LP is
worth hearing.
Obviously, except for Ark 2, I have
little appreciation for the latest program
rock, and yet such general dislike is fairly
justified, because where Flaming Youth
maintain a strong conception from incep
tion through execution, the others all col
lapse somewhere along that sequence to
the final detriment of the whole. In the
instance of Foxx, if not for the confusing
liner notes, no indication is given that any
program is happening, and ditto Plus with
their jive vocal introductions—which is
perhaps the crux of the failure: that
whereas many composers may have the
imagination to initiate a dramatic intent,
too many are too often unable to extend
their literary invention into music. And so
the impasse occurs once either the plot or
the songs cannot effectively synthesize to
the other; which is exactly why Ark 2
and Tommy are such exceptional program
works, as they not only synthesize well but
do so with wit and passion.
Otherwise, the only related music still
to be covered here is Jon Lord’s Concerto
for Group and Orchestra by the Royal
Philharmonic and Deep Purple (Warner
Brothers 1860), which is rather fun, espe
cially since it fairly succeeds in colliding
the usual antagonists of rock and straight
music. And yet the fusion of the two is
seldom complete in that moments of to
gether energy never really happen: that
the focus may alter swiftly and precisely
(even bar by bar), but always maintaining
the distinct characters of group and or
chestra with each respective musical atti
tude. Thus both may physically play to
gether while neither really assumes any
quality of its partner; the Deep Purple
never quite symphonic and the Royal Phil
harmonic never quite rocking (although I
honestly doubt that such an intention is
ever officially implied). Nevertheless, the
album is enjoyable, which Jon Lord’s liner
notes express as his ultimate aim, particu
larly if one digs Stravinsky (whom Lord
affects now and then, with a taste of
Miklos Rosza Ben Hur style) plus good
solid pop: a pleasantly surprising date, and
at least a refuge from the hard-nosed
rock horde.
But to conclude, I imagine program rock
will continue to be written so long as ideas
can be discovered, which are becoming more
and more scarce now that all the contem
porary fascinations (astrology, religion,
space, dope, revolution) have been done.
Still, as far as I know, no one has yet
covered the atomic weight tables, and they
surely deserve some elemental evoca

tion.
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mMEWL© TEST
TECWT OIBI3S
A major name in jazz for better than 20 years and one of the

CD

£
first musicians to translate the language of bop into vibraharp
<u

<u terms, Terry Gibbs in recent years has had a rollercoaster career.
After winning the <ib Critics’ Poll as leader of the best new
■E big band of 1962, he spent a couple of years in New York, then
c returned to California to lead the staff combo on the Regis
8 Philb in Show.
His time since then has been divided between occasional gigs
ja leading his own small combos, jobs as musical director for his
good friend Steve Allen in Las Vegas, and further television
assignments, including the Operation Entertainment series, for
which he led a big band.
This season he is back on the TV front again, as leader of
a swinging sextet on the new Steve Allen Show. Musically and
verbally as extroverted as ever, he was given a mixed bag of
records to review in his first Blindfold Test since 1965.
1. ANDREW HILL. Two Lullabies (from Lift
Every Voice, Blue Note). Woody Shaw, trumpet;
Carlos Garnett, tenor saxophone; Hill, piano,
arranger composer.

I kind of like the tune and the arrange
ment; I think it really sounds pretty. My
ethnic background will bring up the minor
key ... I always love minor keys any
how. The arrangement is beautiful. It
sounds, for some reason, like it’s in today’s
market of jazz, out a little bit, but sounds
like some seasoned players, guys who have
maybe come from the bebop school; not
guys who’ve just started from Coltrane.
Could be Donald Byrd . . . he’s always
getting into things with singers.
I don’t know the tenor player; he didn’t
get to me as much as the others, because
he sounded like he almost wanted to play
those notes because he’s played them be
fore.
I really couldn’t tell who the piano
player was at all, nor the trumpet player.
I’ll rate that four stars, because there’s not
really enough jazz to tell how anybody
can play.
2. MIROSLAV VITOUS. Infinite Search (from

Infinite Search, Embryo). Herbie Hancock, piano;
Vitous, bass, composer; Jack DeJohnctle, drums.

This is a kind of unfair record to judge
in a way; I think I would enjoy it much
more in a club. It isn’t something I would
just put on right now to listen to. But in
the middle of a set I think I would enjoy
it more right after coming out of a scream
ing tune.
They’re three good players . . . hope
there’re only three players there! But as
I said, it’s hard to judge by just throwing
it at you as a record itself. I’ll give it
three stars, but it should maybe deserve
more, because the players know what
they’re doing. The electric piano guy was
playing all right notes, made sense to me
... all seemed to make sense of what they
were doing.
A lot of the new players seem to start
with John Coltrane . . . and to me a good
player should be able to do anything;
Coltrane would have been able to sit in
with the Dukes of Dixieland and swing
the hell out of it. I don’t think a lot of
the newer guys would be able to play a
basic 12-bar blues without getting off into
some wild tangent, whereas some of the
older players from the John Coltrane era
can play out, but also play in.
Now these three sound like they should
be able to play straight ahead because
30
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they sound like they know what they’re
doing. I wouldn’t know who it is . . .
that bass solo, I don’t think it was Scott
LaFaro, because music wasn’t being played
that way then.
3. WORLD’S GREATEST JAZZ BAND. Jazz Me
Blues (from Live At The Roosevelt Grill, Atlantic).
Vic Dickenson, trombone; Bob Wilber, clarinet.

Reminds me of the Duke Ellington phrase
“It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that
swing” ... I like this because it’s got a
happy feeling. Once again, I hate names
put to music, but if you want to call it
Dixieland, I suppose you can.
I think maybe it’s the World’s Greatest
Jazz Band. I’ve heard some of their things.
There’s a lot of spirit in there, and the
clarinet player sounded like he’d be a
tenor player . . . maybe Bob Wilber. I’m
not sure of the trombone player.
I like it; it’s a happy feeling, fun thing.
I think that’s what’s been missing a lot
in jazz, guys having that much fun. And if
that’s the World Greatest Jazz Band, these
guys are no kids and they’re up there be
cause they like to play, and it shows. And
when you can show that on a record, I
think it deserves five stars just for that
alone.
It’s not necessarily my bag of playing,
but it’s something I like. I’d rather hear
this band every night than have to be
submitted to some of the so-called newer
things, with a crash here and a bang
there and a squeak here, that I don’t get
anything from. I like what they’re doing
because it’s swing music . . . anything that
swings.
4. DIZZY GILLESPIE. Tango-Rine (from Cornu

copia, Solid Stale). Gillespie,
poser; Don Sebesky, arranger.

trumpet,

com

Once again, one of those tunes with one
chord change, but I’d give it five stars for
just how he plays the melody. I think it’s
Dizzy Gillespie. He has a way of playing
trumpet that just knocks me out. He’s been
my idol forever. As much as the arrange
ment was probably good, I was listening
to him. Anything he plays he can’t miss.
What I did hear of the arrangement is
good; it’s the mood they’re looking for
. . . Latin-rock. It didn’t get in Diz’s way,
but I’d have liked to hear Diz stretch out
a little more and play against that back
ground. He can do that better than any
body—he did it before anybody. He was
doing 20 years ago sort of what they’re

doing today, in a different way, of course.
5. GARY BURTON.

Las Vegas Tango (from

Good Vibes, Atlantic). Burton,
Brown, Jerry Hahn, Eric Gale,
Evans, composer.

vibes; Sam
guitars; Gil

I like that one; it’s a very moody piece.
It’s a minor blues, and I’m glad the rhythm
section was playing double time or I prob
ably would have cried.
I really don’t recognize the players. It
sounds like something that Gary Burton
would do, but I don’t think it was Gary,
because he has a way of bending notes,
which is pretty wild. I kept hearing some
other strange things in the background;
I’m not sure what it was. I couldn’t tell
who the guitar was at all, because it was
gimmicked up a little bit to where it could
be 15 different people. Even with the vibes
player, I couldn’t recognize him because
there are about ten young guys playing
that same way right now.
I haven’t heard any bad vibes players,
but I’d like to see the guys become more
individual like Milt Jackson did and Lionel
Hampton. I think Gary did; he found
something different for himself. I’d give
this four stars too, because I can’t say it’s
the greatest thing I’ve heard. It’s a fourstar record, but if you play one of my
favorite people . . . Dizzy, Oscar Peterson,
Charlie Parker, I’d have to say no matter
what it was, a five-star record.
6. GENE AMMONS. Son of a Preacher Man
(from Brother Jug!, Prestige). Ammons, tenor
saxophone.

I like that one too. It’s today’s market
again, because of the rhythms. The tenor
player is very capable of doing a lot more.
Of course they’re playing on one chord
change, so he’s got to play with the time.
It almost sounds like Gene Ammons; I
haven’t heard him in a long time, but this
sound sounds like Jug. I’d like to hear
this same tenor player play a tune with
some changes. Sometimes I think it’s
great to play a modal tune where you
can get all that rhythmic thing out of
your system . . . but I also like tunes
with changes, where you can go in and out.
It really sounded like Gene Ammons,
and once again it’s a four-star record. I
also think that the tenor is not one of the
newer breed because he had a lot of
roots there, sounds like he came from
the bebop school, and that modern rock
rhythm gave it today’s sound.

CAUGHT
(Continued from page 21)

have faith, and we go ahead with it and
whatever happens happens.”
All Night Soul was only a milestone.
Jazz Vespers continue on every Sunday
afternoon at 5 at St. Peter’s, with John
Gensel and Company praising the Lord
with trumpet, drum and tenor sax.
—Joe II. Klee

Dizzy Gillespie/Dakota Staton
Club Baron, New York City
Personnel: Gillespie Quintet: Gillespie, ttrumpet,
—
tarnbourino, vocals; Mike Longo, piano; George Davis,
guitar; Andy Gonzales, bass; Jerry Gonzales, congas.
Dakota Staton Trio: Miss Staton, vocals;; ''
Norman Simmons, piano, arranger; Lisle Atkinson, tbass; Al Harowood, drums.

Who says 53-year-old Doctors of Music
can’t swing?
Dr. John Birks Gillespie, recently award
ed that long-overdue and well-deserved
honorary degree by Rutgers University, is
still at it, as demonstrated by his latest
club appearance in Harlem.
As all the world knows, Dr. Gillespie,
besides being one of the baddest trumpet
players in all of jazz history, has during
most of his career been pretty much of a
Latin conga freak—for 23 years that I
know of; anyway, ever since that mem
orable session on the Winter Solstice (Dec.
1947) that produced those classics of
;
bop age, Algo Bueno (known in an• incarnation as Woody*n You), Cool
ZJ : -c, Cubana Be and Cubana Bop. If
■. • ?ry serves, it was the inspired conga
d: uiming of Chano Pozo that turned Diz
the Afro-Cuban beat.
current group once again has a
cc -5 ?. drummer, and, to make the circle
complete, his name is Gonzales too. As
t be expected, a good deal of the
maietial they’re doing has the Latin beat
—as an example, no less than four out of
the six numbers comprising the first set
this night: Sunshine, Samba, and Alligator,
all written by Mike Longo, Birks’ long
time (four years now) and brilliant pian
ist-composer-arranger, and Diz’s own per
ennial, Night in Tunisia.
Sunshine is a sort of intense tribal
ritual that builds to an orgiastic climax,
which has Birks marching up and down
the stand rattling his tambourine, an in
strument he used nearly as much during
this set as he did his horn, and George
Davis winging his way madly up and down
the neck of the guitar; Samba is a. really
pretty line, with Davis blending Latin and
funk in about equal fractions; Alligator,
a bluesy Afro-Cuban cry in the night,
features frequent suspensions (we oldtimey alligators used to called them
“breaks”), frantically filled in by Birks’
trumpet, dancing, and excited shouts. On
Tunisia, Diz swung solidly with all his
accustomed fervor and precision.
The two non-Latin items were a funky
slow blues, with Diz hollering the lyrics
in way-down, turpentine-shack style at the
mike, and, in between, blowing the same
way on his horn; and then, as an exit
theme, just a few choruses of his old swing
ing blues Birk? Works—far too few to
please me. Those all-too-few bars grooved
me more than the rest of the songs all
put together; but this often happens to me.

My problem is (is there a doctor in the
house?) that I very soon get enough of
that Afro-Cuban beat (unless played by
Afro-Cuban orchestras), but never get too
much of the blues as played by great jazz
men; and so it regularly comes to pass that
a group I dig will be just starting to really
groove me at the point where they’re fix
ing to quit and amble over to the bar for
a taste.
The group had been working together
only three nights when I caught them, i.e.,
the Gonzales brothers, Andy and Jerry,
were new recruits, but sounded rather
smoothly integrated into the combo. Vis
ually they made an interesting contrast—
they came on like the hippy youth set,
tie-dyed Hindu shirts, long locks and all—
with the relatively conventional threads of
their fellow players. As for the sound
they put together as a group—what I could
hear of it—I’ll explain that sad qualifying
clause in a moment—I have to confess
that, whenever they got off the Latin beat
and started swinging up NorteAmericano

way for long-established stars like Gillespie
to keep up with these dizzily changing
times, who am I to murmur?
After the Gillespie crew got off, a more
orthodox-looking (and sounding) trio set
started swinging: Norman Sim
’up
T and sorted
mons, who’s been comping for both Da
kota and Carmen McRae for years and
years, a scintillating pianist in his own
right; Lisle Atkinson, whose deep, rich
bass sound is one of the most delicious
to be heard around town; and veteran
drummer Al Harewood, one of those
strong, reliable cats who can be counted
on to swing any group he’s with.
Dakota Staton was looking and sounding
much as I remembered her—I think the
last time I caught her was at a Newport
Jazz Festival—large and splendid in a red
silk evening gown, and packing a set of
pipes that unlike those of many weaker
sisters wouldn’t need a mike to make
themselves heard over any band in the
world. Dakota is still producing a highly
professional and polished amalgam of spir-

i
!
style, I yearned for the relief of a singing,
stinging sock cymbal up there—enough
already of the congas’ eternal throbbing!
Jerry Gonzales does lay down a nice solid
beat on them, and can solo, too; but per
sonally I cannot get around the feeling
that, by comparison with what a Max
Roach, a Philly Joe Jones, a Mel Lewis
or Buddy Rich can put out on their bat
teries of varied instruments, the conga
sound is too monochromatic, and, these
days, both overdone and overrated; often
a welcome addition to a jazz combo, but
not very welcome as an exclusive diet.
Judging by what I learned subsequently,
the foregoing may only prove that I am
getting senile; it seems that, all week long,
young studs were coming up to congratu
late Dizzy on the fantastic sound of the
new group. Quote: “Mr. Gillespie, I want
to shake your hand. I never liked what you
did before (!) but this is out of sight!”
What can I tell you? The Eskimos, I am
told, used to put their obsolescent elders
out on the ice to starve when they became
too old to pull their weight in the hunting
sleds. (Move over, Nanook!) If this is a

ited, Sarah Vaughan-ish post-bop oriented
improvisation and traditional Harlem night
spot punch. Willow Weep For Me, Foggy
Day, Misty, and similar well-beloved stand
ards made up most of the set I heard, and
were warmly received by her audience—
predominantly but not entirely comprised
of black citizens. But again, for me the
high point was a really nasty blues, done
up brown by the lady—deep, brown. The
trio gave her fine backing all the way.
As they say on Laugh In, that was the
good news. Now for the bad news.
I hate to do this to one of my oldest
acquaintances in the jazz world, a cat I’ve
dug and respected for 35 years, more or
less—first as a sharp, swinging tenorman,
then as a sharp, astute bandleader who
always had the very best surrounding him,
then as the the proprietor of the most
famous afterhours spot on the jazz scene,
where, as much as anywhere, bop was
born and jazz history was made (Minton’s
Playhouse)—Teddy Hill, who now runs
the Club Baron. But I cannot tell a lie.
Before I’d heard, or tried to hear, 16 bars
of the first set, I was wishing I was listenDecembor 10
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ing to them anywhere else, including in
side an oil tank. I cannot recall ever hear
ing worse acoustics than those that plague
the unfortunate performers at this loca
tion, and I must add that the piano was
nothing to brag about either—an amazing
thing to have to report, considering that
the manager was himself one of the best
bandleaders in the country.
So atrocious were the acoustics that,
much of the time, I had trouble separat
ing the sound of any instrument from its
multiple echoes and I assure you I’m not
exaggerating. I seldom could understand
more than isolated fragments of the lyrics
being sung, so jumbled were the noises
they made while bouncing down at my
suffering ear from the Baron’s hard, pol-

ished ceilings; it really was like sitting in
a steel barrel. Various companions as
sured me I was sitting in the worst spot of
all, right behind the bandstand; and this
turned out to be so. But, moving about
among the tables and at various levels
as I would (I’m sure some of the custom
ers mistook me for a waiter), I never did
find any spot where I could actually enjoy
the music, as music. (Teddy: Couldn’t
you hang up some drapes?)
In fact, after sticking it out for one
set by each group, I could take it no
longer, and split, though the night was
young.
Is it possible I was the only listener
there who minded? Not quite. Several
fellow victims nodded at my complaints,
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but remained to suffer. But in that de
partment, let me just observe what I have
observed all my life—that most patrons
of any established establishment will tend
to accept, meekly enough, what is dished
out to them—and illustrate the point with
a relevant anecdote. A friend of mine was
once dining at the old Faisan d’Or, a
rather good bistro on Sixth Avenue (long
ago, before it became the alleged Avenue
of the Americas). She ordered the chicken
paprikash, one of their featured items;
took one bite, and gulped water to ex
tinguish the fire in her mouth. An expert
cook herself, she realized at once that the
chef must have goofed this night, inad
vertently substituting cayenne pepper for
the paprika. She called the manager, and
bade him taste; he too choked and sput
tered, “Wow—you’re right—it is cayenne!”
After offering her her choice of other
dishes, and profuse apologies, he paused
for a puzzled afterthought: “Madam,” he
said, glancing guardedly around him and
lowering his voice, “do you know how
many orders of this we’ve served tonight?
And not one complaint!!” —Ralph Bcrton

Morgan and Hubbard were both born in
1938, Hubbard being a few months oider.
Morgan was born on the east coast, Hub
bard in the midwest. Both did short stints
with Art Blakey’s Messengers, Morgan be
tween ’58 and ’61 and again between ’64
and ’65; Hubbard after Morgan in 1961.
Morgan’s reputation preceded him, Hub
bard’s was made while with the Messen
gers. Both are uniquely skilled musicians
who have taken their natural talents and
harnessed them into distinctive styles, Mor
gan favoring the style of Clifford Brown
and Hubbard evolving out of Miles Davis
and Booker Little.
There were non-musical issues which
transcended the musical issues during their
performances. Issues which began when
Morgan and Hubbard were still infants
. . . when Charlie Parker demanded an
audience for his revolutionary music. And
what developed was an albatross, the night
club culture. The smoke-filled rooms, so
filled that it hurt one’s eyes. The “juice”
flowing like the Mississippi into the Gulf
of Mexico. The dime-store hookers with
their slick-dressed gentlemen. The drugs
and cockroaches everywhere. The hours,
9 p.m. to 4 a.m., six nights a week. Condi
tions conducive to something, but not to
music. Not even in a sophisticated city like
New York, where your chance of getting
a good listening audience is greater.
Let’s look at the facts: Jimmy Blanton
dead at 21; Charlie Parker dead at 35;
Charlie Christian dead at 23; Paul Cham
bers dead at 34; Booker Ervin dead at 39;
Booker Little dead at 23; Eric Dolphy
dead at 36; John Coltrane dead at 41;
Clifford Brown dead at 26; Bud Powell
dead at 42; Scott LaFaro dead at 25; Wes
Montgomery dead at 44; Art Tatum dead

at 46; Sonny Clark dead at 31; etc., etc.,
etc. All young men, all talented men, all
dead.
Section 2 of a recent Sunday New York
Times: page 17, article entitled “Who
Makes Music.” Of the 92 listings, only
three are recitals by jazz musicians. (One

Lee Morgan
ha ■ /.is to be a concert by my fellow
gf .. de student at Wesleyan University,
Jr.'S Jarret.) On page 18, entitled “This
W /’s Radio Concerts,” there are 84 list
ings of FM programs, six concentrating on
jaz i. /.ve of these by the same commenta
tor. Un pages 19 and 20, ‘Television This
Wed” has 1018 listings, but not one single
jazz performer. (A fact Lee Morgan, one
of the leaders of the Jazz and Peoples
Movement, is aware of.)
So Lee Morgan and Freddie Hubbard
are relegated to the East Village Inn and
Slug’s. On the night I saw Freddie, there
were approximately 25 people there. A
man of Hubbard’s talents should be seen
and heard by at least 500 times that num
ber per set. The only way a person can be
exposed to that number of people is
through the mass media. Slug’s has a ca
pacity of 150 people—after that the police
take over. And although the place was
full, it still didn’t do Morgan justice. His
skills are just too great for such a small
assembly.
What is most incredible is that, even in
the most deplorable conditions, these two
musicians literally played their asses off.
Hubbard, who seemed embarrassed about
playing there and about the temporary
absence of two regular members of his
rhythm section, played with his usual vig
orous determination to make exciting mu
sic. He has always played interesting scalar
lines with unique turns. He also was work
ing on overtones which were heard like
chords, always growing. At one time dur
ing one of his solos a man just started
yelling out at him. Not that spontaneous
response has not always been a good thing
in jazz and even part of it, but this wasn’t
that. It was just disrespect for Hubbard.
The guy just felt he had a license to do

that kind of thing. (I recalled that a week
before, when I saw McCoy Tyner, there
was a fellow who was so excited about the
music that he reacted by making gestures,
but they didn’t distract from the music,
they were part of it.) Morgan was Lee
Morgan. He seems to have gotten away
from the double-timing that had marked
his earlier style but still plays with that
sometime vibrato and with a great sense of
time and linear spacing. Both Hubbard and
Morgan are total musicians. They are
great trumpeters, excellent composers, and
good bandleaders.
The most satisfying thing for me was
the playing of Louis Hayes and Mickey
Bass behind Hubbard. Hayes, since I first
heard him with Horace Silver, has always

been a tasteful drummer. He has great
ears and accompanies with fire, always
setting up the soloist. His time never
weakens, he attacks the drums, the sticks
jump off the drum heads with crispness
and precision. He is a steady professional.
Bass, who is a Pittsburgher like myself,
was really a great surprise. Not only be
cause he’s someone that I knew slightly,
but because he’s a good bassist, getting
better, and I knew him when he was
younger. At the end of the third piece he
played an extended solo which was just
excellent.
America will never understand why so
many black musicians would rather live in
tEurope
?-------- *«— never un£jerthan •here. -It will
stand.
—Bill Cole
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WILLIAMS
(Continued from page 20)________

music
Herbie Mann’s “Memphis Underground” Solo
Transcribed and Annotated by David Baker
is transcribed from The Best of Herbie Mann (Atlantic SD 1544). The
selection was originally recorded on Aug. 21, 1968 and appeared on Mann’s Memphis
Underground LP (Atlantic 1522). The solo is in the key of C Major (concert) and
range is one octave and a minor 7th. Points of interest:
1. The entire solo is based on a C7 chord.
2. The blues scale is used to color the entire solo.
3. The whole-step motive (C and Bb) that introduces the solo begins as grace notes,
then becomes a trill.
4. Wide variety of articulation, slurs, etc.
5. Excellent use of contrast in dynamics, double time and prevailing time, tessitura,
and scalar and chordal playing.
the solo
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comes from. But the music, it’s true music.
It belongs to us; this is our sign of unity.
That is why I disagree with black artists
who are gearing their music somewhere
else, because you are not going to get
more acceptance if you leave your people
—when I say that, I mean changing your
music for that purpose. It’s like imitating
the imitators, and no one is going to go
for that. I believe in trying to reach every
body, but not by forsaking where you
don’tt
come from and what you are. II don
feel that you can leave all that.”
As a member of one of the most con
sistent and refreshing groups in jazz today,
Williams had some things to say about his
association with Herbie Hancock.
“Working with Herbie has been a very
rewarding experience in that Herbie’s spec
trum is so broad. It’s really an understate
ment when I say that the band offers all
the chances of expression, all the possibil
ities of exploring freedom. You know, the
way Herbie plays, its like no notes are
wrong. I watch him sometimes when we
are playing, and it seems like something
swells up inside him and he will play
something incredible.
“I find myself constantly trying to find
the best notes to enhance what he’s doing.
The whole band is very tight. It gasses me
where the rhythm section can take the
horns sometimes. At any given moment,
anybody in the group can be an aggressor.
Someone will decide to take it over here—■
and the way we all go, the way it auto
matically and smoothly happens—I don’t
know, it just can’t be described! Whatever
happens, everyone is in accord and we
never stop long enough in one groove for
it to get dull.”
“You know, when I first started play
ing,” Williams summed up “and everybody
who started at the same time, cats I grew
up with, we used to sit around and talk
about how it would be when we made it.
You grow older and more experienced and
you start wondering; what is making it—
how do you know when you’ve reached
that plateau? I think that even when I’m
70, I’ll still feel the way I do now. With
each passing year, I try to be better.
“As far as achievement up to now—■
well, I’ve played with many people that
I wanted to play with. I would like to
achieve more than I have, but I don’t
know exactly what ‘more’ is, yet. All I do
know is when something comes up and
looks good, I do it! I don’t really map
out plans. I strive to do everything that
can be done musically and to learn and
grow more aware, know myself better. The
only direction I can go is forward. I have
always wondered what I would be doing
if I wasn’t playing music. I couldn’t con
ceive of doing anything else. It seems like
I would just be dead.”
Dedication, strength, conviction: all these
words apply to Buster Williams, man and
musician. As long as jazz has people of
his caliber out there, the future of the
music looks clear. Hopefully, it won’t be
too long before the jazz public becomes
more aware of what he is saying. It
shouldn’t be missed.
gjg

as quick to speak as the others. He had a
few thoughtful things to say, but they were
obscured, once again, by the defensive,
cisc wording.
socio-political tone of the conversation.
Eagerly, I awaited an outraged denial
At one point, a commercial interrupted
of this fairytale. Coleman Hawkins-—from with a message that pierced through the
the start of his career at 15 to his death verbiage employed by the panel—like a
last year at 64—never, never worked out sudden interjection of a statement in a
side music. He never had to—until the familiar language during a long discourse
end, he thankfully had sufficient means to in Sanskrit. “There are people out there
maintain a materially more than comfort who don’t understand us,” a soft-drink
able existence. But not a word from our vendor said. That a commercial should
panel. Perhaps they were too busy with suddenly sound so human was indicative
themselves to react to this insult (if well- of the discussion’s strained tone.
meant) to one of the immortals of jazz.
Shortly after, Cyrille, I think it was,
Or perhaps it was politics again: the re did make a very human statement: “Let
mark was useful to the cause, though jazz us do our thing!" Perhaps unfortunately,
certainly has enough true tragedies not to it came after a reply to Cavett’s asking
be in need of false ones to support a point. who some of the great musicians (present
At the beginning of the discussion, Mrs. company included) who were never seen
Roland Kirk, representing her husband, on TV might be. Among the names cited
read a statement from Operation Bread were Pharoah Sanders, Archie Shepp, and
basket in support of the movement’s goals. Sunny Murray. Estimable musicians all,
Not a word had yet been said about jazz,
but also all representative of a certain
nor did anyone bother to explain what jazz sphere. Was this, then, not the Jazz
Operation Breadbasket is. In and of itself, and Peoples Movement, but the Movement
the support of this estimable organization for the Furtherance of Avant-Garde Jazz
is laudable, welcome—and perhaps even on Television? Inclusion of a few names
tactically useful. But in a presentation of among the many non-new thing players—I
the case for real jazz on TV, was it of could think of hundreds offhand—also un
such overwhelming urgency as to precede derexposed on TV would have been re
anything else? To be sure, Mrs. Kirk read assuring.
the statement to explain the absence of
On the evidence of the discussion, which,
Rev. Jesse Jackson, Breadbasket’s leader, I repeat, must have been witnessed by a
who had been announced for the panel.
few million people (those who got bored
But the statement was so phrased that it and switched to Johnny Carson got Woody
immediately made the context political, the Herman’s band), jazz is a music almost
language crypto-sociological, and the at exclusively made by musicians who are
mosphere uptight.
black, arc never seen on TV, play to please
Other things were said that were dis themselves rather than their audience, re
heartening. Cecil Taylor’s elaborate answer ject all entertainment values, are deprived
to Cavett’s question as to whether whites of recognition, and speak in the language
could play jazz (made almost inevitable by of contemporary political radicalism. In
the panel’s rhetoric) was essentially yes; addition, the impression was created (even
Taylor is not a musical chauvinist. He also if perhaps not intended) that the only
brought out the basic point that jazz is truly valid jazz today is made by the mu
a universal art, and therefore approachable sicians on the panel and those who think
by all. But the yes was not very emphatic and play like them.
—almost an afterthought—and echoes of
This impression, furthermore, was con
the question lingered until Edith Kirk, who veyed with heat but no warmth, no con
is a fine lady but no jazz expert, intro vincing powers of communication, no
duced the name of Buddy Rich as an ex humor, no flexibility, or any effective use
ample of a white jazzman overrated at of the television medium. At no time was
there the slightest indication that the music
the expense of blacks.
Now, one could find some very fitting in question might be pleasurable to listen
examples to support this point—if indeed to. This places the effectiveness of the
it needed to be made under the circum episode to the cause of jazz in at least
stances—but Rich is perhaps the least fit some doubt.
ting. Nobody, needless to say, came to his
That a large audience already exists in
defense, though Taylor somewhat rescued this country for jazz, that it is a music
the situation, sidetracking the point with of uncommon communicative powers, that
the accurate observation that Chick Webb it can be visually as well as audially ex
had been the inspiration for both Rich and citing, that many excellent jazz TV shows
Gene Krupa, that Ella Fitzgerald had have been produced in this country (though
come out of Webb’s band, and yet few never shown on prime network commer
know of this great man today.
cial time), that one of the most fascinating
In any case, it was Taylor who made aspects of jazz is its variety, combined with
the best points. Billy Harper made a sin the fact that all its great styles can still
cere and sympathetic impression, but had boast living representation, and that it in
little to offer beyond making it clear that deed should be seen more on television
he is a dedicated young musician who because it is worth seeing, for reasons be
wants to be heard. Hubbard was generally yond those pertaining to social justice, the
more mature than in his opening comment, welfare of struggling artists, and ego grati
but aside from bringing up the valid point fication—those points were never brought
that jazz is more appreciated in Europe out.
than at home, he hadn’t much of sub
Not long ago, I saw an educational TV
program featuring Eubie Blake, the octo
stance to say.
Andy Cyrille was sincere, too, and not genarian pianist-composer. It told me more
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about the great music we call jazz than
did the panel supposedly promoting it. It
told me that jazz gets its strength as an
art from the inner strength of its creators,
and that in Blake I saw revealed a black
musician, the son of slaves, who had be
come a fully realized and marvelously ap
pealing human being, a man with great
love and pride for his music who still
finds joy and fulfillment in performing it,
a man who can speak without rancor but
with profound dignity and even humor of
some of the injustices he and his people
have been made to suffer, and who made
all this clear in human, not abstract politi
cal terms.
The program was not made less instruc
tive by the presence of a white fellow
pianist as interviewer. His open reverence
and love for the master spoke volumes
about the power of the music they were
celebrating together.
I wish the Jazz and Peoples Movement
much success, but I hope it will find it
possible to define the music more gener
ously, more humanly, and more convinc
ingly, define it in keeping with its history,
spirit, and true message.
I hope the panelists listened to, and
dug, the musical messages from Cavett’s
studio band (which includes jazz players):
Cues of It Don’t Mean A Thing . . .,
Take the A Train and What Am 1 Here
For?
In a final touch of irony, the program
was immediately followed by a promo for
the Lawrence Welk Show. That, dear
friends, is where TV is at, and tilting at
windmills won’t do the job you’ve set
yourselves.
gT5]

AD LIB
(Continued from page 12)

Countee Cullen Library Nov. 4 . . .Vio
linist LeRoy Jenkins’ group, The Revo
lutionary Quintet, was heard in a concert
at the Laser Theatre, 131 Prince St. Oct.
23 and 24. Jenkins wrote all the music
and introduced some new musicians. In
the group were Riccardo Gautreau, gui
tar; Steven Burns, vibes; Norris Jones,
bass, and Allen Blairsmen, drums . . .
Jimmy Owens severed the index finger
and severely cut two others on his left
hand while using a power saw at home.
An emergency operation performed by a
Swedish surgeon fortunately went so well
that the trumpeter was able to play at a
benefit supporting the brief strike at radio
station WLIB held Oct. 26 at I.S. 201
in Harlem. Also playing at the benefit,
which raised over $500 for people on the
picket line were McCoy Tyner, Lee Mor
gan, Clifford Jordan, Kiane Zawadi,
Roland Alexander, Hakim Jami and a
reportedly excellent 14-year old drummer
fron. the Jazzmobile School, Howard King.
Ed Williams was emcee . . . Guitarist Har
vey Mandel, recently with Canned Heal
and John Mayall, has formed his own
group . . . Pianist-composer Walter Davis
Jr. has returned to New York after more
than a year in India and Europe . . . Roy
Eldridge continues to pack ’em in at Jim
my Ryans. On Oct. 25, he joined forces
with Illinois Jacquet at a Village Van
guard Sunday session presented by the

New York Hot Jazz Society. They were
aided and abetted by Horace Parian,
piano; Michael Fleming, bass, and Buddy
Mack, drums. Trombonist Matthew Gee
sat in . . . Altoist Hank Crawford headed
a group at the Blue Coronet in Brooklyn
in mid-October . . . Norwegian singer
Karin Krog was in town on the first leg
of a study trip in the U.S. on a stipend
granted by Norway’s cultural ministry . . .
John Mayall is set for a Japanese tour
in December with a new group. He did
big business at the Fillmore East the week
end of Oct. 9, and the following week B.
B. King broke it up. Elvin Bishop sat in
with King’s group for the last show on
Oct. 17. Also on the bill was the new
Butterfield Blues Band with a bigger
brass sound. King’s band included Sonny
Freeman, drums and leader; John Brown
ing, trumpet; John Burton, trombone;
Earl Turbinton, alto sax- Louis Hubert,
tenor sax; Ron Levy, piano; Wilbur Free
man, bass. On Oct. 23, Derek and the
Dominos reigned very supreme with Eric
Clapton on guitar, Bobby Whitlock,
Carl Radlc, and Jim Gordon. Good re
ports on Humble Pie, also on the hill
. . . Brother Thad Jones worked vvith
Elvin Jones’ group when at the Vi!: [ c
Vanguard in mid-October. Freddie I?.- bard’s group followed, and John B •'
did the week of Oct. 26, with Her:
Hancock’s group added on the weekc. •.
Hubbard also worked at Slug’s . . . Piani
Andy Bey was at Hilly’s in Oct. . . . L.
Konitz worked the Half Note the second
half of Oct., with Ross Tompkins, piano;
Vic Sproles, bass, and Mousey Alexan
der, drums. Maxine Sullivan was added
on weekends, and Joe Lee Wilson sat in
for a set or two. Miss Sullivan and Zoot
Sims roared in after Konitz . . . Joe
Henderson’s group worked the East Vil
lage “In” Oct. 28-Nov. 1. The week prior,
they had pianist Danny Mixon’s group
(Carlos Garnett, tenor; Stafford James or
Hakim Jamil, bass; Al Hicks, drums) . . .
The East had the Rashied Ali Quartet for
the weekend of Oct. 23, with Carlos Ward,
alto; Fred Simmons, piano; and Stafford
James, bass. The following weekend, it
was Archie Shepp’s group . . . Barry
Harris continues at Diggs Den . . . Ken
ny Burrell, Larry Ridley and Bill Harris
were at the Guitar during October . . .
The Charlie Byrd Quintet did a Queens
College concert Oct. 30 . . . James Moody
was at Club Baron the week of Oct. 26
and Leon Thomas held forth the week
before . . . Lonnie Smith was at the Blue
Book in October . . . Harold Ousley was
at Sandy’s uptown the end of October
. . . Sam Jones and Wynton Kelly teamed
up at Mikell’s ... Top of the Gate fol
lowed Mose Allison with Roland Hanna,
who had Major Holley, bass, and Eddie
Locke, drums . . . Duke Pearson worked
the Lost and Found, 39th & Lexington
in October . . . Charlie Haden’s score
for San Francisco Mix was heard on chan
nel 13 last month. The bassist performed
it with San Francisco drummer Jerry
Granclli . . . Percussionist Selwyn Lissack gave a concert Oct. 19 at Joseph
Wade Jr. High School in the Bronx, with
Perry Robinson, clarinet; Mike Moss,
tenor, soprano, flute; and Richard Young-

stein, bass . . . Rashied Ali’s quartet was
at Esther Gritz in Brooklyn on wceeknds
starting Oct. 30 . . . Pec Wee’s featured
Rita da Costa the weekend of Oct. 23,
with Walter Davis on piano and Clifford
Barbero on drums . . . Janice Jarrett &
the Rhythm Associates were at Muse.
Los Angeles: It isn’t often that discographers are honored but it happened
in Los Angeles recently when Larry
Dougherty’s 18-piece band staged a jazz
concert and dedicated the Sunday after
noon outdoor affair to the memory of
Ernie Edwards, who died last March.
The concert was under the auspices of the
city’s Department of Municipal Arts and
Bureau of Music . . . Don Ellis is keep
ing his band and his writing chops equally
busy these days: following their appear
ance at the Northwest Jazz Spectacular in
Seattle, Don and his band played (and
recorded live) at Fillmore West in San
Francisco, then took off for a two-week
midwest concert tour. Don, never a be
liever in miniaturization, has just com
pleted a musical called Future: Tense!!
It will be premiered at the school that
commissioned it, Long Beach City College,
next February. Among the forces em
ployed: a large concert band, large chorus,
the school orchestra, dancers and a 100piecc matching band! Don recently re
turned from Germany where he was dis
cuss:
another commission: an opera for
the i ’. mburg State Opera . . . Stan Ken
been invited to serve as a judge
ton
at tie international Festival of University
Band , scheduled for Croydon, England,
durin late August and early September,
1971. As of now, more than 80 bands
will participate . . . Dave Grusin was
among the panel of judges representing
the United States for the recent Brazilian
Song Festival, held in Rio de Janiero.
Grusin has signed to score a segment of
ABC-TV’s Dan August . . . Local com
poser-arranger Edgar Redmond conducted
a number of clinic sessions at the 12th
Annual National School Orchestra Asso
ciation conference at Elon College, in
North Carolina. Also participating in the
clinics were trumpeter Mannie Klein and
drummer Ed Shaughnessy . . . Kim
Richmond and his 10-piece rock band,
The Hereafter, are featured at the People
Tree Inn, in Calabasas . . . Marly Harris
and his Trio still provide the house sounds
at Hogie’s in Beverly Hills . . . Gus Bivona and his Quartet are at My Brother’s
in Canoga Park, on weekends . . . Lennie
Bluett is at the Red Log, near the UCLA
campus . . . Eddie Cano is back at the
940 Club with his quartet. Dixieland is
featured there on Sundays . . . Selah
made its first non-campus appearance as
part of a double bill at the Pilgrimage
Theater (the other combo was Dave
Mackay’s Concert Jazz Quintet, with
Joe Pass). Selah is the Tim Barr Quar
tet, the Los Angeles Valley College combo
that has earned a number of awards at
college jazz festivals. Personnel include
Jon Clark, flute, piccolo and reeds; Steve
Correll, piano; Thom Magee, drums, and
Barr, bass. Barr, who knows how to gain
attention, began the first number by bow-

ing on his upright while it was laying on
the stage . . . Jimmy Smith and Trio
closed at the Lighthouse and were fol
lowed by Kenny Burrell . . . George
Van Eps added something new to his re
cent four nights at Donte’s: instead of
just vibist Frank Flynn, the guitarist also
had brother Bobby Van Eps on piano;
Ray Leatherwood on bass, and Jerry
Williams on drums . . . Also at Donte’s,
Walter Bishop substituted for the Dee
Barton band. Lightnin’ Hopkins played
one week at the Ash Grove . . . John
Klemmer put in a week at Shelly’s ManneHolc and was followed by Thelonious
Monk . . . Also in for a week: Kenny
Hagood, better known as Pancho, at Los
Angeles’ newest room, Schraft’s . . . The

World’s Greatest Jazz Band will close at
the Hong Kong Bar Dec. 20, then Joe
Williams will take up residence through
Jan. 17.

Chicago:

Herbie Hancock followed
the Monty Alexander Trio (Alexander,
piano; Richard Evans, bass; Frank Gant,
drums) into the London House Nov. 4
with some new faces on hand. His sidemen
were: Eddie Henderson, trumpet; Julian
Priester, trombone; Bennie Maupin, ten
or sax; Buster Williams, bass, and Billy
Hart, drums. The Ramsey Lewis Trio
follows Hancock Dec. 1, giving way
Christmas week to the house band, the
Audrey Morris Trio, then returning for
an additional week through and including
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New Year’s Eve . . . Illinois Jacquct and
Gene Ammons did a Nov. 1 concert at
the North Park Hotel honoring the mem
ory of Lester Young. Jacquet also shared
the stage at the Apartment with Odell
Brown and the Organizers recently . . .
The Gallery Ensemble, who can be heard
regularly at the Afam Studio and Gallery
on E. 75th St., were featured in concert at
Barat College in nearby Lake Forest. On
Dec. 11, the Ensemble (Jose Williams,
soprano sax; Joe McClendon, alto sax;
Billy Mitchell, bass; Bobby Miller,
drums) will appear at St. Xavier College
in Chicago . . . The Willie Jones Quintet
(Jay Peters, tenor sax; Reggie Boyd,
guitar; Jones, piano; Betty Dupree, bass;
Kansas Fields, drums) did a one-nighter
at the Essex Ballroom . . . Count Basic’s
Orchestra worked Ruggles Nov. 2. The
first name attraction to work the club,
Stan Kenton, returned to town for three
nights at the Quiet Knight, 953 W. Bel
mont Ave. . . . Jimmy Heath and Curtis
Fuller visited the North Park Hotel in
late October. Sidemen for the Saturday
and Sunday concerts included bassist
Rufus Reid and drummer Wilbur Camp
bell . . . The first in a series of jazz
concerts at the Bernard Horwich Jewish
Community Center featured the Corky
Siegel-Schwall Blues Band (Nov. 18)
with Art Hodes (Dec. 16) and Warren
Kime set to follow . . . Joe Williams did a
one-nighter at the High Chapperal . .. Blues
men Junior Wells and Buddy Guy, recent
ly returned from a European tour with
the Rolling Stones, worked a weekend at
Theresa’s . . . Recent attractions at Alice’s
Revisited: Hound Dog Taylor and Honey
boy Edwards . . . The Living Room of the
Playboy Club features the trios of Harold
Harris, Joe laco, Alan Barcus, and John
Gittens . . . Georg Brunis and his Dixie
land band enlivened a recent Sunday night
at the Edge Lounge. With the trombonist
were Smokey Stover, trumpet; Russ Whit
man, clarinet; Tut Soper, piano, and
Tony Bellson, drums . . . The Salty Dogs
played a concert at the Three Fools Hall
in nearby LaGrange.
San Francisco: Miles Davis, with

Gary Bartz, reeds; Keith Jarrett, piano;
Mike Henderson, bass; Jack Dejohnette,
drums, and Jumma Santos, Airlo Mo
reira, percussion, worked at Basin Street
West Oct. 2-3, 6-9, (Sarah Vaughan was
booked from Oct. 17-24) played Zellerbach Auditorium on Oct. 14 with the
Fourth Way (Mike White, violin; Mike
Nock, piano; John Wilmouth, bass; Ed
Marshall, drums, and new fifth, tenorist
Hadley Caliman), then moved to Fill
more West Oct. 15-18 with Leon Russell
and Hammer ... A new jazz-rock group,
Stark Reality, promoted by Ahmad Ja
mal, with Monty Stark, vibes, vocals;
John Abercrombie, guitar; Phil Morri
son, bass; Vinnie Johnson, drums, played
the Jazz Workshop. Thelonious Monk’s
Quartet followed . . . The Berkeley Jazz
Symposium, held Nov. 6-7, had the Sonny
Simmons Quartet, the Bert Wilson unit,
Neo-Hoodoo Jazz Three, Martha Young’s
Trio, among others . . . Charles Lloyd
appeared with Jethro Tull at a Bill Gra-
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ham-sponsored concert at Berkeley Com
munity Theatre. Graham’s set on present
ing a rock tour of Vietnam, but is being
blocked by army brass insistence that he
cut down on excess baggage . . . The
Garden Room of Hotel Claremont, which
has an occasional indulgence of big bands,
had Count Basie Oct. 24 . . . The Moth
ers of Invention (Ian Underwood, tenor
sax, electric harpsichord; Frank Zappa,
guitar; Jeff Simmons, bass; Ansley Dun
bar, drums; Howard Kaylan, Mark Toll
man, vocals), had George Duke on piano
and trombone for a concert at Pepper
land at San Rafael . . . Gabor Szabo
was at the El Matador . . . The Bobby
Hutcherson-Harold Land Quintet worked
the Both/And . . . Richard Groove
Holmes appeared at Jack’s of Sutter Street
. . . Don Piestrup’s band rolled again
with their customary monthly concert at
the Casuals and a concert at Mission
Dolores Park. Lead trumpeter Pat Hous
ton has finally succumbed to the fat lure
of Hollywood studios and will leave soon.

Boston: The cancellation of WGBHTV’s weekly jazz show, Mixed Bag,
brought support for its co-producers, Lee
Tanner and Dave Atwood, from jazz fans
across New England. The show featured
established local jazzmen as well as younger
talents. Those wishing to join the protest
should write WGBH, Public Relations, 125
Western Ave., Boston, Mass. 12134 . . .
Berklee College of Music faculty member
Charlie Mariano did a week at the Jazz
Workshop with his Osmosis. He also re
cently joined fellow Berklee instructor Ray
Santisi in backing Astrud Gilberto at
Paul’s Mall, where other featured artists
have included Chuck Berry, Arthur Pry
sock, and Woody Herman . . . Heavy
sounds have emanated from the Jazz
Workshop, where Roland Kirk, the Mod
ern Jazz Quartet, Hugh Masckela, Les
McCann, Ornette Coleman, Herbie Han
cock, and Horace Silver have worked re
cently . . . Lennie’s-on-the-Turnpike con
tinued to feature top attractions, with
Roberta Flack, Pharoah Sanders, Mose
Allison, James Moody, Dizzy Gillespie,
and Leon Thomas working the room in
recent months. The local Jimmy MosherPaul Fontaine Big Band is featured on
Mondays . . . The Ultra-Modern Jazz
Quintet, a young Boston group headed by
trumpeter Milt Ward, has been active lo
cally. Members include Art Baron, trom
bone; Steve Slagle, alto sax; Todd Ander
son, tenor sax; George McFetridgc, piano;
and Steve Ambush, drums . . . Another
young local group, the New Music En
semble (Jeff Stout, trumpet; Ed Byrns,
trombone; Don Garcia, alto, soprano sax;
Steve Winfield, tenor sax, flute; Lance
Gunderson, guitar; Richard Shacr, elec
tric piano; Kent Carter, cello; Jim Bebo,
bass; Craig Herndon, Joe Bobo, drums)
have done concerts at Old West Church,
the Harlem Inter Faith Ministerial Asso
ciation, and at several local high schools
. . . Berklee’s Joe Georgian! recently re
turned to the lead trumpet chair with
Buddy Rich’s Big Band, where he joined
fellow Berklee trumpeter Danny Hayes
. . . Berklee students Sal Spicola and

Larry Pyatt toured the U.S. and Europe
last summer with Lionel Hampton and
trombonist Erling Kroner left Berklee to
return to his native Denmark . . . Recent
concerts featured Oscar Peterson, Herbie
Mann, Laura Nyro and Ella Fitzgerald
at the Music Hall, Led Zeppelin, Crcedencc Clearwater Revival, Sly and the
Family Stone at Boston Garden, and
John Sebastian and the Ramsey Lewis
Trio at Symphony Hall . . . Muddy
Waters and his Chicago Blues Band
appeared during the music segment of
Boston’s Celebration oj Black Arts, held
at historic Arlington Street Church. Also
on the program were The Blue Guerilla,
The Victorious with Al Phillips and the
Gospclodians.

Baltimore: Olatunji and his troupe of
five drummers and four male and three
female dancers, put on a brilliant perform
ance at Towson State College Oct. 9 at
the conclusion of a week-long black arts
festival sponsored by the Black Student
Union. A group led by local reedman
Jackie Blake, with trumpeter George John
son, soprano saxophonist Michael Turk,
tenor saxophonist Arthur Lamb, pianist
Doug Hawkins, bassist Hiram Bullock
and drummer Lily Wood, was also on the
bill . . . Chicago played Baltimore’. last
rock concert of the season Oct. IS at the
Civic Center.- The Mayor and the Civic
Center Commission imposed a ban on fur
ther rock shows after groups of youths
leaving a teen-age dance last month van
dalized several stores, causing some $10,000 worth of damage. By contrast, the
capacity audience of 12,000 at the Chicago
concert was well behaved, in fact, almost
subdued; there were no arrests during or
after the show . . . Dizzy Gillespie, with
the Gonzales brothers, Andy and Jerry,
on bass and conga respectively, pianist
Mike Longo, and guitarist George Davis,
played a Left Bank Jazz Society concert
October 18. The following weekend, the
perennially young Woody Herman, with
Steve Marcus back in his old tenor chair,
played an LBJS benefit for Project Sur
vival, an East Baltimore group which is
trying to raise money to build a neighbor
hood center. The highlight of the after
noon was a sparkling arrangement, by
pianist Alan Broadbent, of the old Her
man chestnut Blues in the Night, featuring
a baroque horn chorus and a Herman
vocal. Said Woody: “I think this is the
way it should have been arranged in the
first place but I had to wait until he
(Broadbent was born in 1941) came
along.” . . . Gentlemen II, a singles club
which has been running a “rock and roll
revival” brought in Bill Haley and the
Comets and The Platters during succes
sive weeks in October.
Dallas: Doc Severinscn returned to the

southwest this fall with concert appear
ances in Oklahoma City, Dallas, El Paso
and San Antonio. A group of Dallas-based
musicians accompanied him on the entire
tour . . . The North Texas State Lab Band
participated in a Texas Music Festival
honoring and featuring Burt Bacharach

during the State Fair in October. The
composer is scheduled to return to the
city for a concert in late November . . .
Don Jacoby took time out from duties
as Keynote Club playing-host to amass
a 28-piece band for an October Pctula
Clark concert at nearby University of
Texas-Arlington. The Keynote continues
with the Dave Williams Quartet (Bob
Wimberly, bass and trumpet; Dick Crock
ett, guitar; Bill Minor, drums, and the
leader, organ, piano and trumpet) . . .
Drummer Dwayne Durrett and guitarist
Jim Shannon, formerly with bassist John-

FtrosjsDg :s!Ri©[p>MUSIC SHOP classified ads are accepted for all
items arid services bought and sold in the wide,
international down beat market. Rate* (minimum
ten words per insertion): one insertion, 706 per
word. Special multiple Insertion echcdulext three
times, 656 per word; seven times, 626 per word;
13 times, 606 her word: 26 times, 546 per word.

ny Case and vocalist Sonny Green at
Fort Worth’s Coconut Club, have joined
the Salt & Pepper Review on tour. Other
local musicians backing the team are
Daryle McCowan, trumpet; Tony Trahan,
tenor, and Sammy Sams, bass . . . Gloria
Loring, following her engagement at the
Dallas Hyatt House, took the Moe Bill
ington house band with her for an ap
pearance at Galveston, Texas, College.
Billington, organ; Jack Petersen, guitar;
Billy Michaels, bass, and Dale Cook,
drums, played for the concert, a portion
of which was devoted to the jazz mass

composed by pianist-conductor Jack Reil
ly. .. . Singer-pianist Frankie Randall’s
appearance at the Hyatt House overlapped
that of Lou Rawls at the Fairmont. Ran
dall was to have opened at Atlanta’s Hy
att property Oct. 18, traveling then to
Tulsa’s Hilton Inn Nov. 9, and Phoenix’
Colonial House Nov. 23 before returning
to the Riviera in Las Vegas after the
first . . . Singers Vicki Carr and Kay
Stevens joined Trini Lopez for two bene
fit concerts Oct. 31-Nov. 1, the enter
tainer’s first public appearance in his home
town since working obscurely in Dallas

ARRANGEMENTS

RECORDS & TAPES

DANCE BAND CHARTS. All sizes-—from pop to rock—
plus listings of music books and jsupplies. Request free
catalog. Terminal Musical Supply,t. 166A W. 48th St.,
New York. N.Y. 10036.

THOUSANDS OF JAZZ LPS at fantastically low prices.
Modern, Progressive, and Blues. Send 25c for Catalog. Foreign: Send 5 coupons. SAVE-ON-JAZZ, Box
42664, Dept. C. Evergreen Park, III. 60642.
JAZZ GUIDE. House of Ja;
Jazz Imports,
Glenside Ave., Glenside, Penna. 119038.

FREE

BOOKS

309 W.

GUITARISTS—STUDENTS—TEACHERS. Radical simplifi
cation of guitar technique. 64 page book "Guitar in
Fourths". Send $4.00 check—M.O. Catalano Enterprises,
67 Sylvan Rd., Port Chester, N.Y. 10573.

JAZZ—Send 10c in
i
coini for complete SAVOY JAZZ
CATALOG. Parker,. Hawkii
iwkins, Young, Gillespie, etc.
SAVOY RECORD CO.
'
f56-D Ferry St., Newark, NJ.
07105.

MODERN MUSIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOK SUPPLEMENTS by
Phil Rizzo. First Step to Improvisation, $3.50; Spread
Chord Voicing, $3.50; Scale Variations, $2.50; Ear
Training Based on Twelve Tones, $2.50. Modern Music
School. 2979 Woodhill Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44104.

RICHARD DAVIS, 1968-69 Poll Winner has written a
book. "Walking on Chords for String Bass and Tuba".
Send $3.50 to RR & R Music Publishers, Inc., P.O.
Box 117, Planetarium Sta., N.Y., NY 10024.

JAZZ RECI
CORDS—Free Lists. JAZZ HOUSE, Box 455,
Adelaide FP.O.. Toronto, Canadj

PRACTICAL IMPROVISATIONS

GUITAR TEACHERS—Free Catalog. New and better teach
ing publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN student
interest. GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box
55-DB, Dover, N. H. 03820.

IMPROVISATION METHODS

MODERN HARMONY BOOK FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
scales, chords, blues, alterations, etc.
Send $3.25 to BOB TILLES
6153 i.!. Clr.romont Avo.
Chicago, ILL, 60645

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I!
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— REVISED EDITION

A r.’cw Approach to Jazz Improvisation
Guidcbook/'LP record — for all instruments. MORE
RECOHDED TRACKS — 10 TOTAL. Bigger guidebook
more exercises — plus 12 page supplement! Excellent rhythm section accompaniment.
Chord progressions — scales — patterns included.
Chcck/i.O... .§7.95
Canada add....$1.20
JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211 Aeccrsold Dr.
New Albany, Ind. 47150

LARGEST PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING catalog $1 (credited):
RockTronics, 22-DB Wendell St., Cambridge, Mass.
02138.

MISCELLANEOUS
PSYCHEDELIC CATALOG of Lighting. Posters, Jewelry,
etc. Send 25c. HOLE IN THE WALL, 6055-D Lankershim, North Hollywood, Calif. 91606.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
| JAZZ PLAYERS—ALL INSTRUMENTS
EMILt DcCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS
GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR PROGRESSIONS,
PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES THROUGH THE
POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES.
.$1.50
THE CYCLE OF FIFTHS ........
.$2.50
THE IH W PROGRESSION ...
.$2.00
THE BLUES SCALE...............
.$2.00
THE LYDIAN MODE.............
.$2.00
THE TRITONE CYCLE............
.$2.00
THE DORIAN MODE
.$2.00
THE MIXOLYDIAN MODE ....
J THE BYZANTINE SCALE.......
.$2.00
J THE IONIAN MODE ..............
.$2.00
“j THE DIMINISHED SCALE ...
.$2.00
J THE AEOLIAN MODE ............
.$2.00
.$1.50
THE POLYTONAL GUITAR ...
Send check or money order to:
EDC PUBLISHING Dept. DB-27
rgon, N.J. 07047
1611 Kennedy Blvd.
North Ben
tok FOR Air Mall
Foreign Orders ADD $1.00 PER Boc

imo Brand Musical Instrument.
30% DISCOUNT Any Nam*
4usic, 127 T Sunrise Highway,
Free Catalog. Freeport Mu^
Freeport, New York 11570.
WHOLESALE PROFESSIONAL Guitars, Amplifiers, PA
Systems, Free Catalog. Carvin, Escondido, Calif. 92023.

SHAWN ROCK BEAT
send $12.95 for a
different Hi-Hat jingle device.
(Genuine German Silver Jingles)
CARROLL SOUND, INC.
P.O. Box 88, Palisades Park, NJ. 07650
Write for free catalog

500 RARI
garden, I
Russell,
!
--------- Morton,
Teschemaker, Condon, INSTRUMENTAL
Mezzrow, Beider
becke, etc. Griffith, Box 307, Boston, Mass. 02101.

METHOD

JAZZ RECORDS—Free list. $2-$1.50-$l. Ed Krech,
108-D West St., Rocky Hill. Conn. 06067.
JAZZ LP’S—include:
des rare items.
itei
Write, R. H. Hagopian,
108 Warren St., Nutley, New Jersey 071110.

LIGHTING
TALENT

OKIE DUKE
starring on Ovation Records
"You’ve got to hear him to believe
’”
ievo Mr,,
him!
Contact Max Borde
203 N. Wabash Ave. Chicago, IL 60601

THEORY & ARRANGING METHODS
ikZZ INSTRUCTION BOOKS—Free catalog. ADOLPH
SANDOLE, 243 Rambling Way, Springfield, Pa. 19064.

WHERE TO STUDY
ACCI
ZEPTING BEGINNING CORRESPONDENCE STUDENTS,
All
>11 Instruments.
tents. ILee Konitz, 467 Central Park West,
N(lew York City 10(

STUDY JAZZ TRUMPET
with Skip Le Compte in New York City.
Learn David Baker’s jazz improvisation method
plus dixieland and jazz-rock,
phone or write
SKIP LE COMPTE
315 W. 53 St.
New York, NY 10019
(212) LT 1-1480

DRUMMERS

FREE NEW CATALOG OF

Stanley Spector write*—
Is it that you need more "technique"
siquo’ to express
your "ideas", or is the difficulty that you
may In
}
stead require greater mental clarification
of your
irificati
“ideas"? I have the feeling that what most people
think of as "technique" can more precisely bo de
scribed as manual
mual dexterity. On the other hand, I
often get thes im
impression that so-called "ideas"
relate more to vagi
vague impulses and the wish to
make music. To bre<
break music down into two parts
iniquo" and "ideas" seems to
called "technique"
’
mo as
unreal as thinking
linkir
of up without down, fait wllhout slow, left without right. It is like sa}
ayino, "I
know how to spell a word, but I cannot
>t write it
down." I lend Io believe that in most cases the
drummer who thinks ho needs more "technique’'
to express his "ideas" is really In nee
teed of greater
mental clarification of his "ideas".
. . Soi
Some drummers
have found greater mental clarifies"
rification of their
ideas in considering the question—
HOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET TO PLAY
BETTER? For further information about our recorded
home study course, write to the
STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 58th Street (at 7th Ave.)
Dept. 252
Now York, N.Y. 10019
Phono: 246-5661

MUSICAL INSTRUMEN

azz Improvisation
$12.50
David Baker: Ja;
;ing --------& Composing
for ------Small
O BAKER: Arranging
r----- - ...
Ensemble .....................................................$12.50
.$ 5.75
O Baker: The 11 V, Progression
Baker: Developing Jazz Improvisation .....$ 7.50
(Based on Lydian Chromatic Concept)
Geo. Russell: Lydian Chromatic Concept . .$18.50
John LaPorta: Guide to Improvisation (text/
3-7" LPs) Indicate C-tr; C-ba; EB; Bb .ea. $ 7.50
LaPorta: Developing Sight Reading Skills
Indicate C; Eb; Bb
ea. $ 3.0(
Jerry Coker: Improvising Jazz
$ 1.9!
Hank Mancini: Sounds & Scores
..$12.50
(+ 3 LPs)
Pl Oliver Nelson: Patterns For Sax
..$ 7.00
Dan Rlclgllano: Popular Jazz Harmony ..$ 6.95
Russ Garcia: Pro Arranger-Composer . . ..$ 6.00
Chas. Colin: Encyclopedia of Scales .. ..$ 7.50
Gordon Delamont: Modern Hi
Harmonic
Techniques Volumes I, II
each $12.50
Delamont: Modern Arr;
.ranging Technique ..$12.50
Catalog Free With Order
Free Postage Anywhere
TODAY’S MUSIC
Box 169-D • Libertyville, Illinois 60048

MUSICAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Send Name, Address, Zip to:
Sam Ash Music Stored, Dept. D
301 Peninsula Blvd.
Hempstead, N.Y. 11550

BEAUTIFUL CONGAS
for the

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE

Ip'

LATIN PERCUSSION
P.O. BOX 88
PALISADES PARK, N.J. 07650
201-947-8067

inc.

Foreign inquires are invited.
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Two by David Baker...
arranging & composing for
the small ensemble: Jazz/r&b/
jazz-rock. Foreword by Quincy
Jones, Chicago: 1970, 184 pp,
110 music plates, 8 Vi x 11,
spiral bound, $12.50.
jazz improvisation, A Com
prehensive Method of Study for
All Players.

Foreword by Gunther Schuller,
Chicago: 1969, 184 pp. (104
1 1, spiral
music plates) 814 x 11,
bound, $12.50.

Remit $12.50 for each copy of:
arranging & composing . . .
jazz improvisation . . .

Free postage anywhere. Free
catalog enclosed with each
order.
Free Catalog—Free Postage

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
31S W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019
Phone orders: 212/581-1480

DAVE BAKER’S
JAZZ ROCK SERIES
All arrangements scored
ired for nini
nine instrui
aments:
trumpet; trombone; alto, tenor am'
and baritone
itone saxes;
guitar; piano; electric and acoustic bass; a..J
and drums.
Roly Poly
One For J. S.
125th Street
Terrible T
Son Mar
The Dude
April B
Black Thursday
Prelude
Le Chat Qui Peche
54.50 EACH
A complete Dave Baker Jazz Rock Libra
Library of all
ten arrangements . . . only 537.50.
Also by Dave Baker . . .
O The II V, Progression........... .......... 55.75
Developing Jazz Improvisation .......57.50
Based on Lydian Chromatic Concept
Free Catalog — Free Postage
NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10019

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
Russell Garcia (The Professional Arranger) 56.00
Angelo Dcllaira (Chord Workshop) 57.50
D (Arranger’s Workshop) 55.00
(Creative Arranging) 512.50
Bug^Boiver (Chords-Progressions) Treble or Bass

Colm/Bugs Bower (Rhythms Complete) for all

Dr. Donald Reinhardt (Ency. of the Pivot Sys
tem) all brass 512.50
Josephine Schillinger (Kaleidophone) 53.50
Q Schillinger (Encyclopedia of Rhythm) 512.50
[J Charles Colin (Encyclopedia of Scales) 512.50
Chas^ Colin (Modern Trumpet Method) complete
n Aaron Harris (Advanced Trumpet Studies) $4.95
Hank Mancini (Sound and Scores) 512.50
IJ A. Mancini (Complete Trumpet Method) 57.50
\ j Dan Ricigliano (Popular Jazz Harmony) 56.95
H Fake Book for the Club Date Musician 57.50
Capozzoli: AROUND the DRUMS (with Triplets)
(with open rolls) (with Rhythm) (with paradiddles)
(with Sight Reading) each book 52.00—Special
all 5 books $8.00
Catalog Free with Order—Free Postage Anywhere
_ NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019
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clubs during the late 1950s . . . Newest
area spot featuring jazz is Harry’s 2200
Club in Fort Worth, with Saturday and
Sunday sessions.

Denmark: A September jazz festival in
Aarhus, sponsored by the Jazz Tagskaegget, featured the Freddie Hubbard Quin
tet, Johnny Griffin, Art Taylor, Albert
Nicholas, Brew Moore, Lars Guilin, Dex
ter Gordon, and many of Denmark’s
leading jazzmen . . . The Danish Radio
Big Band has concentrated on brass play
ers for its guest soloists this fall: trum
peter-arranger Bengt Arne Wallin, Fred
die Hubbard, and Clark Terry have
appeared with the band. Hubbard’s group
(Junior Cook, tenor sax; Kenny Barron,
piano; Junie Booth, bass; Louis Hayes,
drums) also appeared at the Montmartre
. . . Don Cherry, using a multitude of
instruments, gave concerts in early Octo
ber at the Bristol Music Center in Copen
hagen in early October ... A new Danish
TV program, produced by Per Moller
and Edmondt Jensen, featured the Bill
Coleman Quintet (Ben Webster, tenor
sax; Teddy Wilson, piano; Hugo Ras
mussen, bass; Ole Strecnbcrg, drums);
a blues show with Johnny and Edgar
Winter, and Erroll Garner in its first three
half-hour programs . . . The Univ, of
Aarhus was the scene of a jazz and rock
festival Oct. 10. Featured were Sweden’s
Bcrnt Rosengren and his group, Nor
wegian tenorist Jan Garbarek’s Quartet,
and Finnish saxophonist Eero Koivistoinen’s Quartet. Rock participants from Den
mark included Burnin’ Red Ivanhoe, the
Rainbow Band, and No Name.

Germany: The European Down Beat
Poll Winners, with trombonist Albert
MangelsdorfT, reedman John Surman,
organist Eddy Louiss, pianist Francy Bo
land, bassist Niels Henning OrstcdPedcrsen, drummer Daniel Humair, and
vocalist Karin Krog, recently returned
from a busy trip to Japan. Accompanied
by Joachim E. Berendt, they played
numerous TV, radio, club and concert
gigs . . . Klaus Doldinger has formed
a rock group, Klaus Doldinger’s Mother
hood . . . The Harry James Orchestra
played a number of concerts in Germany
in September . . . The Dave Pike Set
recently began a six-week tour of Ger
many and Switzerland. The group will
play approximately 25 concerts, appear at
the International Jazz Jamboree in War
saw, and do a couple of TV performances
. . . Paul Bley’s Synthesizer Show toured
Germany in October and November. The
group played a total of nine concerts in
Berlin and Cologne ... A jazz festival
held in Cologne Oct. 27-30 featured Dizzy
Gillespie with the Kenny Clarke-Francy
Boland Big Band, Buddy Rich, the Mod
ern Jazz Quartet, the Saints and Sin
ners, the Dave Pike Set, Albert Mangelsdorff’s Quartet, Paul Bley, and oth
ers. The festival was organized by Gigi
Campi . . . The Hagaw Dixieland Band
from Warsaw made their sixth tour of
Germany in three years during Septem
ber and October.

MANN
(Continued from pago 15)

had to invest was time, they invested the
money. Now, over the first eight months,
producing brand-new people—well, as far
as the general public is concerned, Miro
slav Vitous and Attila Zoller and Arnie
Lawrence and Bill Fischer and Sandy Nas
sau are brand-new people—we produced
10 albums, two of mine and eight others,
and the company is in the black—even
if you take away my records. The only
problem is that it’s a full-time thing. There
are not enough hours. I can’t be a fulltime producer and a full-time musician
too. So I’ve cut back on the production
end; I’m limiting myself to people I really
believe in. I found a group from Ann
Arbor, Michigan, called Floating Opera.
It’s a rock band, if you can say rock. It s
a rock-folk-country-jazz band. Labels are
ridiculous, anyway, and they’re the best
band I’ve heard since Crosby, Stills&Nash,
who are my favorite contemporary group.
So I’m going to spend a lot of time on
them. I’ll have a Jim Pepper album out,
an i&uiYllvuu
American luvuuu
Indian uaw.*..
album. —His
---sings on the album, they wrote original
..1
is
on
it.
I found
tunes, and Larry Coryell ”
a girl singer—I mean, 17 didn’t find her—
all you have to do is start letting people
know you’re looking for new talc .'. • • •
In the spring, my idea is to get . packNasage with the Floating Opera, Sar.
tour,
san, and my group, and do a con.
with some kind of multi-medi; thing;
really put together a package,
name to give exposure to the whthing,
kind
’cause I think we’re ready for so.
of—I hate to use the word—cor - vative
music concept. I think the colkrcN are
really ready. You’ll see the MJQ being
brought in; B. B. King will get a lot of
work. I don’t think they’re going to book
the hard rock things any more. The sum
mer rock festivals are over—completely
over—the amplifier thing is over also;
more and more bands are going acoustic.
They’ve gotten past that loud thing, and
now they’re getting into music. I mean,
just listen to the way pop music has
changed since the Beatles and Burt Bacharach. There’s musicality there—it’s not
just two chords and a loud guitarist.
There’s hope . . .
D.IL: Well, you still have groups like
Sly . . .
H.M.: What you do with them is book
them not to show . . . There’s reasons for
it. The big groups get caught up in the
success trap. Agents, managers, and all the
people—and how can you turn down $25,000 a night? So you end up chartering a
plane and do double concerts, and then
you’re late and you do the job and you’re
completely under this pressure to constantly
give of yourself to the success. So you do
it every night, and the pressures build, and
instead of just smoking, you end up be
coming a junkie or get into just doing it,
to perform—you’re an automaton, a ro
bot. Just look at this past year and all the
deaths. Most jazz musicians never get into
that thing. I think once they become suc
cessful, they’re a little bit more secure.
D.M.: It usually takes a little longer,
______________ _

too. . . .

__________________ w
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The absolute drummer

Sounds the “K”
Not even the top drummers can do
their best without the sound quality of
the original, authentic, hand-crafted K.
Zildjian® cymbals.
Elvin
This is why such stars as Art Blakey,
Jones
Mel Lewis andTony Williams insist on K.
Zildjian.
To say nothing of Elvin Jones, this year's top drummer in
Down Beat's critics poll.
With K. Zildjian these artists get the brilliant "now" sound
that speaks with youthful excitement and emphatic clarity. Per
fectly matched and balanced, K. Zildjian cymbals are in tune with
the times and the creative needs of the most exacting drummers.
Just as there is no confusion as to the quality of K. Zildjian
cymbals, there should be none about their origin.
K. Zildjian cymbals are the only ones hand-crafted in Turkey.
And we mean hand-crafted. You can see the hand-hammering on
them if you look closely.
So sound the"K"when selecting cymbals, and you know you've
chosen the absolute best for yourself and your group. See your
dealer or write for our free catalog.

K. Zildjian^

Distributed by The Fred Gretsch Company, Inc. 60 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211

Angyumaluma bongliddleany
nannyany awhan yll
Clark Terry continues his Selmer sales demonstration
on The Montreux Jazz Festival Polydor 245002

Selmer’

Division of The Magnavox Company. P.O. Box 310, Elkhart. Indiana 46514

